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Set at the edge of the rolling Moabite plain where wadis
begin to cut down sharply to the Jordan valley to the west, TeZZ
Hesbdn (Biblical Heshbon) commands a panoramic view to
the east, south and west from its topmost elevation of 895
meters above sea level. Located 26 road kilometers southwest
of Amman in the Transjordan, it is some 11 kilometers north
of the present administrative headquarters for the district,
Madeba. Jerusalem lies about 75 kilometers straight off to the
west, and on clear mornings one can see the green of Jericho
and the waters of the Dead Sea some 30 kilometers west at the
bottom of the valley. Access to the modern village is provided
by good asphalt roads from both Amman and Madeba.l
Since no accurate contour map of the site was available
prior to the beginning of the first season's work, the conformation of the tell can be described only in a general way.
Most striking is a rectangular shaped acropolis ca. 40 m.
north-south by 30 m. east-west. Surrounding it on all sides is a
gradually sloping shelf from ca. 40 to 60 m. wide from which a
rapid drop to lower levels is discernible on all sides except the
southwest. These two features comprise the main contours
visible as one approaches the site and were the prime focus
of attention in the first season's excavation (Plate X : A).
For location of the site in relation to other centers of culture at
various periods, cf. any standard Bible atlas, e.g., H. G. May, ed.,
Oxford BibEe Atlas (London,1962),pp. 49, 57, 59, 61,63, 65, 69, 73, 77.
7
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Evidence of ruins continued on a long sloping ridge running
southwest from the main tell. This included substantial walls
of buildings in various states of disrepair. In addition, this
ridge has become the location of the houses of most of the
present villagers, built mainly along the access drive from the
asphalt road which skirts the tell to the east.
Two other general features are noteworthy. The Wadi
H e s b h drops rather sharply from the plain north of the site
to form a deep cut on the west side of the tell running from
north to south, subsequently turning west in its course down
to the Jordan valley.
Across the wadi is another ridge of the limestone and chert
native to the area. Pockmarked with an estimated hundred
or more caves (some natural) still being used for animal pens,
crop storage and winter dwellings, the ridge is sufficiently
high to cut off visibility from the tell to the northwest at a
distance approximately a mile from the acropolis. This comprised the most serious limitation to the excellent pattern of
visibility range which enhanced the defense potential of the
ancient city.
The weather pattern is the two-season climate characteristic of Palestine, dominated by a northwest wind which blew
regularly throughout our working season with a definite
cooling effect on the sun's heat even at mid-day. That this
factor assists in sustaining the agriculture carried on in the
surrounding plains is evident even to the casual ~ b s e r v e r . ~
Conspicuous in the assessment of the total resources of the
site is the lack of any ample natural sources of fresh water.
That compensation in the form of cistern storage facilities
should comprise a considerable proportion of ancient construction is no more surprising than the extensive use of such
facihties by the modern inhabitants.
a On a few of our working days the wind was sufficiently strong to
impede efficiency. It was felt primaxily by the crews working on the
west side of the tell (in dirt-moving operations) and by the architects
and photographers (anchoring drawing boards and altitude photographic gear required special precautions).

Neshbods Histwy From Literary Sowces
The prominence of gesbkvt is well attested in several historical periods from l i t e r q evidence available.
Heshbon is mentioned first in connection with the Israelite
invasion of Transjordan some 40 years after the Exodus. At
that time Heshbon was the capital of Sihon, king of the Amorites. However, according to Num 21 :26-30, Sihon had expelled the Moabites from Heshbon, hence the Moabites must
have been in possession of that city prior to the arrival of the
Amorites. This is further confirmed by the fact that in the
Pentateuch the area surrounding Heshbon is called "the
plain of Moab" or "the land of Moab" (Num 22 :I ; 31:12 ;
33:48; 36: 13 ; Dt 34: 5, 6). However, in Moses' time the
northern border of Moab was the river Arnon, some 40
kilometers south of Heshbon.
When the Israelites arrived from Egypt they requested
from Sihon of Heshbon permission to travel through his land.
When Sihon denied this request a war ensued, which the
Amorites lost. In the course of the wax, Heshbon was taken
and apparently destroyed; at least the Biblical record speaks
of "the children of Reuben" as having built (or rebuilt)
Heshbon after the city was allotted to them (Num zr :21-26,
34; 32137;Jos 13115,17).
Later, the city seems to have changed hands, for according
to Jos zr :38,39, it belonged to the tribe of Gad. The possession
by Gad of the Heshbon area is confirmed by King Mesha of
the 9th century who claims in the Moabite Stone inscription
to have taken the temtory north of the Arnon from the tribe
of Gad who had occupied it (lines 10, 11). By the time of
Judge Jephthah, Heshbon had been a city in which Levites
dwelt (Jos 21 :3g; I Chr 6: 81).
T h i s brief account of the history of Heshbon as known before
excavation began is based on a B.D. thesis presented by Werner

Vyhmeister and deposited in the James White Library of Andrews
University. A condensation appeared in A U S S , VI (1968), r 58-177.
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In Solomon's time "the country of Sihon, king of the
Amorites," in which Heshbon was situated, is mentioned as
belonging to one of the districts into which that king organized
his realm (I Ki 4 :19).In Canticles "the fishpools of Heshbon,
by the gate of Bath-rabbim" (ch. 7 :4) are mentioned. Bathrabbim seems to have been the name of a city gate.
For two centuries the Bible is silent about Heshbon, but in
the time of the prophet Isaiah (ca. 700 B.c.) Heshbon,
together with Madeba, Elealah, and other cities, which had
formerly belonged to Israel, appears to have been in the hands
of the Moabites (Is 15:2, 4; 16:8, g). I t is possible that the
city fell to them as the result of Mesha's conquest of the
Gadite territory described on the Moabite Stone, although
Heshbon is not mentioned in that inscription. That conquest
took place in the second half of the 9th century and preceded
Isaiah's prophecy by more than IOO years.
In a prophecy of Jeremiah (ch. 48:2, 34, 45) Heshbon
shares the prophet's denunciation with other Moabite cities,
indicating Moabite possession in the earlier part of Jeremiah's
ministry. However, in a later oracle of Jeremiah (ch. 49 :2 , 3),
Heshbon appears to be an Ammonite city, having apparently
changed hands during Jeremiah's life. How and when this
happened is uncertain, but it has been suggested that Eze
25 :9, 10 casts light on this event. This passage refers to an
invasion of eastern tribes and of the Ammonites, in connection with which Heshbon may have fallen into their hands.
During the Hellenistic period a strong Jewish population
developed in Transjordan. In order to bring this region into
the Jewish state founded by the Maccabees, their rulersJonathan in 147 and John Hyrcanus in 129-annexed territories beyond the Jordan. The last mentioned king captured
Madeba (Jos., A&. xiii. 9.1).Although Heshbon is not rnentioned in the records dealing with these wars, there can be little
doubt that it must have come into the possession of John
Hyrcanus at that time, because it is listed among the cities of
Moab that were in Jewish hands soon after, namely during

the reign of Alexander Jannaeus, who ruled from 103-76
(ibid., 15.4).
During the time of Herod the Great (40-4), Esbus-as
Heshbon was then called-became a fsrtress city guarding
HerodJs kingdom against the Nabataeans in Transjordan. At
the outbreak of the Jewish-Roman war in A. D. 66 the city was
sacked by the Jews (Jos., War, ii. 18.1),but it does not seem
to have been held by the Jewish rebels for any length of time.
After Emperor Trajan dissolved the Nabataean kingdom
in A.D. 106, Esbus became part of the Roman province of
Arabia Petraea. In the third century it was even allowed by
the Emperor Elagabalus to coin its own money.
At what time Esbus became a Christian city is not known,
but that it was the seat of a Christian bishop in the 4th
century is attested by the records of the Council of Nicaea in
325, which repeatedly mention Bishop Gennadius of Esbus.
Again the acts of the Council of Ephesus, held in 431,mention
a bishop of Esbus whose name was Zosus. At that time the
bishop of Esbus seems to have been subject to the patriarch
of Antioch.
Soon after the invasion of the Arabs in the 7th century,
Heshbon seems to have ceased as a Christian city. The last
evidence of Heshbon's Christian character consists in correspondence of the 7th century between Pope Martin I and
Theodore of Esbus concerning the latter's orthodoxy. After
this correspondence, the name Esbus disappears from the
literary sources, reappearing only centuries later in its Arabic
form Hesbdn.
After the Arabic invasion a clear historical reference is not
found until 1184,when Ed-Dm, a biographer of Saladin, the
great Moslem leader who defeated the Crusaders, referred to
Hesbbn as a village. In his history of Saladin, Ed-Din says
that the Franks, that is, the Crusaders, had taken up positions
at el-WdZelz (the Biblical Elealah), while Saladin encamped
close to a village called Hesbdfi, before advancing toward
Kerak

.
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Another Arab writer, Abu el-Feda, who died in 1331, said
that "the capital of the Belka is Husban." AIso during the
14th century several other Arabic writers mention gesbdn.
But after that there is complete silence with regard to this site
until the 19th century, when, during the age of Near Eastern
explorations, Ijiesbdn is frequently described by travelers and
explorers. However, they know it only as a ruin site, a desolate
mound, void of inhabitants.
The present population of the village of flesbdn consists of
four families who until a few decades ago were Bedouins. They
were settled on the eastern slopes of the mound by the Nabulsi
family, wealthy landowners who had moved to the Hesbh
area from western Palestine toward the end of the 19th
century. It is therefore unlikely that the present villagers of
Hesbdn have either a historical or an ethnic connection with
the people of ancient Heshbon, Roman Esbus, or even with
the Gesbin of the early Arab periods.

History and Organization of the First Neshbovt Expedition
In the spring of 1966several board members of the Archaeological Research Foundation of New York pledged to support
three seasons of archaeological work under the sponsorship of
Andrews University at some site in Palestine. The offer was
accepted by the board of trustees of the university, and
Siegfried H. Horn was appointed as director of the expedition,
being at the same time authorized to lay plans for excavations
to begin in the summer of 1967.
In the summer of 1966 Horn spent several weeks in Jordan
looking over sites which needed archaeological investigation.
He also asked certain prominent scholars, among them Martin
Noth and Roland de Vaux, for suggestions. Traveling through
Palestine and examining prospective sites, he found the
villagers at one place adamantly opposed to archaeologicd
work. At another he discovered that the site in which he was
interested was owned by several landlords and that to obtain

a lease or grant would have involved long and tiresome negotiations, probably also much money. One appealing site lay in
an area restricted by the military, and another was too far
from human habitation to obtain labor and water.
But there was one site to which he returned again and
again, a site with which he had already been greatly impressed
when he saw it for the first time in 1953-Heshbon, the
capital city of Sihon, king of the Amorites. In 1966 a new
asphalt road was being constructed that passed the mound of
Heshbon, giving easy access to the site, which had formerly
been quite inaccessible. He also learned that the mound was
government-owned, so that it would not be necessary either to
rent or lease the area of excavation. Furthermore, he discovered that the local villagers and the elders were extraordinarily friendly and eager to see archaeological work done.
After the decision had been made to excavate at Heshbon
an application for an excavation permit was submitted to the
government of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. Awni
Dajani, Director General of the Department of Antiquities,
kindly supported this request, and a permit was granted in
due time. The American Schools of Oriental Research promised cooperation, the use of its tent camp and digging equipment
at Heshbon, and the use of its headquarters in Jerusalem.
Several staff members of the Shechem Expedition, who had
received their field training together with Horn, were willing
to join the Heshbon expedition as area supervisors, and one as
the expedition's chief archaeologist. Surveyors and photographers, an anthropologist, and certain college teachers and
students from several countries applied for places on the
4 Dr. Dajani, a dear friend of all Palestinian archaeologists who have
worked in recent years in Jordan, died February I, 1968. His passing
was a great loss for his country and Palestinian archaeology. Tribute
is here paid to a man and friend who cannot be replaced. In 1953 he
was my (Horn's) travel companion through the length and breadth
of Transjordan, and he taught me, a stranger and newcomer to the
land, innumerable and valuable lessons. His friendship will not be
forgotten.
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staff, the understanding being that each paid for his transportation and maintenance.
All plans were faid to begin work at Heshbon June 5, 1967.
The Director arrived in Jerusalem several days ahead of time
and found a few staff members already there. The tent camp
of the ASOR was transferred to Heshbon, and a,ll arrangements with the government a d the local people were made.
But ominous war clouds were hanging over the whole Near
East. Eight days before the excavations were to begin all
staff members who had not yet left their home countries were
advised by telegram to postpone their journey. But the
tensions continued to rise, so that on Sunday, June 4, telegrams were sent out canceling the expedition. The tent camp
was brought back to Jerusalem on the same day. The next
day, Monday, June 5 , the day when the work at Heshbon
should have begun, the Israeli-Arab war broke out and put
an end to all plans to excavate at Heshbon during that year.
After a few weeks of indecision it was recognized that even
under the new situation as created by the Six-day War,
archaeological work in Jordan should and could be continued.
New plans were laid. Richard HammiIl, president of Andrews
University, pledged his support for a renewed venture. Some
who had pledged money to support the expedition indicated
that they would continue to help, and many of the 1967 staff
members were willing to try again in 1968. A great boost was
given to the new plans when G. Ernest Wright, president of
the ASOR, promised to raise money for new equipment to be
used on the east bank of Jordan, and to pay for the transportation of two key staff members who were also to be engaged in excavations at Shechem that same summer. The
government of Jordan graciously renewed the excavation
permit. ti
T h a n k s are herewith expressed to Rafiq W. Dajani, assistant
director of the Department of Antiquities, who was most helpful in
supporting the new application for an excavation permit and obtaining
it. Not only to him, but also to Mikhael Jmeican, Director General

Since two key members of the Heshbon staff were involved
also in the Shechem excavations, the 1968 season of which was
scheduled in June and July, the Heshbon expedition had to
be scheduled so that it would follow the Shechem dig. This
explains why it started as late as July. A special difficulty was
created by Syria's remaining closed to American and British
citizens, forcing staff members who drove cars, which were
needed by the expedition, to make a week-long detour through
eastern Turkey, western Iran and Iraq, in part over incredibly bad roads.
But in the end all difficulties were overcome. A large staff
of 42 members, traveling by various means, assembled at
Amman and camed out the Heshbon expedition according to
plan, excavating at the site for seven weeks, from July 15 to
August 30. Since the money provided by the ASOR was
insufficient to purchase a complete tent camp for a major
expedition and the political tension in the country seemed to
make it advisable to spend the nights in a city, permission
was sought from and most graciously granted by the president
of the Middle East Division of Seventh-day Adventists to use
the Adventist school building in Amman as headquarters.
The facilities were a real godsend. The half-hour ride to and
from the site each day was a n inconvenience more than offset
by the facilities available a t the Adventist School, which made
our stay pleasant and materially aided in the success of our
work.
The auditorium of the school served as dormitory for our
30 men. Five classrooms provided offices for registry operations, the xchitects and photographers, director and anthropologist, and sleeping quarters for women; the open hall in
of the Department of Antiquities during the summer of 1968, a word
of thanks is due. Without their kind co-operation and friendly support
our work would have been impossible.
13 It is a pleasure to takeIthis opportunity to express our own and our
fellow staff members' deep-felt gratitude to F. C. Webster, president
of the Middle East Division and to W. J. Clemons, president of the
Jordan Section, for allowing us the use of the school.
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front of the classrooms was used as a dining hall;a room underneath a stairway was converted into a darkroom for the
photographers ; the kitchen and storeroom were the domain
of our cook and his three assistants; the back yard provided
space for the seven automobiles that gave us mobility-five
VW buses, one Volvo limousine, and an old Chevrolet carryall,
bought for the ASOR, which served as truck.
The director was the first of the staff members to arrive
in Amman, He spent several weeks purchasing equipment,
setting up living and working quarters, making contacts with
the government, arid obtaining the necessary local working
force. Several other staff members arrived early and assisted
with various preparations. Some remained after the close of
excavations for several days to complete records, and assist
with the various activities of winding up the expedition's
affairs in Amman. A "division of finds'' was obtained, made by
the Department of Antiquities of Jordan, and also the
necessary permits to export the antiquities d o t t e d to the
expedition and those loaned for further studies, which, in the
division of finds, had been retained for the nationd collections
by the government representative.
The normal daily schedule called for a 3:45 A.M. rising in
order to manage a first breakfast, the ride to the site, and a
start of the work day by 5 0 0 A.M. A half-hour break for a
second breakfast prepared and eaten on the site was scheduled from 8 :30-9:00. A I5-minute break at I I :15 provided
an opportunity for staff briefings of the work in each Area
once each week. Even the local workmen in surprisingly
large numbers took advantage of these opportunities to see
what was being done in other Areas. The on-site eight hour
work day ended at 1:3o P.M., followed by the drive back to
Amman, lunch and a rest period. From 4: 30-6: 00 the entire
staff was engaged in field dating the pottery (some teaching
and all learning) or in the production of pottery profile
drawings (most took turns learning and practicing the techniques). After the dinner hour there were lectures on special

subjects, reports on particular problems and general discussions by the staff in regard to their records and plans.
Formal lectures were scheduled two or three evenings a week.
The lights went out at 9 :oo P.M.
Two-day weekends allowed several field trips to other
antiquity sites on the east bank. Many of the staff took advantage of these opportunities regularly while some chose
these days for study and rest.
The health of the group can be reported as having been
quite good, although most staff members were plagued at one
time or another by expected intestinal troubles that befall
Europeans or Americans in the Near East before they become
immune to the unaccustomed germs of that part of the world.
No serious sickness or accidents interfered with our work. One
Area supervisor fell from a high wall but luckily suffered no
more than a wrist separation, which healed nicely in a cast;
a Square supervisor sprained his ankle and was immobilized
for several days, while another staff member, who was
thrown out of a car when its door sprang open in a swerving
movement to avoid hitting some people on the road, suffered
only slight abrasions and some stiffness.
Assignment of staff duties resulted in part from the strategy
adopted for the first season's work (see isfra) , and was kept
flexible to some extent as the work progressed. Recognizing
some shifts which are therefore ignored in this report, the
basic assignments were carried out as follows:
Directing the expedition was Siegfried H. Horn. He formulated the aims to be reached and chose the Areas to be excavated. He dealt with the Jordan government and was in
charge of the over-all work and all financial transactions of the
expedition. Serving as Chief Archaeologist was Roger S. Boraas.
He gave instructions in methods and techniques of excavation
to those who had joined theexpedition in order to obtain training in field archaeology. He also watched over all archaeological procedures to assure that the aims of the expedition would
be reached and the best scientific methods applied.
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Field excavations were carried on in four sectors of the tell,
each called "AxeaJJ and designated by letter. The team
working in each Area was headed by an Area supervisor, who
had an associate to assist in the field recordings and drawings
of plans and balks, so that the Area supervisor could be left
free as much as possible to direct his attention to the excavation work in his Area. In each Area there were also
several assistants called Square supervisors, who directed the
actual operations and the workmen in each Square.
Area A, on top of the acropolis, was under the supervision
of Bastiaan Van Elderen. His associate was Mervyn Maxwell,
and the Square supervisors were: Barbara Bergsma, James
Brashler, Marvin Hoekstra, Lois Stetler, and Peter Thorne.
-Area B, on the shelf, below and south of the acropolis, was
headed by Dewey Beegle, whose associate was Ed Grohman.
The Square supervisors were: Andrew Bowling, Elaine Hutt
and Richard Stet1er.-Area C; on the western slope, was under
Henry Thompson. His associate was Douglas Waterhouse,
and the Square supervisors were : Paul Bergsma (half-time),
Lenore Brashler, Kathy Hoekstra, Wayne Leys, Paul Meier
and Siegfried Schwantes-Area D, on the southern slope of
the acropolis, was under Phyllis Bird, whose associate was
Lawrence Geraty. The Square supervisors were: Keith Bulthuis, John Hutt, Norman Johnson, Chris Leys, and Arthur
Spenst.
The surveying staff, frequently and ably assisted by associate Area supervisors and Square supervisors, was headed by
Bert de Vries, with whom were associated Architect Paul
Belton and his brother Geoffrey, and Draftsman Philip Evans.
Their task was to stake out the areas to be excavated, to make
top plans and elevation drawings of all architectural features,
to ascertain levels in terms of altitudes in meters above sea
level of all excavated features, and to make a contour map
of the whole mound. Because of lack of time, only a beginning
could be made with regard to the last-mentioned task. The
survey of the acropolis and the surrounding shelf was com-

pleted (Figure I), but only the base line of the whole mound
was mapped when the excavations ended. The area between
the shelf and the base of the mound must still be surveyed in
coming seasons, as well as the surrounding areas of the mound,
some of which show remains of ancient graves and tombs.
The chief photographer was Avery Dick. He was assisted
by George Unger. Paul Bergsma, a Square supervisor, acted
as part-time photographer for color work. The photographers
made a complete photographic record of all archaeological
operations and shot numerous pictures of general interest,
but also photographed every architectural or other feature as
uncovered and every object found. They were so efficient that
complete sets of prints and publishable enlargements had been
made of all photographs by the time the expedition cornpleted its work7
Robert Little served as the expedition's anthropologist. He
registered and analyzed thousands of bones, unearthed two
articulated skeletons, one a headless large cat, perhaps a
lynx, the other a mutilated skeleton of a human female adult.
After the close of the expedition more than 300 pounds of
bones were shipped to America for further study.
The Department of Antiquities of the Hashemite Kingdom
of Jordan assigned three of its officials as representatives:
Fawzi Zayadin, an experienced archaeologist in his own right ;
Ghazi Besha, the curator of the Madeba regional museum ; and
Mohammed Odeh, a restorer of antiquities, whose skills were
put to good use when we discovered mosaics in the ruins of a
church on the mound. He removed these mosaics from their
original beddings and restored them in new reinforced concrete
beds for permanent preservation. Foreman for the 115 or more
local workmen from the village of Hesb6.n and its environs
was Mustafa Tawfiq, veteran of campaigns at 'Arlq el-EmQr
and Tell Baldtak, and now residing in Amman.
All photographs reproduced on Plates X-XXV, except where
other credit is given, are the work of Avery V. Dick and George
J . Unger.
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Hester Thomsen was in chuge of all pottery registration and
pottery drawing in the headquarters. This was an exacting
task, considering that about 12,000 pieces of pottery were
registered during the campaign. Sarah Grohman was in charge
of the washing of pottery and bones. She also typed the registry lists. She was assisted by three full-time Jordanian
pottery washers.
Marion Beegle was registrar of finds. She cleaned the coins
and all other objects as they were discovered, entered all data
in the registry book and on cards, and drew them to scale.
Camp director was Vivolyn Van Elderen. She was in charge
of the cooking and meals, the purchasing of supplies and
groceries, and the cleaning of the headquarters. Veterans of
west-bank excavations were pleased to see Mohammed Adawi
as cook. Three assistants in the kitchen and a campboy, all
refugees from BaZlIah, completed the headquarters staff.
Anita, the daughter of the Van Elderens, served as messenger
girl between Areas on the mound and ran other errands.
Several students from the University of Jordan's Department of History and Archaeology joined the crew to obtain
practical training in field excavation and recording techniques, and their assistance is gratefully acknowledged. They
not only served throughout the four Areas and with the survey
team, but also assisted the anthropologist.

Strategy, Methods and Techniqzles Used
The development of excavation strategy for the first season
was governed by several fixed factors, including land
availability, contour and surface evidence of the site, and
resources of personnel and finances. Advance consultations
between the Director and the top field staff resulted in a
tentative plan including the following elements.
I. Because no accurate contour map of the site was available and because no preliminary sounding had been done on
the site prior to the first season of excavation, these two

goals became primary. I t was intended that preparation of
the contour map might be done in advance of beginning
excavation by a survey team which would arrive early for
that purpose. One Area, limited in size, would comprise a
"preliminary" sounding for purposes of establishing a guide
to the stratigraphy to be expected on the site. The tactics
intended for such an Area would be relatively rapid penetration
of the strata within the limits imposed by caxeful identification
of the layers, and establishment of a relative chronology as
complete as possible. Clues to absolute chronology would
assist in drawing conclusions about the historical periods
represented in the debris on the site.
z. The prominence of the acropolis indicated the presence
of remains of public buildings. Their excavation was therefore
in order.
3. A third strategic aim was the interception of the major
defense installations at some point dong the defense perimeter.
4. When it became apparent that available manpower
would allow a fourth Area to be opened, its precise character
was kept flexible pending a close on-site inspection, but
tentatively an investigation either of the main shelf construction ruins or some portion of the acropolis access routes was
thought desirable.
5. Excavation would be carried out according to the
principles of the Wheeler-Kenyon method, with primary
attention being given to soil layers and their relationships as a
means of discerning the stratigraphic history of the site.
Field recording, discussed in detail below, was an adaptation
from recently used procedures at TeZZ-Bald&&, Gezer and
PeUa, aimed at orienting all data to the pertinent soil layer or
feature therein. It had been refined by the Chief Archaeologist
based on six weeks of field testing at the 1968 season of the
work at Balbtah.
Advanced training of the staff had begun with reading
recommendations and the adoption of terminology and field
recording principles which had been disseminated by the
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Chief Archaeologist to the staff of the expedition planned
for 1967. The same materials with minor modifications had
been mailed to the 1968 expedition staff in January. General
instructions were sent by the Director of the expedition concerning travel, accommodakions and administrative policies in
a series of three circular letters to all staff members. Training
of staff inexperienced in field work was part of the overall
purposes of the expedition and received major attention
in the course of the season's work. Academic credit arrangemen ts were available through Andrews University.
Terminology employed by the expedition will be of immediate relevance to understanding this as well as subsequent
reports, so a summary is provided for the reader's convenience.
The abbreviation "H 68" was adopted for identifying the
1968 season a t Heshbon. A sector of the telE in which excavation was carried on was designated an "Area" and identified by a capital letter. As indicated in the staff assignments
noted above, work was done in four Areas in the first season,
hence the designation Areas A-D. Within each Area the
portions opened for excavation, whatever their geometric
shape, were each designated "Square" and identified by an
Arabic number. "Plan" designates any drawing of a feature
viewed from the top. "Section" refers primarily to the
drawings of balk faces, both main and subsidiary balks.
"Elevation" refers to the drawing of a feature from a given
side view, whereas "Level" refers to the altitude above sea
level based on computations in relation to the 895 m. bench
mark on the highest point of the acropolis.
The fundamental unit in our recording system was the
"Locus." It can be defined as any discernible soil layer or any
"thing" (wall, pit, hearth) within or related to a given soil
layer. Locus numbers were assigned in chronological sequence
within each Square, and where helpful within the report, the
simple formula of Area, Square and Locus designation has
been put D. 2 :13, indicating Area D, Square z, Locus 13.
A further convention for ease in reading the report is the use

Figure

I.

Counter map of acropolis of Tell Hesbin, showing the location of Areas
A-D of the 1968 excavations

of certain symbols for particular types of loci. These include
a line drawn around a locus number to form a rectangle,
designating a wall, e.g., D. 2 :kTTJ.For a layer comprising an
exposed surface, a line under the locus number is used, e.g.,
D. 2 :25. For a definitely identified floor (related to architecturq, a double line under the locus number is employed,
e.g., D. 2:4. For any of the miscellaneous domestic or industrial i n s t d a t o n s (ovens, cisterns, stairs, pits), a triangle is
placed around the locus number, e g . , D. 2 . A . This serves
only t o call attention to the fact that the locus is not a normal
wall or surface layer.
In the field, the center of the record keeping process was a
Field Notebook kept for each Square in which all aspects
pertaining to a given locus were entered on a 2-page locus
sheet used for every locus identified.
Information gathered for each such locus included (I) a
chronological record of its excavation and the excavation
tactics employed, (2) a description of its characteristics, (3)
measurements in three dimensions locating it in the Square,
(4) precise measurements of its dimensions, ( 5 ) its relations to
loci immediatefy above, around and beneath it, (6) appropriate levels for its top and bottom (or other level variations),
(7) the pottery baskets associated with it (including the field
dates and registered sherds for each basket), (8) the objects
associated with it (including their registry numbers and a
tentative identification of the objects), (9) reference to what
Sections indicate its stratigraphic location (a complete set of
Sections was drawn for every Square opened), (10) reference
to what Plans (Square supervisors' Plans and especially the
Architect's Field Sheet numbers) record its location in the
Appreciation is expressed to L. E. Toombs for this suggestion made
initially by him for the excavations a t Pella, 1967. These symbols were
used in all field reports and locus books, but for typographical reasons
they are not used in this printed report. Here locus numbers are
preceded by their designation, for example: Wall A. 2 :1 2 refers to
Locus 12 in Area A, Square 2, as being a wall; in similar way Surface
C . I : I I , Cistern C. 4:7, or Floor A. I :zoshould be understood.
8
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Square, (11) a l l photographs in which it appears (including
the photo number, date, time, subject and view direction of
the shot), and finally (12)a paragraph of entries in red ink
indicating the interpretations of the locus, including the
initial impressions and all subsequent revisions by dated and
initialed entry. This verbal record was supplemented by scale
drawings and sketches of the various loci under investigation
in each Square reported daily in a top Plan. Additional helpful details were afforded through subsidiary Plan and Section
sketches kept by the Square supervisorswith each locus sheet.
Alternate sheets of graph and lined paper provided the
format for such recording. The result of using such a recording .
system is a collection of Field Notebooks, providing full and
cross referenced information on every locus excavated, comprising the basic data of the season's work. Auxiliary material,
such as the photographic collection, the architect's field sheets
and inked drawings, pottery profile drawings, object registry
and anthropologist's comments are all linked together through
references in the locus sheet, providing a ready channel for
later checking on any questionable item. The reports of the
four Area Supervisors included below are founded on their
correlations of such records within the Area in which they
worked. That constant diligent attention to the maintenance
of such basic record material was necessary for every Square
supervisor is obvious.
For interpretation of the results, it was agreed to use a
Period, Stratum and Phase designation sequence. Period
refers to the general historical divisions of cultural domination
on the site. Based on literary reference. we adopted the
general period designations of Modern, Arab, Byzantine,
Roman, Hellenistic, Iron I11 (Persian), Iron 11, Iron I and
Late Bronze for the first season. Within each Period, one or
more Strata may be detected. Normally, distinctions between
Strata would be on stratigraphic evidence of a major cultural
break supported by ceramic, architecturd and object data.
Periods are therefore primarily historical designations while

Strata are primarily archaeological data distinctions. Identification of Strata is by upper case Roman numerals. Within
a given Stratum, several Phases may be discerned. These
would recognize primarily construction phases within a given
complex. Major Phases are identified by capital letter,
whereas lower case Greek letters were adopted for minor
subdivisions. The chief interpretive task within each Square
was the correlation of loci into the features (rooms, stairs,
courtyards) comprising a Phase of occupation or its subdivisions. The chief interpretive task of the Area Supervisor
thus became the correlation of loci from a l l Squares in the
Area in order to form conclusions about the Phases, Strata and
Periods represented by the debris treated in the season. As the
season progressed it became helpful to use one additional
convention in recording. Sometimes, due to extensive erosion
or robbing of stones, it was not immediately apparent whether
a wall or other architectural structure had gone through
several rebuilds and uses and thus may have spanned more
than one Phase or even more than one Stratum. In such
instances lower case letters were used to indicate stages in the
wall construction when the data were not sufficiently clear
to warrant changing locus numbers.
A word concerning the field dating of the pottery is in order.
In advance of the first season it was recognized that the ceramic
horizon of the Transjordanian sites has not been explored
sufficiently to allow refined chronological identifications by
ceramic typology such as in the case for West bank sites. It
was further recognized that the dependability of West bank
ceramic criteria for dating purposes would necessarily be open
to revision. This applied most obviously to local wares in any
instance, but the attempt was made during field dating to
give adequate recognition to unidentifiable or undistinguishable forms in each basket, recognizing that detailed study
might necessitate revision of dating conclusions based on clues
normal in West bank locations. As the first season progressed
these recognitions were confirmed (cf. summary matters
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in.f~u).For such dating as ceramic evidence did alIow, the
principle of dating by the latest known sherd forms appearing
was followed.
The on-site inspection of the tell by the director and the
top field staff in the days up to and including July 14 led to
the following plan for the first season's work.
The decision was made to locate the "preliminary" sounding
on part of the shelf of the dell just south of the acropolis (see
Figure I). This was designated Area B and, to allow maximum
stratigraphic penetration in the first season, comprised only
one Square. Its placement in a sector free of surface evidence
of walls or other hints of major construction was intended to
allow excavation as free as possible of buildings and similar
major features. In these considerations we were partly
successful.
Investigation of the defense perimeter was designated Area C
and was located on the west edge of the shelf at a point were
two features dominated the surface evidence. A rapid drop-off
into the W a d i Hesbhz indicated that major defense construction had probably been located at the edge of such a natural
contour. The surface traces of two possibly tower-like structures with a depression between them gave an appearance of
a possible west side gateway construction. The placement
initially of two Squares, finally extended to four, laid along
a major east-west axis from the very edge of the shelf and
running eastward through the north half of the "gateway"
toward the acropolis comprised the extent of the Area.
Surprises and frustrations were greatest in this Area.
The placement of a grid of four Squares, Area A, in the
southeast quadrant of the inside of the acropolis rectangle was
governed by two main surface phenomena. One was a series
of four column bases set in a roughly east-west line and giving
the impression of being part of the roof support of a major
classical structure. The second phenomenon was a depression
or gap on the east in the perimeter architecture surrounding
the acropolis. This gave the impression of a possible east side

access from the shelf to the acropolis. The Squares of Area A
were aligned so as to bisect this "entrance" i n the south half
and simultaneously lay bare the presumed northeast portion
of the "building" hinted at by the column bases. The placement of this Area allowed the planned integration of d
Areas with reference to a main east-west axis line connecting
Areas A and C, and with reference to a main north-south axis
line linking the other Areas to Area A.
The placement of Area D, the intentionally flexible sector
in pre-season discussion, was based on three main considerations. Examination of the acropolis and south shelf ground
surface features gave some basis for suspecting a main access
to the shelf from the south-southwest. This seemed to be
reinforced by the suspicion of a southern access to the
acropolis. Chief evidence for the latter was a pair of partially
submerged column drums standing upright in a north-south
line as though remnants of roof support over a stairway or
access path. The third consideration was the height of architecture on the perimeter of the acropolis, indicating the most
recent ruins likely to be available on the acropolis. Area D
was set dong the line of the main north-south axis in such a
way as to test two of the three considerations simultaneously.
A series of three Squares was set, starting at the top of the
perimeter architecture (so as to diagnose its character and use)
and running south so as to bisect the hypothetical access to
the acropolis from the south. On both counts the plan was
successful. In both Areas A and D the architectural finds bore
out the legitimacy of the strategy.
For the details of the first season's work in the various
Areas we present herewith condensations of the Area supervisors' reports and interpretations of their findings.
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AREA B
DEWEY M. BEEGLE
Wesley Theological Seminary, Washington, D.C.

In order to provide adequate access for a deep sounding a
Square 7 x7 m. was opened. Allowing for a stairway one
meter wide and estimating possible excavation depth, the
surface at the lowest levels of excavation would still be five
meters square. Area B was also designated as a demonstration
area in the procedures of the "probe and peelJ' method of
excavation. Therefore all inexperienced personnel on the
supervisory staff were on hand to observe the laying out and
opening of B. I a t the season's beginning.
Beneath the grass and surface soil were two occupational
layers over fill (Loci B. I: 2 and 4 = 5 ) with some small
scattered remnants of stone structures. Not enough architecture remained to determine the size and purpose of the
installations. One exception was Locus B. r :3, an ovalshaped mound of fist-sized stones (with mud mortar) lined
with some larger stones. This installation (associated with
Locus B. r :q = 5) measured 3.25 m. where the north balk
intersected it, and it extended .go rn. into the Square. At
first it appeared to be a burial cairn, but sectioning into the
locus showed that it was solid rock fill with no skeletal
remains whatsoever. Its precise function remains undetermined. The pottery in the mixed fill of Loci B. I :z and 4 = 5
ranged back to the Roman and Hellenistic periods, but the
two layers clearly date from the late and early Arab periods.
Locus B. 1:3 was built on a pile of large stones, most of
which were mason-cut. Later excavation revealed that the
pile of stones was fill in Locus B. I :10, an oval-shaped installation lined with mason-cut stones. Seven to eight courses of
lining were ultimately uncovered. The pit for the structure
was cut through three meters of occupational debris and fill.
When the installation was constructed chink stones and loose,
ashy soil were used to fill the space between the edge of the

pit and the stone lining. The result was an excellent example
of a foundation trench (Plate XI : A and Figure 3). Whether
the installation continued above ground level and whether it
was covered are questions which the available data do not
answer.
At one time the installation must have been a kiln (lime or
brick) since .05-.07 m. thick layers of the inside faces of the
lining stones (from top to bottom) were charred and partially
separated from the rest of the block. The strong west and
northwest winds at Weshbon probably provided the forced
draft necessq for such a deep kiln, but the problem of the
type of fuel used is still a puzzle. The contents of the kiln were
removed down to the level of the bottom course of lining
stones, but there was no indication of any fuel (charred or
otherwise) in the excavated portion.
In order to make the Area safe for excavation the north
balk was notched northward 2.25 m. at the top (for 3.50 m.
of the balk length, the width of the kiln at the north balk).
The fill in the notched sector gradually sloped down to the
regular balk line (Plate XI: A). This operation revealed that
the kiln was oval in shape, 3 x4 m. wide. Furthermore, it gave
a good profile of the contents of the kiln. On the east half to
two-thirds were many large stones tumbled with open spaces
between them. Most of these were mason-cut and they
probably came from the acropolis area. This was true of the
lining stones as well, and one stone in the bottom course appears to be a quarter of a column base. On the western side of
the kiln a pile of burned limestone (ranging from fist-sized to
smaller cobbles) covered the slope of the rock fall and extended
from top to bottom of the kiln. Since the large stones were not
charred like the lining stones, they were not likely part of the
superstructure of the kiln. On the other hand, the open spaces
between the tumbled stones and the lack of any fuel evidence
militate against the view that the stones were placed there in
preparation for being fired. I t is more likely that after the
kiln fell into disuse the pit was filled with its present contents.
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The stones were dumped in first (leaving gaps between them)
and then the charred cobbles of limestone were dumped into
the remaining space. Whether the latter represent slag from
previous uses of the kiln is still an open question.
The pottery from the fill behind the stone lining of the kiln,
Locus B. I : 10, plus the dating of the strata cut by the kiln
indicate that it dates from the early Arab period, and consequently the fill is later.
Another installation associated with the Arab period was
Locus B. I :8, a long pit running almost the length of the
south balk. In the main it followed the line of a robbed-out
wall, a remnant of which protruded from the west balk in the
southwest corner. The wall dates from the Arab period, since
its foundation trench cut through all the earlier strata. The
pit seems to date from the late Arab period since it was dug
from Locus B. I : z in the southwest corner, and the tip lines
of stage b of the pit fill come over the stump of the wall and
slope downward to the east. Stage a, the latest, filled in the
center of the elongated pit.
Beneath Loci B. I :2 and 4 = 5 appeared Locus B. I :6, a
huwwar surface extending over the entire Square except where
cut by Loci B. I :8 and 10.This thick (.4z-.57 m.) layer along
the east balk was virtually level, but from there it sloped down
slightly to the west. The slope at the west balk was slightly to
the south. The layer of Auwwar was practically devoid of
pottery, thus the ceramic evidence for a date was dubious.
Locus B. 1:6turned out to be one of a series of huwwar
layers interlaced with layers of red-brown soil containing a
considerable quantity of pottery. The thickness of this series
averaged 1.24 m. The lack of any walls or other structures
made it impossible to ascertain the function of the h w w a r
layers. The steep-sloping JGZdwwar surfaces in D. 3 (cf. Area D
report, infra) have some relationship to those in B. I. Hopefully, if adjacent Squares are opened in the next season the
answer w i l l be forthcoming.
I t would seem that these h ~ w w a rlayers were essentially

man-laid. There was evidence of patching and resurfacing
among the layers, and a post hole (?) in the west balk dug
from Locus B. r:13 was clearly man-made. The theory of
water-laid layers must account for a large source of loose
limestone on the acropolis that would have provided enough
material to be laid down by water in irregular accumulations
each up to .57 m. thick. On the other hand, some of the
thinner layers, both huwwar and red-brown soil, could well
have been water-laid.
Loci B. I :g and 12, the thick layers of interlaced soil, have a
definite sequence. Locus g dates from the Arab period whereas
Locus B. I: 12 (aside from some contamination in the south
central section from the Pit B. I :8) is pre-Arab, largely from
the Byzantine and Roman periods. The soil beneath Locus
B. I :14= 15, the earliest of the huwwar layers, contained
pottery mainly from the Byzantine-Roman horizons back
through the Hellenistic period. Although these soil layers
appear to be fill for surfaces (perhaps partially water-laid),
the sequence gives a fairly accurate picture of the occupational
history of the site. Locus B. I :14 produced a Rhodian jar
handle with the inscription En1 APATOaANEYX and a
helios head (Plate XXIV: B). This eponym is dated between
220 and 180 B.C.
I t was during the removal of the soil under Locus B. I :15
(along the east balk) that the upper stones of Wall B. I :17
appeared. A subsidiary balk on the north side of the wall showed a foundation trench for stage a, the upper rebuild of Wall
B. I :17 which appeared only in the east portion of the Square.
Since Wall B. I: 17 A was sealed over by the hzcwwar layer
of Locus B. I: 15, it would date from the Roman or Hellenistic periods. Although it was difficult to determine at the
time of excavation because of rock fall, the east balk shows
quite clearly that there was an a-stage of a northern extension
(perhaps a tower) bonded into Wall B. I :17,On removing
Wall B. I :17 A and excavating north of it, the tower extension
appeared clearly (Plate XII: A) and it was designated Wall
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B. I:+ Wall B. I : I B
~ was 1.05-1.10 m. wide and it ran
southeast to northwest. A subsidiary balk on the north side
indicated that a foundation trench (.1 5 2 5 m. wide ; Plate
XI1 : B) cut all the layers from Locus B. I :24 down. The same
was true on the south side of Wall B. I : I ~B from Locus
B. I :30 down. Clearly the extant Wall B. I :17 B represents
the foundation of a wall which was razed to ground level.
Apparently the builders dug a trench about 1.50 m. wide,
lowered the large field stones, and erected the foundation
wall a course a t a time. The narrow trench space on each side
was sufficient to chink small stones under the large ones, and
then to fill the space with soil (Pl.XI :B). In the east part of
the Square the foundation trench came down on a large, thick
rock fall (Locus B. I :56)which the builders used as a base for
the foundation wall. In the west half of the Square, where
Locus B. I :56 did not exist, the trench was cut very deep. In a
test probe north of Wall B. 1 :17 along the west balk 4.04m. of
the foundation wall were exposed without revealing the
bottom. Such a deep foundation must have been intended to
keep sappers from tunneling under the wall. The fact that
Wall B. I :17 B curves slightly northward near the west balk
seems to indicate that it follows the contour of the mound
perimeter and that it probably was a fortification wall for the
acropolis area. Locus B. I :40 (Fig.2)was originally considered a
pit, but since it narrows down and runs into the regular foundation trench about 2-50m. east of the west balk, it may well be an
extension of the trench where the wall was getting very deep.
At the west end of Wall B. I :I7 B Locus B. I :23 ran up to
it from the south and at times Locus B. I :24 did so from the
north, but no surface (neither north nor south) ran consistently
up to Wall B. I: 17B across the entire Square. The original
surface associated with the wall may have been destroyed
when the wall was leveled. In any case, the pottery from the
foundation trenches (both north and south) dates from Iron
111 and earlier, therefore it would appear that the wall was
erected in the Persian period.

Walls associated with Wall B. I:17 were B. I:21, 25, 27,
and 28 (PI. XI1 :A,Fig. 4). All of these were butted up against
Wall B. I :17from the south. Each of the Walls B. I :21 and 28
had only one course extant, while Wall B. I :25 had two courses
in what was considered stage a, and three in stage b. No
foundation trenches were discernible with Walls B. I:21 and
25, but one appeared on the east side of Wall B. I :28 a t the
south balk. Locus B. I :30 ran up to Wall B. I :27 on the east
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side, but underneath that layer was a clear-cut foundation
trench. The latest pottery from the trench was Iron 111. The
depth of Wall B. I :27 is uncertain inasmuch as the bottom
was not reached after uncovering a depth over 1.50 m. Since
Locus B. 1:3o ran under Walls B. I:ZX, 28 and 25, Wall
B. I :27 must be the earliest wall associated with Wall B. I : 17.
The large field stones in Wall B. I :21 appeared to be the same
as in Wall B. I :17 A. Because of the large rock fall around
Walls B. I: 25 and 28 it was not feasible to get surfaces relating
them precisely ; therefore it is not possible to date them more
accurately than to the general period of early Hellenistic or
late Iron 111. The purpose of so many walls built in such a
small space is a question. Possibly these were part of a gate
complex with the small cubicles used as store rooms. Since
only the lower courses of the foundations remained there
were no related artifacts to give a hint as to their functions.
Perhaps the expansion of Area B in another season will throw
some additional light on the problem.
The loci excavated below Locus B. I :19 to the north of Wall
B.I :17 B provided some interesting objects and pottery. Below
Locus B. I :24 was found the articulated skeleton (except for the
head) of a lynx or cheetah-like animal (Plate XXI : A). Below
this locus more and more Iron 111and Iron I1 pottery appeared.
Loci B. I :44 and 49 each produced one piece of Early Iron
Age bichrome pottery. In addition Locus B. r :4g contained
one piece of Mycenaean ware. Probably the most exciting and
important object from Area B was the five-line ostracon from
Locus B. I :52 deep in the probe along the west balk.s
Since the close of the season's work did not permit peeling
aU the layers revealed in the test probe, the probe was filled
up to the top of Locus B. I :52 and most of the rest of the
Square north of Wall B. I: 17 B was peeled down to this surface. The first task in the next season will be a unique onethat of digging out one's own probe fill.
See the article by Frank M. Cross, Jr. on this ostracon on p. 223
of this number of the A U S S .
@

AREA C
HENRY 0.THOMPSON
New York Theological Seminary

Area C was located in a saddle along the western shelf.
A footpath followed the low point of the saddle (average level:
880.40 m. above sea level) between two low mounds on the
shelf. From there, the slope dropped steeply to a second footpath and by a series of natural terraces (outcroppings of bedrock) to the Wadi Hesbh. Each of the mounds had short
lengths of several walls exposed above the surface (see C. 4
below), and each mound had three high points (average levels,
north mound, 884.94 m. ; south mound, 882.15 m.). The
Area was planned as an investigation of the defensive system
of the tell, and in the expectation that the formation of the
saddle was possibly due to an ancient gateway.
The season began by opening a probe trench on the slope
below and north of the saddle, 10.4 m. northwest of Area C.
This location was chosen to serve as a dump for Area C. The
trench was sunk to a depth of two meters and located only
surface wash. This seemed to make the spot safe to cover
with excavation debris and incident@ served as a prophecy
of things to come. The two pails of pottery contained forms
field-dated as modern, Arabic painted and glazed wares,
Byzantine, Roman and one possibly Iron 11.
Initially two Squares were opened in Area C. The Area was
extended to include a third and fourth Square in the third
and fourth weeks of the season respectively. Squares I and z
were planned as 6 x8 rn. rectangles. In the second week, it was
discovered that the main east-west axis of the tell lay 3.852.72 M.south, SO Squares I and z were extended to this line.
The Squares which were tentatively planned as rectangles
became trapezoids. Levels of the Area ranged from a low of
879.65 m. at the northwest corner of C. I to a high of 883.37 m.
at the northeast corner of C. 4.
In each Square, the surface soil was labeled Locus I. I t was a
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loose gray soil full of roots and heavily strewn with stones,
especially in Squares 2 , 3 and 4. The average depth was .z5 m.,
but it reached 1-00 m. in Squares 3 and 4. The pottery included modern ware, but consisted predominantly of Arabic
glazed and painted sherds. There were small quantities of
Byzantine and Roman sherds as well. Virtually every one of
the 43 pails of pottery recorded contained undistinguishable
and unknown forms recorded as UD. The objects included the
usual surf ace collection of nails and miscellaneous met a1
fragments. There were also a bronze ring and copper ring, a
copper chain, and several faience beads. An unusual glass
bead had three faience balls as decoration on the outside.
Fragments of worked basalt appeared every week of the
season; among them were a portion of a rubbing stone and
part of a millstone. Three Arabic coins, one Byzantine coin
and three unidentifiable coins were among the finds from
Locus I.
The first observable feature in the surface soil of C. I was
an L-shaped wall (C. I :2 , 3), exposed through and partially
hidden by Locus I (Plate XI11 : A). The wall was of uncut
field stones. Center fill stones were .o5-.IO m. thick while
facing stones were .20-.30 m. in diameter. The wall was traced
northward from the south balk of C. I and extended 4.17m.
into the Square before making a right angle turn to the east.
The east-west portion extended eastward through C. 2 (Wall 5 )
and C. 3 (Wall 2) for 15 m. and began to turn south in a broad
curve as it entered the east balk of C. 3. The east face of the
eastern north-south portion extended into C. 4 (Wall 4) from
.30-.40 m. Its average width of 1.10 m. can be traced in the
balk between C. 3 and C. 4 and it extends south into the south
balk of C. 4, as it did in C. I, thus forming a large U. For most
of its length the remains of the wall were two courses high.
At times, it went to four courses, and once to six courses. The
levels of the top of the wall varied from 880.44 to 881.71 m.
What may have been a sill and two large stones (average
diameter, .SO m.) at the 1.70 m. point suggests a door or gate.

Pottery (10 pails) within the wall and immediately under it
was Arabic glazed and painted ware, a few Byzantine and
Roman sherds, and a number of UD's. No clearly modern
pottery came from the wall but modern pottery was excavated
in soil fills below the wall. The soil fill immediately under the
wall appeared continuous with LOCUS
I, but since the top of
the remains of the wall was level with the surface of Locus I,
one can make the simple observation that the wall construction and destruction antedated the present exposed soil
surface. This point was indicated also by the stone fall on
both sides of the wall throughout its length. I t was largely
covered by the surface soil.
The soil in the west balk of C. 2 appeared the same on both
sides of Wall C. 2 :5 . In C. 3 the layer (Locus 4) on the north
of Wall C. 3 :2 averaged .30 m. higher than on the south
(Locus C. 3: 5 ) , a change discernible in the east balk of C . 2
(Loci 6 and 8) with distinct fill layers appearing to the north
of the wall and under it which did not appear south of it.
In C. 3 and part of C. 2 it may have been a terrace or retaining
wall. The gate or door in C. 3 suggests possible use of the wall
as an animal pen. Excavation showed no floor associated
with it and no foundation trenches were discerned. This
probably precludes its having had any function as a house
wall, though it might represent a courtyard wall of a house
located further south and partially described in the next
paragraph. Objects included a bronze pin, a bronze hook, a
bronze nail, and a red copper Arabic coin of Saladin.
In the southeast corner of C. 2 was a wall of cut stones
(Locus C. 2 :10). I t was preserved to a depth of four courses
(1.10 m.) and extended north from the south balk 1.10 m.
a d west 2.75 m. from the east balk. Its west end formed a
clear corner. This wall extended through the intervening balk
into C. 3 (Locus C. 3: 3). Here a number of stones were visible
a t the surface prior to excavation. Most noteworthy of these
was a door jamb -85 m. high (top level, 881.40 m.) x .60 m.
wide x .50 m. thick. Wall C. 3 : 3 extended 3.10 m. east from
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the west balk, along the south balk and formed a corner
extending into the south balk. However, .30 to .50 m. below
the surface lay three more rocks in line with Wall C. 3 :3, thus
possibly extending this wall an additional 1.70 m. eastward.
It is noteworthy that the door is in a north-south line with the
door of the courtyard wall (C. 3 :2). Structure C. z :10-C. 3 :3
was more deeply founded than the courtyard w d , the bottom
of which was in the surface soil, while the base of Structure
C. 2 :ro-C. 3 :3 lay below the bottom of the surface soil. The
deeper founding would be natural for a house wall in comparison with a courtyard wall formed of natural field stones.
While the latter wall may also have served as a retaining wall
or terrace in its northeast corner, it hardly seems accidental
that it forms a U around the "house." No distinction in date
between the two could be made from pottery evidence. One
can only say that the fill layers (C. 2 :7 ; C. 3: 5 and 7) around
the lower courses of Walls C. z:ro and C. 3 : 3 contained
Arabic glazed and painted wares, a few Byzantine and Roman
sherds and one Iron I11 form besides numerous UD's. A final
statement on the date of the "house" must await the dismantling of Walls C. 2:10 and C. 3:3 in the next season, but
the wall pottery, plus its stones exposed above the surface,
certainly suggested that it is Arabic. This was reinforced by
Pail 82 (pottery dated as Arabic, possibly Roman and UD)
from small stones between the larger stones of W d C. 2 : 10
and the south balk, but this material was so close to the
exposed ground surface that contamination remains a strong
possibility.
C. 4 also contained part of a structure which was partially
exposed before excavation began. The stones were partly
dressed. I t was composed 0%Walls C. 4: z and 8 (Plate XI11 :B),
and probably g and 10. The east-west Wall C. 4: z extended
west from the east balk for 4.5 m. and was placed from 2.5 to
3.5 m. south of the north balk. It was preserved to a height of
three courses at both ends, but only one course remained in
place in the middle. The space above the lower course in the

middle was full of rock fall extending back north to C. 4 :9, a
rather indistinct east-west Line of eight stones, 3.10 m. long,
which may be f a l l from Wall C. 4: 2. Wall C. 4:8 formed a
right angle with Wall C. 4: 2 and extended into the north balk
a t apoint 2.20 m. east of the west balk. It was preserved to a
height from two to six courses. Wall C. 4 :10 joined Wall C. 4 :8
a t a right angle .40 rn. south of the north balk. I t extended into
the north balk (at an obtuse angle) a t an irregular vertical
joint about 1.05 m. east of the west balk with an exposed
length of 1.50 to 2.00 m. I t was not bonded to Wall C. 4 :8. Its
exposed face is five courses high but the lowest exposed course
may not be the bottom of the wall. The interior of this structure was not excavated initially because of the complicated
rock fall appearing within the north and east balks and because
the slope of C. 4 suggested that the south and west faces be
exposed first. However, a small portion of the surface soil
was removed to reveal a hard yellowish layer of fine textured
soil similar to C. 4:3. The nature of this structure remains
undiagnosed until it is fully excavated. Since the portion
adjacent to the north and east balks of C. 4 is so limited,
excavation only in the present Square may not provide the
answer. However, further excavation might give a firmer date,
which is presumably Arabic as indicated by the exposed rocks
prior to any excavation in the Square, by the deep fill of
surface soil south and west of it, and by soil layers, C. 4: 3
(Arabic glazed and painted pottery; Arabic coin) and C. 4: 5
which seemed to run up against (no discernible foundation
trench) Walls C. 4x2, 8 and 10.
Soil layer C. 4:3 was immediately below the surface soil
(Locus I) throughout most of C. 4. This Locus 3 averaged a
thickness of .IO m. Soil Layer C. 4: 5 lay below it. I t covered
the entire Square with a n average depth of .30 m, but was
badly broken by many large stones. Pottery was predominantly
Arabic glazed and painted ware with a few Byzantine, Roman
and possibly Hellenistic forms. When C. 4 :5 was cleared,
Walls C. 4: 12 and 13, and Cistern C. 4 :7 were exposed.
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b7all C. 4:12 in its preserved form, resembled a platform on
which the Structure C. 4:2-8 was built. However, it formed a
different orientation than the latter, suggesting that it was an
earlier structure, though perhaps used by the builders of
C. 4 :2-8 as a foundation. Locus C. 4: 12 was composed of flat
stones which averaged .40x .60 m. Its exposed north-south
length was 2.30 m. with its southwest corner 1.20 m. from the
west balk and 3.70 m. from the north balk. More of C. 4:12
may be unexcavated to the north under C. 4:6, the soil layer
below C. 4 3 . While the west edge of C. 4:12 was distinct,
the east edge was not, perhaps reflecting an earlier destruction.
At the southwest corner of C. 4:12 was a row of stones (at a
few places, a second row was preserved) designated as Wall C.
4: 13.Stones averaged .60 rn. in size. Levels averaged 880.90 m.
Like the northeast structure and Wall C. 4:12, Wall C. 4: 13
remains of undetermined origin and use. However, several
open spaces or crevices suggested the possibility that C. 4: 13
was a covered water channel leading to Cistern C. 4:7.
The removal of C. 4:5 exposed the mouth of a cistern,
designated Locus C. 4:7. Several stones blocked its mouth
and prevented its being completely filled with debris. The
mouth was .38 m. in diameter. The center was located 2.30 m.
east of the west balk and 2.15m. north of the south balk.
When first entered it contained a cone of debris, the uppermost peak of which was 3.00 m. below the mouth. When
excavated it proved to be 5.00 m. deep. There were 68 pails
of pottery recorded from the cistern, the excavation of which
was completed just before quitting time on the last day of
excavations. Arabic painted ware dominated the ceramic
horizon although Arabic glazed ware was also common. A few
Roman pieces also appeared, along with the UD's. Several
whole and restored vessels were registered as objects (Plates
XXII and XXIII: A), among them two spouted jugs, three
jugs, one jar, and a juglet. Among the objects was a Nabataean
coin, one of three or four found in the 1968 excavations.
The excavation of Cistern C . 4: 7 during the last week of

work precluded further excavation of the northeast structure,
Walls C. q:12 and 13, and Wall stubs C. 4:15 and 16. The
latter two lay in the east and southeast quadrant of C. 4,
below Locus 5. The cistern's location under Locus 5 suggested
that it was contemporary with Walls C. 4: 12,13,15 and 16 (if
related to the northeast structure, it was the stage prior to the
deposit of Loci 5 and 3). The cistern was carved in bedrock,
suggesting that these other features may be founded on same.
At least bedrock is not very deep in C. 4.

Layers Below the Top Soil Features
Below the top soil in each Square was a lighter yellow or
gray soil extending over the Square. In C. I, a probe trench
was dug about .50m. deep to what appeared to be a surface
(Locus 4). In C. 2, Loci 6 (north of Wall C. z :2) and 7 (south
of Wall C. 2 :2) were exposed. Attempts to follow these surfaces
in each Square proved both deceptive and frustrating and
eventually the soil of these loci was removed on a horizontal
plane in 1.00 m. wide strips. Locus C. 2 : 6 was about .40 m.
deep and a similar layer (C. 2 :8) was exposed below it. An
attempt to follow this layer ended with the same results. The
possibility that this soil was erosion wash from further up the
slope of the mound appeared to be substantiated by subsequent
excavation. At the southwest corner of C. I, these layers reached
a depth of 3.50m. below surface soil before the pottery made
a definite consistent change to Roman (Plate XIV: B). This
point was not reached in C. 2 before work there was terminated.
The surface of Loci C. 2: 5 and 8 appeared to be "rippled"
with a slope to the northwest, the "rippled" lines running
from the southwest to the northeast. The excavation of Loci
C. 2 : 5 , 7, and 8 indicated that this "rippled surface" was
composed of the top of tip lines of possible erosion wash which
sloped to the northwest and tended to alternate between
harder light colored layers and softer dark (almost ashy) layers.
They varied a great deal in thickness. One measured -40 rn. at
one point while two meters further it lensed out and ended.
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Some were quite indistinct when moist and could only be
seen later in the balks. This erosion wash was rich in pottery,
objects and bones.
C. I produced 194 pails of pottery from the three loci and
C. 2 produced 93 pails. The Arabic painted and glazed wares
predominated, with modern, Byzantine, Roman, a few Iron
Age sherds and the inevitable UD's. However, as the excavation penetrated deeper (LociC. 2 :6 and g), the standard painted
and glazed wares decreased in frequency while different styles of
both paint and glaze became more numerous. Noteworthy in
this connection also is the observation that a fine white ware,
glazed on both sides with designs in blue, virtually disappeared
in these lower levels.l oThe expedition's first whole vessel came
from C . 2 :9. I t was an Arabic vase of gray-green clay with a
string-cut base and stood 62 mm. high, 60 mm. in diameter.
Among the objects were nails, pins, and rods, with bronze
more common than iron. A number of glass and faience beads
appeared, and fragments of worked bone. Noteworthy is an
early Christian bone doll with a face carved on the wider
upper flat surface of a somewhat spatula-shaped form, of
which the blunt point was originally inserted into a cloth
body (Plate XXIII :D). A lead pendant, only preserved in
part, showed what appeared to be the figure of a man who
seemed to be hurling a sling stone or who is an archer (Plate
XXIII: C and Figure 5 ) . Among the bronze coins, one Nabataean and another possibly Nabataean were of special
interest. A coral bead may indicate Nabataean contacts, since
the nearest known source of coral to Heshbon is the Gulf
of Aqaba. Among the other coins, all of bronze, were six
unidentifiable ones, eight Arabic coins and one Byzantine coin.
The eastern portion of C. 2: 8 was a .50 m. thick layer of
soft dark (almost ashy) soil which extended into C. 3 :q (see
lo This latter pottery may be imitation of Chinese porcelain of a
post-12th century date (Arthur Lane, Early Islamic Pottery [New
York, 19481,pp. 3, 7, 321, although a local workman claimed that it
came from Iran a century ago. The Lisbon Museum of Ancient Art
displays it as 14th-century Persian ware from Sultanabad.

Figure 5. An artist's alternative reconstructions of the design on a lead
pendant. The extant fragment shows a human figure either as a slinger
or an archer. The shape and full size of the original pendant are unknown.
For a photograph of the object see Plate XXIII: C. (Drawing: Greg
Constantine)

the courtyard wall described above). In the latter, it was dug
quite carefully and successfully separated from the soil above
and below it in a probe 2-3 m. east from the west balk. The
pottery was the usual mix (Arabic painted and glazed wares
dominant, with a few modern, some possibly Byzantine, some
Roman, and an occasional Iron Age sherd). Halfway across
the Square the soil changed to wash impossible to discern by
layers. In the north balk of C. 3 the change appeared to be a
robber trench. Before the nature of this change was interpreted, a few large cut stones appeared. The line they formed
was so vague that after determining the lack of any foundation
trench or discernible stratigraphy against them, they were
removed. At the base of these stones a portion of an oven and
a fire pit were uncovered as well as what was presumably the
first living surface found in Area C. This surface, designated
Locus C. 3:8, was from 1.90 to 2.20 m. below C. 3:1 and was
traced in an excavated area 0-1.15 m. south of the north
balk, and 0-1.50 m. west of the east balk at a level of 880.35 m.
The small size and the uncertain stratigraphy of the "robber
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trench3' made it difficult to determine the stratigraphic
relationship of Locus C. 3:8 within our series of tip lines
without further excavation. The same was true of Locus C. 3 :
I I , a layer ca. .20 m. higher. I t was traced from 0-2.00 m. west
of the east balk and from 2-4 m. south of the north balk. I t was
bounded on the north by the fire pit mentioned above and on
the west and south by a rough line of stones tilted in the soil
as though representing the fall of a single course of stones off
a wall to the west (possibly Wall C. 3 : 9). I t was designated
Locus C. 3 :ro.
A clue to the relative chronology of Loci C. 3 :8, 11 and 10
was the Wall C. 3:g. An irregular line of stones 2.5 m. long
and extending into the north balk, it bordered Locus C. 3: 8
on the west and paralleled Wall C. z : 10with a very narrow
(.og-.IS m.) foundation trench between them. A similar
foundation trench separated Wall C . 3 :g from Locus C. 3 :7,
a soil layer apparently continuous from C. 2. This continuity
was probably true of C. 3: 5 as well. In the eastern portion of
C. 2, LOCUS9, the same black layer referred to above was
noted. Below it was what appeared to be harder brown soil
with flecks of huwwm, gravel and charcoal. I t was isolated in
excavation but the pottery was the same mix as the rest of
C. z :g. This "layer" later appeared in the balk to be composed
of three layers, each of ca. .zo rn. thickness. The division
between them was so vague that lines could not be traced for
accurate drawing. The difference between the level of the
sub-surface soil in C. 3 south and north of the courtyard wall
(C. 3 :2) was noted earlier. On the south this sub-surface soil
was designated C. 3 :5. Below Wall C. 3 :3 (the Arabic "house"),
C. 3 :5 was made up of several tip lines of wash. These could
not be traced to the north, but merged into a general wash,
including several pockets of pebbly soil. This was merged
with Layer C. 3 :4 under Wall C. 3 :2. A harder brown soil was
exposed .75 m. below Wall C. 3:3 a t the west balk. I t rose
to the bottom of Wall C. 3:3 at 2.25 rn. east of the west balk,
where it stopped abruptly on an almost straight north-south

line. The soil to the east of this straight line could not be
distinguished from Layer C. 3: 5. This indistinct wash continued to the east balk with no further surfaces distinguishable.
Layer C. 3 :7, however, could be traced to the north balk and
to Wall C. 3 :g, though C. 3 :7 was separated from Wall C. 3 :g
by the foundation trench described earlier. This wall would
thus appear to be later than Layers C. 3 :7 and 8. A probe
trench (C. 3: 6) was dug from the east balk to the straight line
of Layer C. 3 :7's termination to try to relate stratigraphically
Layer C. 3 :7 and the eastern portion of C. 3: 5, and also to
determine the bottom and possible extension of Wall C. 3:3.
The soil in this probe exposed neither tip lines nor surfaces
and was not distinct from C . 3:s. The clarification of the
stratigraphy of C. 3 depends upon further excavation next
season.
C. 3 :4,5,6 and 7 (.IO m. of which was removed in clarifying
the relationship to the foundation trench) produced 47 pails
of pottery all with the same mix. Arabic painted and glazed
wares again predominated. A few possible Byzantine, some
Roman, a few possible Hellenistic, Iron I11 and Iron I1
pieces added to the picture. Definitely modern pottery
appeared only in C. 3 :4, but the UD's were numerous throughout these loci. C. 3 :4 produced a bronze Arab coin, a green
stone pendant, half a cosmetic palette of gray black stone and
the upper part of a wide handle of a red-qlay jar containing a
rectangular Latin seal impression, of which the inscription
reads: C(aius)BeZZici(us) Zmaragdi(us).llThe handle shows
that the original vessel had had a diameter of 430 mm. From
Locus A. 3:6 came part of a Rhodian jar handle with the
inscription ONAZI[. Among the known names of Rhodian
potters which begin with these letters are: ONAZIOIKOC
and ONAXIMOII.
Excavation of C. 2 :g disclosed a line of stones in the northwest corner of the Square just 2.10m. below the surface,
l1 See the article by Volker Langholf on this seal on p. 230 of this
number of the A U S S .
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extending south from the north balk at a point .80 m. east of
the west balk, and running northeast-southwest to the west
balk 1.70 m. south of the north balk. This was subsequently
designated Wall C. 2 :Ir. The field stones varied from .zo-.5om.
in diameter. Levels were at an average of 878.18 m.
Wall C.2 : 11 unfortunately lay at the bottom of the stairway for the Square, making it difficult to excavate a perpendicular trench against it. An attempt was made to trace the
tip lines of fill from the south balk to establish any potential
relationship with Wall C. z : 10 (Plate XIV: A). Tracing the
tip lines over such a long distance (11m.) was quite difficult,
but it seemed clear (as noted earlier) that Wall C. 2: 10 was
built upon wash layers backed up to the southeast by this
wall. This presumably accounted for the direction of the flow
of the layering of wash discussed above in relation to the
"rippled layers." The difficulty of tracing the tip lines, plus
deployment of supervisory personnel, combined with an
excavation tactic to stop work in C . 2 until C. I should be in
phase with it. The halt of excavation in C. z later proved to be
the limit of excavation there for the 1968 season.
It was assumed that Wall C , 2: 11, extending as it did into
the west balk of C . 2, would eventually be exposed in C. I.
This proved to be the case in the course of removal of C. I :6
wash, 2.50 m. below the surface (2.10 m. below a point level
with the ground surface a t the northeast corner). In C. I it
was designated Wall C. I :7. I t extended from the east balk at
a point 2.50 m. south of the north balk and ran 8.00 m. to the
southwest to a point 1.50 m. east of the west balk and 2.50 m.
north of the south balk (top level 877.75 m.). I t was two
courses wide and three courses deep, although on the west end
only one course was preserved. The usual difficulty of tracing
tip lines was overcome after a perpendicular probe trench 3 m.
from the north "end" exposed a huwwar and stone surface
(C. I : g) running under the wall. Surface C. r :g was traced to
the west and north balks and along a subsidiary east-west balk.
In the process, two 1.00 m. wide subsidiary balks against

Wall C. I :7 were removed layer by layer. At the deeper layers
Roman ware became more frequent and even dominant. In a
small triangle formed by Wall C. I :7, the east balk and the
center subsidiary balk, soil layers were excavated, with the
lower ones producing Roman and UD pottery.. Subsequent
removal of the four stones on the southwest end of Wall C.I : 7
produced Roman and UD pottery. This evidence from beneath
it presumably confirms the Roman date of Wall C. I :7.
A probe into Surface C. I :g exposed 2.40 m. of Wall C. I :13,
a crudely constructed north-south wall of small stones running
parallel to and 2.00 m. west of the east balk, and under Wall
C. I :7.The probe extended 3.50m. along the center subsidiary
balk and 3.50 m. north to a point perpendicular to Wall C . I :7.
I t reached a depth of .zo m. Removal was delayed because it
interfered with dirt removal traffic to the stairs along the
north balk. This delay proved to be the terminus of excavation
in the north half of C. I. The pottery from Surface C. I :g was
Roman and UD, with a number of Iron 111 pieces. Two pails
contained three pieces of Arabic ware (the latter paint and
glaze wares noted above) ; but with possible contamination
from the nearby traffic of basket boys, these three sherds were
discounted and the locus was considered Roman in date.
In the southeast corner of C. I excavation reached a hard
hzlwwar and stone layer (Locus C. I:IO),
similar to Surface
C. I :g in consistency. In the southeast corner (where it was
almost .40 m. thick), its top level was 878.10m. A pebbly fall
(also evident on the east face of Wall C. 2: 11) made it impossible to trace Layer C. I :zo to the face of Wall C. I : 7,but
it appeared to come down to a level with the bottom of the
wall. The pottery was Roman, Iron 111, UD and possibly
Hellenistic. Excavation of Layer C. I :10 stopped at a Surface
C . I: IT along the center and the east balk. Surface C. I: 11
probably runs under Wall C. I :7. Layer C. I :xo extended
along the south balk 3.30 m. west of the east balk. At this
point it ran over Wall C. I :8. Excavation of Layer C. I :10
also exposed tops of two walls, C. I: 12 and 15. The first was
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traced north from the south balk for 3.25 m., almost parallel
to the east balk, and was from -75-1.00 m. wide. I t was made
of small stones tightly packed together except for about
.z5 x.25 m. at the north end. Its west face was excavated to a
depth of .60 m. but the bottom was not reached this season.
The top had a level of 877.70 m. Since it was under Layer
C. I :10, it is presumed to be Roman or earlier in date pending
further excavation.
Wall C. I : 15 was an irregular line of stone of varied size
and shape with three courses preserved at the north end
(top level 877.53 m.) where it touched Wall C. I : 14, and one
course preserved at the south end. The excavated portion was
3.00 m. long, .36-.40 m. wide, paralleling Wall C. I :12,
1.50-2.00 m. (north end) and 2.25-2.60 m. (south end) west
from the east balk, and .50 m. north of the south balk. Since
it was also under Layer C. I :10, it presumably was Roman or
earlier in date. Its northernmost stone had an irregular hole
which may have been a badly weathered door socket, suggesting a door or gate in connection with Wall C. I : 12.
Wall C . I: 14 was an east-west line of well dressed stones
partially exposed under Wall C. I :7, and Surface C. I : 11. It
was of undetermined length under Surface C. I :11, but the
west end (top level 877.11 m.) was 3.75 rn. west of the east
balk. Wall C. I :14 was excavated to a depth of .35 m. but its
bottom was not exposed in the 1968 season. Its founding and
function must be determined in future excavation.
Wall C. I :8 was first exposed by a probe trench along the
west balk. Subsequent excavation showed it extended from
the west balk (top level 876.97 m.) 4-40m. north of the south
balk, to the south balk, 2.55 m. east of the west balk. I t was
composed of large (.zo-.go m. diameter) field stones and
appeared to be one course wide and three to four courses deep
on the southwest face when excavation stopped at the end of
the season. The northeast face was not yet exposed. The pottery
from the soil that was found with the lowest courses was
Roman. The date is confirmed also by its presence under

Wall C . I :7 and Layer C. I :10. When it first was exposed, it
was thought to form a right-angled corner with Wall C. I :7.
The removal of the southernmost stones of the latter indicated
no bonding and no direct contact between the two walls.
In summary, Area C's Arabic occupation (counting from the
top down) has two or three phases. Phase A is the U-shaped
wall and the Building C. 2 :10-C. 3 :3 within it, plus the
northeast corner structure in C. 4. The unity of the latter is
assumed for convenience since nothing definitive beyond the
bonding of Walls C. 4 :2 and 8 can be demonstrated at this point.
Phase 8 is represented by the fill in the cistern. If the
interpretation of its relationship to Walls C. 4: 12 and 13 is
correct, these features would also be part of Phase A. The
great bank of wash in C. I and C. z might stand with Phase B,
or represent a prior period of erosion. The limited pottery
evidence and tenuous stratigraphic connection between C. 3
and C. 4 (it is presently unclear whether C. 3 :5 = C. 4: 3 or 5,
both, or neither) do not allow dogmatism at this point. The
filling of the cistern and the build-up of the bank would seem
to go hand in hand. However, the extensiveness of the bank
of wash might suggest an intermediate period prior to Phase B.
The difficulty with the latter thesis is the unknown quantity
of time necessary to accumulate these tip lines of wash. The
Area C dump was built to impressive size by human labor in
seven weeks. If all of the fill in C. I and C. 2 comes from natural
erosion from upper slopes, there is no currently available
measure for the time necessary.
The Roman stratum of Area C, which is the second period
of this Area so far discerned, remains still largely unexcavated,
although it was exposedin C. I. At least two Phases would
seem to be represented with Wall C. I :7 as Phase A. Phase B
, XI, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 8.
would be the earlier Loci C. ~ : g 10,
Since the character and function of Wall C. I :8 is not yet
clear, one can note that it might represent a Phase C on the
grounds that it was covered by Layer C.1: 10. This remains
for future investigation.
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I t is of interest to note that the Byzantine period is not
yet clearly represented in Area C except by some pottery
and coins in the wash layers.
AREA A
BASTIAAN VAN ELDEREN
Calvin Theological Seminary, Grand Rapids, Michigan

Area A is located inside the highest architectural perimeter
of the mound. The level at the top of the perimeteris mapped
at 895.00rn. above sea level. Exposed architectural features
on this part of the mound indicated the presence of some
major structure-temple,
church, palace ? Three column
bases plus the foundation stone of a fourth base provided some
orientation and an east-west line was drawn in alignment
with them. This east-west axis was fixed to pass through a
depression (a possible gateway or entrance) on the east side.
I t continues to the western side of the mound and forms the
south balks of all four Squares in Area C. The north-south
axis was fixed to pass through a depression on the south edge
of the elevation and thus integrates with Area D constituting
the west balks of all three Squares there (Fig. I).
Four Squares, measuring six by eight meters (with a onemeter balk between them), were excavated in Area A. Squares
I and 2, their north balks being the east-west axis, and the
west balk of Square z being the north-south axis of the tell,
were opened at the beginning of the excavation. Squares 3
and 4, lying south of Squares I and 2, respectively, were
opened at the end of the first week of digging. All four Squares
were excavated a t different times during the succeeding weeks
with work in only two Squares going on simultaneously.

Description of the Excavation
Square I : Prior to the excavation there were scattered
stones on the surface (some partially exposed), but they were
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not in any discernible alignment. Some stones in the southwest corner formed a serpentine "wall" with surface stones
and column fragments in Squares 3 and 4. This does not
appear to have been part of any structure.
The surface and plow soil was designated as Locus A. r :I.
The bulk of the sherds were modern, painted and glazed
Arabic with a few Byzantine, Roman, Hellenistic and UD's
found in almost every pail throughout the season (this is to be
understood even where the UD's are not specifically mentioned). The removal of Locus A. I :I exposed some portions of
walls and fallen stones. An accumulation of fallen stones
along the north balk was designated A. I: 2. The removal of
the soil between and around the stones revealed that they
were in no alignment and appeared to be fallen stones from
some demolished building or wall. The range of identified
sherds is modern, painted and glazed Arabic, possibly Byzantine, and a few Roman. Wall A. I :3 ran east to west. Its
east end a t the north balk was poorly preserved. The wall,
3.35 m. long and 1.00 rn. wide, consisted of field stones and a
few dressed stones in two rows without a foundation trench.
Only one course of the wall was preserved. The pottery consisted of painted and glazed Arabic wares, and a complete
Arabic lamp. The west end of the wall formed a corner with
Wall A. I :4 which ran to the south, with its south end petering
out at the south balk. I t is 7.05 m. long and .80-1.00 m. wide.
Painted and glazed Arabic wares with some possible Roman
sherds came from this wall. A reddish-brown soil layer (A. 1 . 5 ) ~
.35-.50 m. deep, was bounded in the southwest corner of the
Square by Walls A. I :3 and 4. Many tesserae of two different
sizes were found in it. The pottery was modern, painted and
glazed Arabic, and some Byzantine. Wall A. I :6 of dressed
stones ran east to west, butted into Wall A. I : 13 and ended
about .20 m. from the west balk. Only one course of this wall
was preserved, which lies on top of Wall A. I :12 and is correlated with Wall A. 2 :7. No Arabic sherds were identified; some
were possibly Byzantine or Roman.
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Wall A. I :7 ran east to west with four flat pavement stones
level with the top surface of the wall located in the southwest
corner of the Square. Only one course is preserved and it
rests on dirt. No Arabic sherds were identified; only Roman
wares could positively be recognized. Two large field stones
in the southwest corner, labeled Locus A. r :8, were visible on
the surface and were part of the serpentine wall (already
mentioned) which continued in the northwest corner of
Square 3 (A. 3x2) and the northeast corner of Square 4
(A. 4: 3). Wall A. I: 9 runs east to west along the south balk
out of the east balk for a length of 3.80 m. I t is butted against
the north side of the semi-circular Wall A. 3:5. The stone on
the west end of the wall has a Corinthian capital leaf pattern
carved on it. Two courses are preserved. One pail of sherds
was derived from this locus and contained Byzantine wares
and UD's. In the center of the Square was Locus A. I :10, two
large storage jars, each originally ca. one meter high, east
of Wall A. I :4. They appeared to be part of an Arabic storage
complex (Plate XV: B). The western jar was placed upside
down on Floor A. I :11, with a separate stopper placed inside
the mouth of the jar. This arrangement was not leak-proof
and shows that the jars may have been used for dry goods.
The level of the center of the western jar was 891.38 rn. A floor
of hard-packed yellow earth associated with Walls A. 1:3, 4
and g was designated Locus XI. Locus xo rested on this floor.
The pottery of A. I :11 was Arabic.
Wall A. I :12, 1.05 rn. wide, 2.10 m. long, running eastwest, was built in header-stretcher fashion. Two courses of
dressed stones, .70 m. high, were preserved. Wall A. I :6 was
built on top of this wall. A. I : 12 continues into Square 2 as
Wall A. 2 :8. Sherds range from painted and glazed Arabic to
Byzantine and Roman. Another wall, A. I : 13, runs south to
north from Wall A. I :g to ca. 1.10 m. south of the north balk.
I t is of cut stones of varying size with mortar on the top
surface. The pottery consists of painted and glazed Arabic
sherds with some possibly Byzantine and Roman wares.

Underneath Floor A. I:II was a .xo-.zo m. thick layer of
huwwar (Locus A. I : I ~ )mixed with red soil. I t produced

some painted Arabic sherds, and some possibly Byzantine
and Roman pottery with the inevitable UD's that appeared
in almost every pail. Under Locus A. I:14 and above Locus
A. I : 25 was a layer of very loose, crumbly, gray-black soil
(Locus A. I:I~) with Byzantine, Roman, and possibly
Hellenistic and Iron I pottery, also the head of a ram figurine.
North of Wall A. I :g was a group of level pavement-like
stones (Locus A. I : 16), 2.10 m.long and 1.45 m. wide. Under
Wall A. I :13 was a wall running north to south with one course
of roughly dressed stones preserved (Wall A. I:17). Only
Roman pottery was registered from it. The foundation trench,
.40-.50 rn. wide, of loose red-brown soil along the east face
of Wall A. I : 17 was designated A. I : 18. The pottery was
mainly Roman. Locus A. I : 19 consisted of a double row of
field stones (two courses high), which possibly underlay Wall
A. 1:3. It may have been an east-west wall. Some painted
Arabic sherds, together with Byzantine and Roman wares
came from it. A poorly preserved plaster floor (A. I :20) associated with Wall A. I :12 ran under the pavement-type stones
of Wall A. I :7. Under this plaster floor (A. I :20) was a layer
r
with red soil (Locus A. I :21) .o5-.IOm.thick.
of h ~ w w a mixed
From it came Byzantine and Roman sherds, Underneath
Locus A. I :21 was a layer of red soil (Locus A. I :22) containing many fallen stones. Locus A. I :23 was the designation
of the foundation trench along the north face of Wall A. I :12.
A. 1:24 was a crudely constructed wall running along the
west balk beginning at the north balk. Although excavation
of this wall was not completed, Byzantine and Hellenistic
sherds have been identified from within it. Underneath Loci
A.I :15 and A. I :26 was a hard gray layer (A.I 25), .IS-.ZSm.
thick, containing Roman, possibly Hellenistic and Iron I11
sherds. The level at the center was 890.79 m. Wall A. 1:26
ran east to west under Locus A. I: 16 north of and parallel
to Wall A. I :g. The wall, 1.40 m. wide and 4.00 m. long,
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consisting of two rows of rough field stones, was not completely excavated. North of Wall A. I :26 lay Locus A. I :27,
a layer of gray-black soil. I t was not completely excavated.
The range of available sherds was Roman, Hellenistic, and
Iron 111.
Square z: The exposed column bases which served as an
orientation line before excavations started were located in the
south balk of this Square. Prior to the excavations there were
scattered stones on the surface (some partially exposed), but
they were not in any discernible alignment.
The surface soil with an average depth of ca. .15 m. was
designated as Locus A. z : I. I t produced painted and glazed
Arabic, Byzantine, Roman, Hellenistic and UD sherds. The
three column bases in the south balk were labeled Locus
A. 2 : z. The level on the top is 891.80 m. Wall A. 2 :3, .40 m.
wide, ran for a length of 2.25 m. from the north balk to the
south. Its associated pottery was Arabic. Loci A. 2: 4, 5, 6, g
and 10 were various sections of a water channel system uncovered in this Square (Plate XV :A). The channels were made
of irregularly shaped stones. They were ca. .30 m, wide and
ca. .zo m. deep, and plastered inside. Only a few cover stones
were preserved. The pottery date for the latest fill was Arabic.
Fragmentary remains of a wall (A.2 :7) were found on top
of Locus A. 2 :8; apparently it is to be correlated with Wall
A. I :6. Its associated pottery was painted Arabic and Byzantine. Wall A. 2 :8 ran east-west across the entire Square,
its north face 4.10 m. south of the north balk. I t is 1.10 m.
wide. The level on the top is 891.22 m. Xt is of excellent
construction and consists of three courses of well dressed
blocks of stones laid in header-stretcher fashion, being the
continuation of A. I :12 (Plate XIX : B). Sherds associated
with the wall range from some painted and glazed Arabic, to
Byzantine and Roman. A. z : II is a bell-shaped cistern, ca.
2.00 m. wide and deep, with a settling basin, .40 m. deep, at
the bottom (Figure 6). It is located between two of the column
bases (A. 2 :2). The fill produced Arabic pottery and UD's.

t! BELTON & P.EVANS

Figure 6. Plan and sections of Cistern 11 in Area A. Square 2, also
showing the trench dug north of the cistern with the several ledges
of bedrock
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Locus A. I :12 is the designation for a fragmented plaster
surface in the southeast corner of the Square which possibly
joined one pillar base (Locus A. z :2 ) with Wall A. 2 :8. The
sherds are possibly Byzantine and Roman. A huwwar surface
11.-.z5 m. thick, below Locus A. 2 :12, was labeled A. 2 :13
and had the same pottery as the overlying surface. Underneath Locus A. 2 :13 was a red-brown soil layer, A. 2 :14,
.33-.42 m. thick, containing medium-sized rocks, and the
same kind of pottery as A. z :12 and 13. The foundation
trench, .70 m. wide and 5 2 . m. deep, on the north side of
Wall A. 2 :8, containing Byzantine/Roman wares, was
designated Locus A. z : 15, and that on the south side of the
same wall, .55 m. wide and .55m. deep, with the same pottery
received the Locus designation A. 2 :16.
A probe trench was dug between Cistern A. 2:11 and
Wall A. 2 :8 to determine the extent, contour and character
of the bedrock into which the cistern had been dug. This
trench was 1.10 m. wide, 2.00 m. long, and reached a depth of
2.50 m. from the top of Wall A. 2:8 when bedrock was
reached. Several soil layers were distinguished. The first rock
protrusion into the trench was found at the level of the collar
of the cistern. A second protrusion, .22-.30 m. wide, was .45 m.
below the first one. A third protrusion, -55 m. wide, lay .so m.
below the second one; .40 m. below this was bedrock across
the entire trench.
S p a r e 3: Prior to the excavation there were scattered
stones on the surface and a few column fragments in the northwest corner.
The surface and plow soil (Locus A. 3: I) had an average
depth of .ISm. It contained sherds that ranged from painted
and glazed Arabic to Byzantine and Roman. Locus A. 3 :2
was part of the serpentine rock line in the northwest corner,
found also in the southwest corner of Square I (A.I :8) and
the north-east corner of Square 4 (A.4 :3). A multicolored
mosaic floor fragment with an arc-shaped border and adjacent
face stones in the northeast corner with a UD pottery con-

text was designated as A. 3.3 (Plate XVI : A; XVIII: A).
The mosaic was lifted from its underlying bed of cement
(Plate XVI: B), restored on a new bed of cement and transferred to the regional museum of Madeba. The level of the
mosaic's surface ranged from 8gr.gz-8g1.g4 m. Wall A. 3:4
was the connector between the mosaic floor with the face
stones and the outer Wall A. 3: 5 . I t was a crude filler wall
following the inside arc of Wall A. 3 :5 (Plate XVI : A and
B). Byzantine and Roman sherds came from it. Wall A. 3:s
was an arc-shaped wall of hard, finely-dressed blocks of stone
preserved only two courses high (Plate XIX : A). The level
at the north end on the top of the upper course is 891.59 m.
The wall was disrupted by the intrusion of a cistern (A. 3 :8)
(Plate XVII : A). Wall A. 3 :6 of irregular stones, ca. .40 m.
wide, ran east-west in the northwest corner under Wall
A. 3: z and lay on Surfaces A. 3: 11 and 14. The wall began at
the west balk and ended 2.70 m. east of the west balk where
it made an angular turn to north-northeast, r h n i n g thus
only about .70 m. The stones along the south side and around
the corner were plastered.
Locus A. 3:7 was a surface of cementlplaster covered with
small pebbles corresponding to the area described by Locus
A. 3 :3. I t extended to its presumed original dimensions on the
north, south and east and to the balk on the west. A vaulted
Cistern A. 3 :8 was cut into the arc-shaped Wall A. 3 :5 along
the east balk (Plate XVII : A). The preserved part had a
depth of 2: 00 m. I t was plastered on the three exposed sides
and the bottom. Pottery date of the latest fill was painted
and glazed Arabic wares. Wall A. 3: g was a single-course line
of stones running east-west near the south balk abutting the
outside edge of Wall A. 3:5. Locus A. 3:10 was the underlayment, about .z5 rn. thick, for Floor A. 3:3, between the
last mentioned floor and Surface A. 3: 7. Its small amount of
pottery was predominantly Byzantine and Roman. Surface
A. 3 :11of cement/plaster covered most of the area surrounded
by Wall A. 3: 5 and reached as far as part of the west balk. I t
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is hard and relatively smooth, also well preserved. Levels
averaged 891.35 m. On it were found large quantities of
painted plaster, among which one contains a crude human
face (Plate XXIII : E) and another one the Greek name
[A]ANIH[A] (Plate XXIV: A). The pottery was mainly Byzantine and Roman. A bag-shaped pit, A. 3: 12, was dug into
Surfaces A. 3 :II about .42 m. deep. The pottery date of the
latest fill was possibly Byzantine and Roman. A diamondpatterned mosaic Floor A. 3:13 lying between Wall A. 3:g
and the south balk had a predominantly Byzantine pottery
context. (Since the floor continues into the south balk, it was
not removed.) Surface A. 3 :14 of cementlplaster in the northwest corner was bounded by Wall A. 3 :6,the north balk, and
the west balk, and corresponds to the Surface A.3 :II on the
other side of Wall A. 3 : 6 The pottery is mainly Byzantine
and Roman. A relatively poor plasterlcement Surface A. 3 :15
was encountered in the same area as Surfaces A. 3:11 and 14,
but underneath them, associated with predominantly Byzantine and Roman pottery. Underneath Surface A. 3 :15 was
the hard-packed Surface A. 3 :16 of light-brown dirt, with an
average top level of 891.05 m. The pottery date is Byzantine,
Roman and possibly Iron Age. Wall A. 3 :17 consists of a onecourse line of partially dressed stones running east-west
aligned to a line drawn from the inside edge of the west end
of Wall A. 3:5 to the west balk in the southwest part of the
Square. The level at the top was 891.43 m. Wall A. 3 :18 was
at least four courses high and ran between Wall A. 3:5 and
the south balk, forming a passageway dong the south edge of
Wall A. 3:5. Top course level was 893.69m. A wall at least
three courses high and one course wide protruding from the
west balk was designated Wall A.3:19. Its top level was
892.31 rn. Two small mosaic fragments (A. 3: 20) in the southwest corner of the Square were left u
i z sitzt since they seem to
continue into the south balk. Loci A. 3 :21, 22 and 23 are
crude walls uncovered underneath Surface A. 3 :16. They have
been exposed but not yet excavated. The available pottery is

Figure 7. Section of west balk of Area A, Square 3. Speckled layers indicate huwwar,
double-underlined locus numbers indicate floors, and boxed numerals are walls
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Roman and Iron 111. A five-course wall just visible in the
south balk is designated A. 3 : 24. Wall A. 3 :25 protrudes from
the north balk and runs from the west end of the north leg of
the arc-shaped Wall A. 3:5 to the west balk. I t lies above
Surface A. 3 :15 but underneath Surface A. 3 :14.
S p a r e 4: Prior to excavation there were scattered stones
on the surface and a few column sections in the northeast
corner. The Square was considerably higher in the southeast
corner (cf. Figure 7). This feature made excavation by layers
complicated at first, but the heavy concentration of fallen
stone in the southeast area of the Square indicated that a
major structure originally stood south of the Square and its
debris constituted this higher portion.
The surface and plow soil was designated as Locus A. 4: I.
I t had an average depth of .50 m. and contained painted and
glazed Arabic, Byzantine and Roman sherds. A two-course
wall, A. 4: 2, was found in the southeast corner of the Square,
partly in the south balk and running west from the east balk
for about 2.00 rn. A column fragment, A. 4:3, lying along the
east balk on the surface formed part of the serpentine Wall
A. 3: 2 in the northwest corner of Square 3 and the southwest
corner of Square I (A. I :8). The water Channel A. 4: 4 (being
the continuation of A. 2 :4, 5, 6, g and IO), lying right underneath the topsoil ran from the north balk to the south balk
parallel to and 1.50 m. east of the west balk. The pottery
obtained consisted of painted and glazed Arabic, Byzantine,
and Roman wares. In the northeast corner of the Square,
also right under the topsoil, there was stone Surface A. 4: 5 ,
1.80 x 2.75 m., consisting of three rows of flat, irregular stones
with an uneven surface. The lop tevel was 891.35 m. Pottery
associated with it was Byzantine and Roman. In the southeast corner of the Square, Wall A. 4 :6 lay north of Wall
A. 4 :2 having a small column base (plastered to the mosaic
Floor A. 4:8) in its lowest course. ~ b o v eit stood a larger
column base, while another large column base (A. 4:7) was
standing west of it. The pottery was painted and glazed

Arabic ware. The mosaic Floor A. 4 :8 with a geometric multicolored pattern was bordered by Walls A. 4:6 and g (Plate
XVII :B) and measured -81 x .66 m. with an extension of
.SOX .IS m. (Plate XVIII :B). I t was removed, restored and
transported to the Madeba museum. The pottery was painted
and glazed Arabic, Byzantine, Roman wares and one sherd each
of the Hellenistic and Iron 11 periods. Wall A. 4 :g ran along the
east balk and was plastered to the east edge of Floor A. 4 :8. I t
consisted of one courseof well cut stones. The one-course Wall A.
4: 10 ran along the south balk lying directly below Wall A. 4: 2.
Along the north balks and near the Cistern A. 2:11 in
Square 2 was Pit A. 4:11 which produced Arabic pottery
from its fill. Wall A. 4: 12 ran from the east balk to the west
balk, .so m. north of the south balk, lying below the foundation
stones of Column Base A. 4 :7. I t consisted of dressed rectangular blocks and was ca. 1.00 m. wide. The average top level
was 891.04 m. Possibly Byzantine and Roman pottery was
associated with it. In the southeast corner of the Square was
hzlzvwar Layer A. 4 :13. I t terminated about halfway between
the north and south balks with disturbed fill of dirt and debris
north of it. Its pottery was predominantly Byzantine and
Roman. A small portion of huzvwar Surface A. 4: 14 lay along
the east side of the Square below Floor A. 4:8 and Layer
A. 4 x 3 . Underneath this huwwar Surface A. 4:14 was a
Surface A. 4: 15, 20-.25 m. thick, of plaster and dirt mixed
with limestone along the east side of the Square. The pottery
dates from Byzantine, Roman and Hellenistic times. Surface
A. 4: 16 of packed earth was traceable over the entire Square
from east to west along Wall A. 4: 12. I t had possibly Byzantine, Roman and Iron Age pottery. The hard-packed earth
Surface A. 4: 17, ca. .06 m. in depth, of ruddy brown color,
ran along the east balk and over the eastern half of the Square.
Its sherds were of the Roman and Iron Ages. Another hardpacked earth Surface, A. 4: 18, .IO-. 19 m. in depth, ran along
the east b d k over the eastern half of the Square and underneath Surface A. 4: 17.Its pottery date is Roman, Hellenistic
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and Iron 111. I t produced a well preserved coin of Tyre of the
1st century B.C. Underneath Surface A. 4:18 was a third
hard-packed dirt surface, A. 4:19, containing chunks of
plaster, in the eastern half of the Square. I t had the same
pottery range as the surface above it. Bedrock with an
undulating surface (level average: 890.28 m.) over the entire
Square was designated A. 4: 20. A circular, cone-shaped pit
in the bedrock north of Wall A. 4x2 became Locus A. 4:21.
Its diameter at the top is .73 m., its depth .75 rn.The pottery
date of the latest fill was Iron 111. A thin, gray ash layer,
A. 4:22, was located north from the south balk, reaching to
Wall A. 4:12 by which wall it was cut. A neat cobblestone
Pavement A.4:23 was found below Layer A. 4:22. Only a
small section of each was exposed along the south balk.
Removal of Balk Between Spares I and 3. Upon the cornpletion of the drawing of the south, east and west balk sections
of Square I and the north, east and west balk sections of
Square 3, the balk between Squares I and 3 was partially
removed near the end of the excavation. The purpose of this
operation was to ascertain the integration of walls in Squares
I and 3. Of special concern was the relation of the arc-shaped
Wall A. 3 :5 and W a s A. x :g and 17 (possibly also Wall
A. I: 13). I t was found that Wall A. 3: 5 ends in the balk at a
point even with its southern counterpart on the southern
side of Square 3. Wall A. I :g was found as being built against
the north side of Wall A. 3 :5 with a fill of small stones between
the two walls. One large block (a reused decorated stone)
forms a corner with the western end of the north leg of Wall
A. 3 :5 (Plate XIX :A). Between this block and the northsouth balk separating Squares I and 3 from Squares 2 and 4
(to the column base at the juncture of the balks) more of
Wall A. I:7 was exposed. A one-course wall made up of
stones protruding into Square 3, their top surface being a few
cms. below the surface of Wall A. I :7, was exposed and
designated A. 3 :25. No direct alignment of Wall A. 3 :5 with
a wall running north-south in Square I could be ascertained.

Ifiter#wetationof the Architectzcral Remains Uncovered irt Area A
The excavation of the four Squares described above rather
cleaxly exposed three strata, and the following discussion will
seek to describe and delineate phases of occupation within
these strata. The standard designations of these strata are:
Stratum I = Arabic
Stratum 11 = Byzantine
Stratum I11 = Roman la

Stratum I , Phase A : Very Late Arabic. Possibly the very
latest occupation phase in Area A is the serpentine wall
(A. I :8, A. 3 :2 and A. 4 :3) made up of some cut stone blocks
and column fragments lying on the surface largely exposed.
Exact dating is not possible, but it appears to be very late
Arabic. Likewise, no conclusions are possible as to its purpose
or functions. I t may have served as a kind of temporary
boundary and enclosure. The column fragments are obviously
from an earlier structure.
Stratum I , Phase B : Late Arabic: The general outline of the
ruins of the acropolis suggests that at one time there were
major structures on the north, south and west side. These
buildings surrounded an open court, which was exposed on the
east side (or possibly with relatively low buildings on the east
side). Not only the ruins but also the climatic features and
location of the acropolis suggest this. This layout would give
the courtyard exposure to the morning sun from the east and
protection from the afternoon sun and prevailing winds from
the west in the afternoon. The existence of the large courtyard with pavement stones (according to local legend and
possibly partly preserved in some loci [A. I:? and A. 4:53)
l a I t is becoming more and more evident that the terms Byzantine
and Roman for the early centuries of our era are too indefinite. To make
the dividing point ca. A.D. 300 ignores that which might properly be
designated Early Christian prior to that time. Similarly, a distinction
between Byzantine and Early Christian is proving very helpful in
archaeological work in Turkey. Perhaps with greater refinement of the
pottery chronology (possibly at Heshbon) of these early Christian
centuries, a more definitive terminology can be structured.
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provided a good flat surface for the collection of water by
means of the water channel system in Squares 2 and 4 (Loci
A. z :4, 5, 6 , 9, 10 and A. 4 :4 ; Plate XV :A). Included in this
system would be the cistern between the column bases in the
balk between Squares 2 and 4 (A. 2: 11) (Figure 6 ) .
A possible dating for abandonment of this water channel
complex is Late Arabic. Admittedly this is very indefinite and
the sherds included painted and glazed ware. Furthermore,
the complex was directly below the surface. Also, exact
chronological delineation of Arabic pottery has not been fully
developed. On the other hand, the existence of this water
channel complex in the presumed courtyard of Arabic public
structures of a character still unknown suggests a date after
those structures. Hence this dating must remain tentative
until further excavations delineate the structures on the
acropolis perimeter.
Stratzcrn I , Phase C : Early Arabic. In the eastern half of
Square I the remains of a storage complex were identified.
These included sizable remains of large jars (A. I: IO), walls
(A. I :3 and 4) and surfaces (A. I :5 and 11). I t is possible that
this complex was contemporaneous with the water-channel
system described above. However, the Arabic Cistern A. 3 :8,
dug from a higher level than that of the water system described
above, suggests that it was filled by run-off water from
buildings. Since the water channels cutting through a courtyard could hardly be contemporaneous with the use of the
courtyard and surrounding buildings, it seems plausible to
suggest that the Arabic building remains antedate the water
system. Walls A. 3 :g and A. 4 :2 may belong to these Arabic
buildings; future excavations must ascertain that definitely.
St~alum11: Byzantine. A discussion of the Byzantine
stratum immediately raises the question regarding the identification of the ruins. The interpretation of this entire stratum
will be dependent upon this identification. Hence this basic
question will be discussed first, although it necessarily will
involve some evaluation of the ruins.

I t is the judgment of this investigator that the total impact
of the evidence points to the identification of these ruins as
those of a church. Admittedly, the case cannot be absolutely
or firmly established, but the cumulative effect of a number of
items points in this direction. These items will be discussed
first, and consideration will be given later to certain problems
involved in this identification.
r. The shape and position of Wall A. 3:s. This is a semicircular wall oriented to the east. The shape of this wall and
its extent are typical for an apse of a Byzantine church.
This is so patent that further documentation is not necessary.
Furthermore, the orientation to the east also is a typical
characteristic of early churches.laHence Wall A. 3 :5 certainly
qualifies in these respects as the apse of a church.
2. The shape, construction and date of the mosaic floor in
the apse (A. 3: 3). The preserved east edge of this mosaic floor
is semicircular, suggesting that it is prescribed by the arc of
an apse. Some of the stones of an (inner) apse have been uncovered east of the mosaic (Plates XVI :A, B ; XVIII :A). This
apse was smaller than that described by Wall A. 3 :5. Although
the design of the mosaic is not distinctly Christian, it is not
without parallel in Christian churches, and its tentatively
ascertained date in the latter part of the 6th century A.D.~'
puts it in the pre-Arabic period.
3. The position of the row of column bases (A. 2 :2) and
parallel wall (A. I :12 and A. 2 :8) (Plate XVII :A). A frequent
l8 "Let the building be long, with its head to the east" (Apostolic
Constitutions, 11.57).
14 Ute Lux of the Deu tsches Evangelisches Institu t fiir Altertumswissenschaft des Heiligea Landes, a recognized expert in mosaics,
after seeing a photograph of the apse mosaic wrote to Horn by letter
of November 29, 1968: "Ich wiirde das Apsis-Mosaik in die 2. Halfte,
bezw. in das letzte Viertel des 6. Jahrhunderts datieren." However, of
the geometrically-patterned mosaic from the main aisle she says : "Es
handelt sich um jene neutralen geometrischen Muster - sie scheinen
mit grosseren Steinen eingelegt worden zu sein - , die keinen Anhaltspunkt einer Datierung bieten, vielmehr schon lange vor dem 6. Jh.
anzutreffen sind und bis ins 8. Jh. hineinreichen."
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style of early Christian churches is the basilica. A feature of
the basilica-type church is a double row of pillars supporting
the roof and separating the main aisle from the side aisles.16
The position of the column bases (three in the balk between
Squares 2 and 4 and the foundation stone of a fourth one
west of the Area) in relation to the apse described above
fits into this scheme.
4. The evidence of the inscription on plaster fragments
found in Square 3. On August 2, x968, two pieces of painted
plaster were found with Greek letters on them (Plate XXIV :A).
These were found in the removal of Surf ace A. 3 :7 and the exposure of Floor A. 3 :11, just east of Wall A. 3 :6. The letters,
arranged as a partial semi-circle, were ]ANIH[. These have
been identified as the medial letters of the Greek name Aacvqh.l6
The semi-circle suggests they were placed over a painting of
Daniel. This likewise points to a building in which Daniel
would be revered-a synagogue or a church. The use of Greek
and frequent use of the Daniel motif in Christian art favors
identifying the building as a church.
5. The existence of a church at Heshbon on the basis of
literary sources. Heshbon was the seat of a, bishopric in the
early Christian centuries-Bishop Gennadius was present
at the Council of Nicaea in A.D. 325 and Bishop Zosus a t the
Council of Ephesus (A.D. 431) and that of Chalcedon (A.D. 451).
In 650 there was a Bishop Theodore at Heshbon.17 This
evidence of Christian occupation is also indicated by a stone
capital discovered on Mt. Nebo which is decorated with crosses
and contains the letters Eo@ou<.S. J. SaJler suggests that the
people of Esbous (Heshbon) presented this capital to the
church of Moses on Mt. Nebo.18
Michael Gough, The Early Christiarrs (London, 1961)~
pp. 125-144.
This identification was made by Volker Langholf of the Universitat
Hamburg by letter of October 16, 1968, addressed to Horn.
17 See sufira p. roI and Vyhmeister, AUSS, VI (1968), 168-171.
18 S. J . Saller, The Memorial of Moses on M o w t Nebo, I (Jerusalem,
l6

16

~gqx),265, 266.

6, The dating of the ruins. The sherds found in context
with the various structures and the mosaic in the apse
apparently date the buildings in the Byzantine period. This
proves nothing as to the existence of a church, but it does
indicate a chronological setting appropriate for a church.
7. The location of the ruins. The literary evidence suggests
a major Christian settlement at Heshbon. A prominent place
for the location of the church would be on the acropolis, where
the ruins under discussion are located. (Fig. 7a depicts an
architect's sketches of a tentative reconstruction of the
church at Heshbon.)
The following interpretation of the archaeological data
therefore assumes that a major structure in Byzantine times
was a church located on the acropolis of Heshbon. The validity
of this assumption will be discussed later. This procedure is
followed for the sake of clarity, not to prejudice the reader
unfairly. The following phases of building and use of the church
are suggested :
Phase Aa and A@= Late Byzantine
= Intermediate Byzantine
Phase B
Phase C a and CP = Early Byzantine lB
I. Stratum 11, Phase Aa = Late Byxafitine. The major
evidence for this phase is the mosaic Floor A. 3 : 3 (Plate
XVII1:A). As suggested above, the border of the floor was
semicircular and thus was described by the arc of an "apse."
One stone immediately along the outer edge of the mosaic
was preserved-possibly a part of the elders' bench inside
the apse. It appears that with this phase of construction, the
church (at least the apse) was reduced in size. Wall A. 3 :4
appears to be a filler wall between the larger apse of the
In
Perhaps this should be designated Early Christian since this
period may overlap with Late Roman. Presently, the delineation of
pottery typology in the 2d, 3d, 4th and 5th centuries has not been
sufficiently refined. Further analysis of Heshbon materials is required
before more can be affirmed. It is possible that this phase begins in the
2d or 3d century.
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earlier church and the small one of the smaller and later
church. The mosaic was discovered about .z5 rn. below the
ground surface. Most of the wall constructions seem to have
been destroyed or robbed. The floor level cannot be identified
in Square 2 or 4-possibly being disrupted along with associated walls in the formation of the courtyard and subsequent
water drainage system.
It is possible that the fragmentary Walls A. I :6 and A. 2 :7
are to be associated with this period. However, the evidence
is scanty and connection by soil layers non-existent (due to
closeness to the ground surface) and thus this can only be a
suggestion. These walls could also be related to Phase AP
described below.
2. Stratum 11, Phase AP = Late Byxalztilte. This is an
earlier phase of the smaller church described above. It is to
be identified in the cement/plaster Surface A. 3:7 and the
huwwar Layer A. 4 :13. The extent of the Surface A. 3 :7
eastward was the same arc described by the outer edge of the
mosaic Floor A. 3 :3. Possibly in the digging of the Cistern
A. 3 :8 along the east balk this area east of the Floor A. 3 :3
and Surface A. 3:7 was completely disrupted. In Square 4
the west edge of Layer A. 4: 13 is butted by Wall A. 4: g as a
kind of retaining wall providing a "stepdown" from the
apse to the main aisle of about .22 m. The lower level or floor
of the main aisle may be partly preserved in the mosaic
Floor A. 4 :8. To the south of this mosaic floor was Wall A. 4 :g,
forming a room of which the other walls have been disrupted,
unless the excavation to the south in a future season will
provide more data.
3, Stratum 11,Phase B = Intermediate Byzantine. This is to
be identified with the cement Surface A. 3 :Ir and Surface
A. 3 :14 as well as the huwwar Surface A. 4 : 14. Both are at the
same level and apparently there was no "step-down" from
the apse to the nave or main aisle in this period. The apse is
to be identified with the surrounding Wall A. 3 :5. The
Surface A. 3 : I I covered the area inclosed by Wall A. 3 : 5. The

many fragments of painted plaster found above surface
A. 3: 11 presumably came from the walls and possibly from
the dome of the apse. This would indicate that the apse (of this
phase) was rather extensively decorated with biblical scenes.
Walls A. I :g and A. 3 :g are abutting the outer edge of Wall
A. 3 :5. Since the outside face of Wall A. 3 :5 is not finished, it
would seem that these outer walls were contemporaneous with
Wall A. 3 :5. An Arabic storage complex had been built north of
Wall A. r :g (see sufira, p. 144) and this may have removed any
trace of rooms or structures from Byzantine times in this area.
In Square 3 south of Wall A. 3 :g a portion of a mosaic floor
has been uncovered which appears to be contemporaneous
with Wall A. 3:g. However, the determination of what type
of structure or room was formed by this floor or by Wall
A. 3 :g must await further excavation south of Square 3.
Wall A. 3 :6 also belongs to this building phase (it was set
upon Surfaces A. 3 : 11 and 16). However, its function in this
location is a conundrum.
Wall A. I :7 belongs to this phase of building since it lies
above the plaster Floor A. 1:2o which is associated with an
earlier phase. I t appears to be some kind of subsidiary wall
joining the end of Wall A. 3 :5 with the easternmost column
base. The column bases may have been used in this phase of
building, but a portion of their bases must have been covered.
No definite relationship of this phase with the main eastwest Wall A. I :12 and A. z:8 is evident. However, since
there is a relationship of the apse with this main east-west wall
in the immediately preceding phase (phase Ca) and the remains are higher than the level of Phase B, it seems that they
were present in Phase B and perhaps were part of the structure.
A north-south wall connecting the end of the apse with the
east-west Wall A. I :12 cannot be identified. Wall A. I: 13 is
a possibility. However, there is a jog in the wall and its connection with Wall A. 3: 5 is not direct. It is possible that originally there was a doorway here, which later on was rather
crudely filled in.

Figure 7a.Architect's sketches of a tcntative reconstruction of t h c
Early Christian Church a t Hesllhon
T o p : View from t h e southwest - Entrance
B o t t o m : \'iew from t h e northeast - Apsidal end
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4. St~atum11, Phase Ca = EarZy Byzantine. This phase is
perhaps the most extensively identified in the ruins. The surface or floor of this phase of building and use is identified by
the plaster Floor A. 3:15, plaster Surface A. 4:15, plaster
Floor A. I :20 and plaster Surface A. 2 :12. Floor A. I :20 and
Surface A. Z:IZ may associate the column bases with the
main east-west Wall A. 2 : 8. Floor A. 3: 15 is bounded by the
apse Wall A. 3:s.
Again the identification of a north-south wall connecting
the end of the apse with the main east-west wall is difficult.
Wall A. 3 :17 is a possibility. Two troublesome factors are the
its termination
date of its foundation trench-Roman-and
before reaching the end of the apse. The former factor may be
explained by its being a Roman wall reused in Byzantine
times or that the designation Byzantine is too general and
there is a measure of overlapping here. The latter factor may
have been occasioned by the presence of a doorway (such a
doorway appears on the south side of the apse in Square 3).
5. Stratwn 11, Phase Cp = Early Byzantine. This phase is
identified by Surface A. 3: 16 which is the original floor level
with Wall A. 3 :5. The continuation of this surface into Square
4 is indefinite. Below Surface A. 4 :15 there. are a number of
surfaces very close together. These may be associated with
this phase. If so, it may indicate that there was a "stepdown" in floor levels in the apse and main aisle in this phase.
Whether this phase made use of the column bases in their
present location is doubtful. There is no clear soil connection
and their present level would be too high. It seems that the
column bases were brought in connection with the construction of Phase Coc. I t is possible that the walls serving as
foundations for the column bases in Phase Car were originally
the walls or segments of the walls of the church in Phase CP,
which apparently did not have the full basilica type of construction.
The foregoing analysis and interpretation assumes the
identification of the structures as phases of the building of a

church. The arguments for this have been set forth above.
Objections to this identification will be considered next.
I. One objection is the absence of a distinctively Christian
motif in the Mosaic A. 3 :3. However, mosaics found in
Byzantine churches in Madeba and on Mt. Nebo 20 show
features similar to the mosaic under discussion. Ute Lux, an
expert in mosaics, in examining the photograph of the mosaic
wrote: "Der Meister des Mosaiks der Apsis gehort zweifelsohne der 'Madebaschule' an. Offensichtlich handelt es sich
hier urn ein sehr beliebtes Thema: symmetrisch zu Seiten
eines Obstbaumes angeordnete Tiere, in diesem Falle wohl
Rinder (vgl. das Apsis-Mosaik der Kirche des Lot und Procopius in el-Mubayyet." 21 A similar design with animal shapes
similar to the animal in the mosaic under discussion can be
seen in the details of a floor mosaic from the great church at
Mopsuestia in the plain of Eastern Cilicia which is dated in the
5th century.22
2. Another objection stresses the lack of clear connection
of building remains in one Square with those in another
Square. This primarily concerns the integration of the main
east-west wall1 (A. I : 12-A. 2:B) with the so-called apse
(A. 3 :5). The above discussion has recognized the complexity
of this problem. However, the integration suggested in Phase
Ca above, whereby the apse, the column bases, and the wall
are correlated by the Surfaces A. 3: 15, A. 4: rg, A. I :20 and
A. 2 :12 answers this objection to a large extent for the earliest
Phases. The presence of doorways, reconstructions within
a phase, removal through later occupation and similar
phenomena could account for the break in continuity of
integration of later Phases asserted in this objection.
3. Another objection cites the presence of Arabic pottery in
some contexts, especially in the northern half of Square I.
Saller, op. cit., I1 (Jerusalem, 1g41),Plates 81-113.
For reference to this letter see Note 14. I n her letter she refers to
Saller and B. Bagatti, The Town of Nebo (Jerusalem, 1949))Plate I + I .
22 Gough, op. cit., Plates 70, 71.
2o
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What type of structures lies to the north of Squares I and 2
(or the main east-west wall) is not presently known. If the
east-west wall (A. I :12-A. 2 :8) is the north wall of the church
and if the whole area was occupied in Arabic times (by a citadellike complex and courtyard and later by a water channel
system), disruption and contamination of earlier layers
becomes a real possibility. In addition, as suggested above,
Early Christian materials can overlap with Roman materials,
so that identification of items as Roman could still be part
of a Christian complex.
I t must be remembered that only a portion of the structure
to be identified has been uncovered. The entire south side and
western end have not been exposed. Hence all identifications
and descriptions must be tentative to that extent. The total
impact of the evidence points to a Christian church. This
investigator does not want to be dogmatic about this. He does
consider the above judgment a strong possibility and presently feels fairly confident that this was a Christian church at
Heshbon. Hopefully, future excavations will settle the issue
with more compelling evidence.
Otto Meinardus, in a report on the excavations of a church
near J e r i ~ h o describes
,~~
ruins very similar to those at Heshbon, including mosaics with purely geometrical designs. Of
interest regarding the question of dating, Meinardus mentions
that the Persians destroyed all Christian churches in the Wadi
QeZt and the Jericho area in A.D. 614. How this relates to
churches in Transjordan needs further investigation.
Strat~mI I I : Romarz. There is evidence for a Roman occupation in the layers just above bedrock in Square 4. These are
not very extensive and further excavation is necessary to
relate them to Wall A. 4: 12.
Below Surface A. 3 :16 a number of crude walls with stone
fill between were uncovered. The fill appears to have been put
a8 Otto Meinardus, "The ByzantineIChurch of St. Andrew in Jericho,"
BuEleiin de Za Socitftt! d'archtfologze Copte, XVIII (1965-1966),
I 81-195
and plates.

in to level the area for Surface A. 3: 16. The sherds found in
context with these w d s were Roman and some Iron 111. Of
interest is the fact that these walls go below the level of bedrock found in Square 4. Apparently the bedrock in this area
is very undulating and the highest point of bedrock seems to be
the cistern between the pillar bases, from where it gradually
slopes off to the southwest in Square 4. The probe trench in
Square z seems to indicate that the bedrock was deliberately
quarried or faced on that side.
Roman sherds have been identified in every Square, usually
at the levels where work terminated this season. However, the
line of demarcation between Byzantine and Roman is rather
dubious. At present, it appears that the Roman Walls A. r :12
and A. 2: 8 were reused in Byzantine times.
Further excavation will be necessary to delineate clearly
the Roman levels on the acropolis a t Heshbon.
AREA D
PHYLLIS A. BIRD
Harvard University

Area D was laid out with the primary aim of exposing the
main entrance to the acropolis area from the lower city to the
south. To this end three 6 x 6 m. "Squares" were plotted to the
east of the north-south axis across the eastern half of the
south slope of the acropolis of the mound. Their common west
balk bisected a gateway that was visible at the summit
somewhat east of the center of the south ridge. I t then slanted
along a presumed path of access on the slope below framed by
a pair of standing columns (outside the Area) on the west end.
Square I straddled the summit where the line of an enclosure
wall was just visible through the mass of rockfall that camouflaged the upper slope. Square 2 stretched across the slope
below, incorporating on the west the aforementioned wall line
that appeared to climb the slope toward the gateway in the summit wall. Square 3 was staked out on a small fairly level shelf.
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The final alignment of the Squares was dictated by a second
aim of excavation in this Area, vir., the hope of eventually
linking structures on the perimeter of the acropolis with
structures in the center, specifically those to be excavated in
Area A. To this end the Squares of both Areas were laid out
in such a way that the north-south axis became the west
boundary of both Areas during the 1968 season.
The initial appearance of the Area was of a hillside strewn
with boulders and crowned with a stone heap. The removal of
this surface tumble, howexr~r, revealed a quite different
picture. In place of the sloping mound a broad enclosure wall
ran along the south perimeter of the acropolis area with
rooms and courtyards against the wall within. A meter or more
below on the outside of the wall was a more or less level
terrace, sometimes walled at its lower end, below which the
terrace gave way to a slope dropping off rapidly to the south
and west. Between the upper w d and the surface below ran
a broad stone ramp or terrace with steps to the south, plastered porch or forecourt to the north, and a low wall along the
upper edge framing this elevated access to the acropolis area.
This picture, won by the removal of surface earth and rockfall, describes the basic outlines of c~nstructionin Area D
throughout the entire period of occupation revealed by the
first season's excavation.
Most of the season was spent in the excavation of Arab
remains (Stratum I), of which at least three, possibly four,
phases can be distinguished. By the end of the seasoni however, all Arab surfaces and structures had been removed,
exposing earlier data. For most of these earlier layers an
adequate analysis must await a further season of digging.
Where ceramic evidence was available, our analysis was not
sufficiently exact, distinguishing only characteristically Roman sherds in a mass of pre-Arab UD material. In addition,
key connections between surfaces in different parts of a
Square or of the Area and between surfaces and walls had
been broken in ancient times or were not observed carefully

enough in digging. Without closer ceramic dating the judgment of relative contemporaneity and sequence in these cases
is a precarious one that can at best be only tentative until
further evidence is forthcoming. For the purpose of this
report, remains from all levels where characteristic Arab
pottery was lacking have been lumped into a single stratum
category, Stratum I1 (pre-Arab), a category that must be
revised and differentiated as Byzantine and/or Roman
(Roman sherds were found in connection with all of these)
on the basis of further digging and ceramic analysis. No
attempt has been made to distinguish phases in the Stratum I1
material, except for the last, I1 A, where reasonable certainty
of contemporaneity can be determined on the basis of architectural unity and dependence. Though Stratum I1 cannot
be adequately dated, it can be roughly ordered into a relative
chronological sequence that leads directly into the more
controlled sequence of Stratum I.
A rough and very tentative stratigraphic and chronological
key to the whole Area is presented in Figure 8, providing a
chart of sequences, interrelationships and dependencies, plus
a ceramic guide insofar as this was possible. Many parts of
this sequence will eventually have to be moved, but the backbone of the whole system is Wall D. r :4, which in its several
phases provides the basic continuity through the whole series
of excavated remains (Plate XX: A).
Our report begins with a description of the remains of
Stratum XI, since the remains from Stratum I, the Arab period,
consist largely of the reuse and eventual rebuilding of architecture from the previous period, and the period is ushered in
by a building project that is simply an addition to a Stratum I1
structure. The basic outline of the building in the Area is
essentially the same throughout the whole excavated sequence. All the connecting architecture-and almost all the
architecture found-was found in Squares I and 2. Square 3,
which shares some surfaces with Square z, is described

.
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separately, because of the quite different occupational remains
and distinct problems encountered there.
Stratzm IT. The last major structure built in Stratum I1 was
the acropolis enclosure Wall D. I :4c along the south edge of the
summit of the mound. The latest construction in this preArab period has been preserved in only one to two courses of
ashlar masonry laid in part directly on the foundation, in part
upon the first course of an earlier wall, D. I :4d. How high
this foundation of giant undressed field stones stood above
the surface of the mound is not known, since neither founding
level nor surf aces contemporary with its construction have
been reached and a probe slightly to the south was carried
to two meters below the gateway level in D. 114 without
penetrating below Arab levels. Wall D. I :4d may have been
founded on bedrock.
Wall D. I :4c is constructed of two rather widely separated
faces of varying thickness, the whole averaging 1.70 m. in width
at foundation level (Figures g and 10). It runs across the
whole eight meters width of the Square, its outer face roughly
paralleling the south balk at a distance from it of ca. 1.40-1.30
m. Near the west balk line and extending into the balk stood a
gateway, estimated to have been ca. 1.00 m. wide, which
opened into a paved courtyard, D. I :33 and 34, of giant
flagstones (some 1.00 x .so m. in dimension) on the north.
This courtyard covered the whole 2.75 m. wide area north of
the enclosure wall and continued eastward along the wall
until it broke off 3.75 m. from the east balk. Upon this surface
was laid a narrow (ca. .70 m. wide), two-row north-south
wall, D. r :15, perpendicular to Wall D. I :4, which it abuts
ca. .SO m. east of the east doorpost ; from there it extends
northward into the balk. Access to the room thus created
was obtained by a doorway just inside the north balk. Further
east another north-south wall, D. I: 24, of roughly similar
width and construction and with a doorway from the east
near the north balk, abutted Wall D. I :4c 1.50 m. west of the
east balk. This wall may have served at some time as the east

Figure 9. Plan of Area D, Square I, showing the principal architectural
features of the pre-Arab Stratum I1
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wall for a room framed by Walls D. I: 15 and 4 on the west
and south, though the surface connection has been lost by the
abrupt end of the flagstone paving ca. 1.00 m. west of Wall
D. I :24. An additional later and independent use is suggested
by a series of earth surfaces and flimsy walls to the east of it.
To the south, outside the gate, an earth and kuwwar
surface extending ca. one meter east of the east gatepost in
Wall D. 1:4c and some three meters or more to the south
formed a kind of porch in front of the gateway at the head
of what seems to have been a stairway or stone-built ramp
running down to the south. The contemporary surfaces and/or
structures outside the wall to the east of the raised stair area
have not been recovered; excavation there was halted in
Arab levels 1.75 m. below the threshold level in the D. I : 4c
wall (Plate XX: B).
Details of reconstruction in the south stairway area are
unfortunately difficult to recover, in part because the stratigraphic situation is exceedingly complex, in part because
evidence outside the Area needed to reconstruct a full picture
of the plan is lacking.
The earliest stairs-and-porch/forecourt arrangement seems
to have been created in part from an earlier construction, but
also to have established a new pattern for the zone of access
to the south acropolis gateway. The earliest architectural
remains visible in this area are a series of steps (Loci D. z :
s u b 7 and sub-2) that suggest a broad stepped terrace on this
slope of the mound. The lower three steps, which in digging
were not given a separate locus designation from the later
steps (D. 2 :7), were constructed from thin (ca. .r7 m. thick)
rectangular stones, ca. .70 x .45 m. in size, laid end to end
lengthwise in staggered rows across the slope so that each
step was the height and width of a single stone. The longest
stair row as recovered consisted of four stones and extended
ca. 2-50 m. east of the west balk; but the original dimensions
of the terrace-staircase can no longer be determined with
certainty, since the south and east edges of the remaining

structure show signs of earlier robbing and mark the west
edge of a giant robber trench or pit that extended an additional
four meters to the east (to within X.50 m. of the east balk) and
four meters south of the southernmost step (2.50 m. into D. 3).
North of this lower group of stairs and visible only on the
east where the east face of a superimposed wall (D. 2:2) was
removed was a level strip of stone pavinglterracing followed by
another series of three low shallow steps. This latter series was
formed of stones of approximately the same dimensions as the
lower series but laid crosswise with long sides together and
with the upper courses overlapping the lower ones by ca.
.25m. to leave a tread about .40 m. in depth. How far, north
this stepped terrace continued is not now apparent, since part
of the terrace was clearly robbed out in ancient times and the
whole north part of this sector is covered by a terrace of later
date and different construction. Whether it conceals an
extension of the earlier construction (as may be suggested by
what can be seen from the east of the third course down in the
D. I :sub-10 terrace) can only be learned in another season of
digging. No date can as yet be assigned to this structure
hopefully dubbed "the Roman stairs" to distinguish it from
the later stair construction in which it was in part reused.
A termims ante quem can be set, however: I t is pre-Arab in
date and is superseded by at least one, if not two, succeeding
pre-Arab constructions in the same sector.
The next phase of building in the stairway area can also
not be dated with any exactness beyond the verdict that it
must be pre-Arab; it is sealed at one end by pre-Arab surfaces.
I t consists essentially of a long one-row wall (D. 2 :25-D. I :37)
of somewhat rough, poorly fitted and aligned ashlar blocks.
Ca. .70 rn. wide, this wall begins with a large cornerstone set
on the top of the three lowest steps, ca. 1.25 m. east of
the west balk and the same distance from the south balk.
Then it angles off in a north-northwest direction, continuing
through the north balk and into D. I, where it stops at the
west end of Wall D. I :4, .50 m. below the D. I :4c gateway
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threshold. This curious angle, diverging from the orientation
of all earlier and later structures thus far uncovered in the
Area, puts the wall too f a r west to be connected with the
D. I :4c gateway. The wall is nearly level, and at its present
level it is too low to be connected with either the c or d construction stages of Wall D. I :4. If Wall D. z :zg-D. I :37 was
used with Wall D. I :4 it was presumably higher, at least at
the north end, and accompanied by higher surfaces to the
west. Its function is at the present time not clear.
To the west of Wall D. z:z5 near the south end, a broad
step was created (Locus I).2:7b), two to three rows wide,
above the bottom group of three "Roman steps" and intermediate in height between the last of these three and the
level of the first course of the wall. This step was built in line
with the angle of the new wd-though a final row added to
the south of the step "straightened" the edge to parallel the
lower steps. A second step, integrated into the wall itself, raised
the level in the stairway/entryway to the level of the wall.
The last basic alteration of this zone of ascent in the south
slope was a direct response to the construction of Wall D. I :4c
and gateway. This two-stage construction is not so apparent
in the top course remaining, since it is continuous on the south
face; it is markedly clear, however, in the course beneath,
where a break midway in the wall is accentuated by different
heights and different styles of construction on the east and
west ends. The outer (south) face of the wall is built entirely
of headers-large, long, somewhat worn ashlar blocks set
directly upon a foundation of giant uncut field stones. To the
west of the break five exquisitely cut and fitted ahslar blocks
(in the sequence, stretcher, stretcher, header, square, stretcher)
arelaidupon a leveling layer of small field stones that top a
foundation of boulders similar to that farther east. The top
levels of the stones in this row are all identical, 892.15 m.
The first stones in the row have chiseled patterns cut into the
face, all different and all differently executed, but all to be
distinguished from the rough chisel-patterned boss with

smooth margins-a style found on stones of a wall in Area A. z.
One of them had been cut down from a larger size and shaped
to receive the large doorjamb stone, in the process of which
two of its smooth margins were lost. The others, judging
from their different patterns, may also be reused stones. All
the stones in this course had sharply and squarely cut edges
on the face side.
The difference between the east and the west ends of Wall
D. I :4c is also apparent in the inner (north) face of the wall.
To the west the inner face is very uneven, built of huge boulders and smaller, irregularly shaped stones like the foundation
courses on the south. As a result it varies in width, being narrower near the gatepost. To the east, the construction and the
width appear to be much more regular, though the inner face
there also employs the same rough field stones used in the west
end. However, one dressed stone was found next to the east balk
and three more, so badly weathered that original dimensions
are not certain, are grouped together opposite a place in the
south face where a long, shallow, flat depression was cut into
the front two-thirds of the five stones next to the middle
break. Between these worked stones and the dressed stones
in the north face a single dressed stone was laid sideways in the
middle of the w d , creating something of a "smooth" surface
th~oughthe wall at this point. The original function of this
construction is no longer apparent.
The second course of Wall D. I :4c (south face) is constructed
of the same finely fitted stones as course one (west),and though
they show more wear, conspicious especially in the rounding
off of the top edge, they clearly match the lower course (west);
one of the stones has a chiseled chevron pattern that matches
a stone in the lower course, while one stone over the older
east end wall still shows the same finely tooled margins, and
sharply cut straight lower edge that characterized the first
course west end. Furthermore, the whole second course is set
back ca. .lo m. from the lower course, beginning at the edge
of the doorjamb block and continuing all the way into the
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east balk. It is composed entirely of stretchers, or square
stones, forming a narrow face row, except for the first two
stones next to the doorjamb. The second course (south) also
shows a break in the two parts of the wall, over the break in
the course below.
The north face, however, does not seem to support this
"continuity of construction" thesis. The west end is again
narrower, even narrower than the lower course and is "paved"
across with small irregularly shaped flat stones. The east end
is wide and of uniform width (ca. 1.65 m.) over the whole last
three meters; its north face is formed of flat, faced stones,
mostly dressed. The interior fill also employs a number of
flat stones giving the impression of paving. While the construction narrows toward the west, the relatively smooth and
level top surf ace and the fact that the dressed stones continue
over the earlier break in the lower course may be indications
that the second course (north) was originally a single-unit
construction. The situation on the north face may have been
influenced by later building against the inner face of the wall
and thus may have a different and even more complicated
history of building and rebuilding than that of the south face.
I t is difficult to say how much of the foundation belonged
to the old wall (D. I :qd) and how much to the rebuild (D. I :qc).
The fact that the later wall (D. I: 4c) was built at the same
foundation height as the earlier wall (D. I :qd) raises problems
as to which surfaces and walls belong to which construction
stage. Little can be said about the dates of the two walls-or
two construction stages. Sherds from the fill between courses
one and two (= under D. I :qc) were Roman and UD's. Fawzi
Zayadine's opinion that the chisel patterns on some of the
stones in the D. I :4c wall are of Byzantine origin is the
closest dating evidence we have for the later wall.
Where the entrance was located in the older wall cannot be
determined from present available evidence; it is probable,
however, that it was not far from the D. I :4c entrance, since
this is the only area that gives evidence of an earlier terrace
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that would raise the level of the entryway to the height of the
earlier foundation. If the "diagonal wall" was in any way
connected with the D. 1:4d entryway, the entrance should
have lain to the west of the later one. The gateway used with
the D. 1:4c wall seems definitely to be a part of the D. I:+
wall construction and it is this gateway, reused and rebuilt,
that is maintained through all succeeding phases of construction and use. The original D. I :4c gateway is an example, as is
the D. I :4c wall, of the finest mason's skill represented in any
Area D construction uncovered in the entire first season; none
of the later construction in and upon it is comparable. The
south threshold stone which was set deep into the south terrace
was at least 1.50 m. in length by .60 m. in width, and was carved
to produce a .35 m. wide step on the south edge and to receive
the grooved and socketed doorjamb that overlapped the
threshold stone on the east end. The doorjamb in turn was
fitted into the lowest course of the wall by carving out the
corner of the first course of stones to receive the higher doorjamb. The north part of the threshold and doorjamb block
was created from a number of additional large stones finished
and fitted into a single architectural unit with the same fine
craf tmanship visible in the D. I :4c wall. The threshold stones
display a drag line from the inward swinging door that
completed this picture.
North of the D. I :qc-d enclosure wall were found a number
of walls and surfaces used with that wall. For the earliest of
these, Walls D. I :24 and 15 and Surfaces D. I :33 and 34, no
ceramic evidence is available from this season's digging, and
the possibility must be acknowledged that some or all predate the D. I :4c construction, a possibility that is in part
dependent on the unsolved question of how much of the north
face of the original wall was left.
Just below (.15 m.) the threshold level inside on the north
a fine flagstone paving (D. I :33-34) was found which covered
the entire northwest quadrant of the Square over to 4.25 m.
east of the west balk. Here it breaks off---at a point almost
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directly opposite the break between the d and c phases of
Wall D. I :4, south face. This coincidence, however, is less
illuminating than it would first appear, since it was the west
half of D. I :qd, i e . , the part of the wall that would have been
contiguous to the paving (D. I :33-34), that was robbed out
most thoroughly, while it is the east end of the paving that is
missing. The explanation for the loss of the end of the paving
seems more likely related to later construction in the area
north of Wall D. I :4 than to the history of the wall itself.
Directly beneath the east edge of Pavement D. I :33-34
and extending some .50 m. beyond it, an earlier floor of
soapstone tiles was visible. The original extent of this paving
is unknown, as it is covered by Pavement D. I : 33-34 on the
west, while excavation stopped short of this level east of
Wall D. I :24. I t did once extend at least as far east as Wall
D. 1:24, however, since it is visible that far in the north
balk and also in the north end of the subsidiary balk under
the west face of Wall D. I :24. In any case, this tile floor
had also been broken through along the west edge of Wall
D. I :24.
I t seems that Wall D. 1:24 was built in conjunction with
Pavement D. I :33-34, although objections to this assumption
can be raised. The reconstruction of the early history of
construction inside the enclosure wall can then be summarized
as follows. The earliest paved surface excavated was a soapstone tile floor which may have been associated with the
earlier D. I :4d wall. In that case it may also have been broken
away to the west, as was the associated wall. Pavement
D. 1:33-34 might then be construed as the main surface
connected with the rebuild (D. I :4c) of the old wall, laid
against the new threshold and along the inside of the wall
eastward over (the remnant of) the earlier stone tile surface.
I t was bounded on the east by a north-south crosswall
(D. I :24) whose outer (east) face rested on or close to the
surface of the earlier tile floor, but whose inner (west) face
began only at the level of the new floor (D. I: 33-34).

The D. I :33-34 paving shows some signs of having been
conformed to the irregular line of the north face of Wall
D. I :4, though it is not impossible that the north face of the
wall was built later, cutting into the earlier surf ace, which was
then patched. In that case Pavement D. I :33-34 would have
to be connected with Wall D. I :qd or part of an even earlier
hilltop construction, and a new explanation would have to be
found for the relationship of Surface D. I :33-34 and Wall
D. I :24. Whatever its original date, it was clearly the primary
surface associated with the D. I :4c gateway to the south.
The area paved by the flagstone Surface D. I :33-34 was
bisected by a north-south wall, D. I : 15, abutting the east
edge of the composite D. I :4c gatepost, extending into the
balk on the north. The fact that virtually no soil had accumuated on D. I :33-34 before Wall D. I :15 was laid (and no foundation trench is apparent) suggests that it was constructed
immediately or very shortly after the completion of D. I :33-34
(unless the whole of an older surface was cleaned down to this
level). If it was paired with Wall D. I: 24, then it must have
belonged to the original layout of the space immediately
inside the newly rebuilt Wall D. I :4c. Wall D. I :15 is built
against-and therefore after-the D. I :4c doorjamb and is
somewhat broken at the southeast end where the east corner
of the gatepost block is also broken and weathered. The wall
was preserved in only one course; it was evidently robbed out
to this level since no tumble was found near it that could be
associated with it. I t framed a narrow courtyard on the west
inside the (presumably) main south gateway, and a room
built east of the wall. Access to this room was gained through
a door evident at the north balk line, whose threshold-doorjamb construction, while simpler, is very similar to that of the
D. I :4c gateway and is of a type not found in later walls in
this Area. The threshold step and the bases for the doorjamb
(raised arms on either side of the threshold) are formed by
carving out a depression on the inner side of the wall into a
block of closely fitted stones in the first course of the wall
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above floor level (see Figure 11: A). This is in contrast to the
separate-stones-for-separate levels threshold construction of
later walls (see Figure 11:B).
The wall was relatively narrow (.70 m.), but well built of
two rows of dressed stones with minimal fill in the center.
The outer (west) face was somewhat wider, built of smoother,
more regular stones and of more even construction.

/

FIRST
COURSE OR

LOW FLAT STONE

OR

7R

SECOND
COURSE
Figure 11.
A. Basic pattern (top plan) of gate- B. Basic pattern (top plan) of
way construction in D. I : 15, 24 threshold design in later walls,
D. 1:4b and D. 2':jb
and qc
(Variations within each of the basic patterns are due to overall size,
size of stones available, etc.)

For the east wall of the room thus formed three candidates
may be suggested: (I) the "original" wall at the edge of the
present termination of Pavement D. I :33-34, now gone except
for a line of small rough stones still clinging to the east edge;
(2) a wall on top of Pavement D. I :33-34, somewhere to the
east and now totally disappeared; (3) Wall D. I : 24, a northsouth wall of rather similar proportions to those of Wall D.I : 15
and with an entrance of similar design opening into the paved
area from the east and located just inside the north balk-or
almost opposite the door in Wall D. I : 15, 3.25 m. east of
Wall D. I : 15 and parallel to it.
The lower threshold stone in the west face of Wall D. I :24
was laid directly on the old tile floor, and the outer (east) face

of the wall was founded at about the same level. West of
Wall D. I :24 only one surface was found associated with the
wall : Locus D. I :29, a clayey red earth layer with many stone
chips or pebbles in it, found at about the level of the west
threshold of Wall D. I :24-which is also the level of Pavement D. I: 33-34. Ceramic dating of Roman and UD offers as
yet no possibility of fixing the date of this surface within a
sequence of pre-Arab construction and destruction north of
the D. I :4c or D. I :4d wall. From the available evidence it
seems that Surface D. I :29 is not an original occupation
surface, but a robber fill, deposited after the flagstones of
Pavement D. I :33-34 were stripped out along the inner face
of Wall D. I :24. Thus D. I :29 is later than the wall.
The only candidate remaining then for the original surface
east of Wall D. I :24 is Pavement D. I :33-34, and this identification makes the best sense in view of the evidence concerning
both wall and paving. The inner (west) face of Wall D. I: 24
had only two courses of dressed stones-beginning at the
level of the Pavement D. I :33-34, while the outer (east) face
had three. Thus one stepped up from the outside from a level
approximately that of the tile floor into a room paved at a
higher level. Wall D. I :24 is thus best understood as a mate to
Wall D. I :15, constructed in connection with Pavement
D. I :33-34 and framing the eastern extension of that
surf ace.
Outside Wall D. 1:24 on the east the lowest surface uncovered was a dark gray, clayey, packed earth surface, D. I :36,
that appeared to just cover the foundation level of the wall
on the east, and lay .25-.30 m. below the level of the threshold
step. On this undated surface and against Wall D. I :24 a short
partition wall, D. I :26, was built, ca. 1.25 m. long and of one
stone thickness. This curtain wall fenced off a space about
1.25 m. wide at the corner formed by Walls D. I :24 east and
D. 1:4 north. I t may originally have been used as a kitchen
because a tabun (baking oven) was built against the east end
of it. No other sherds were found in connection with it.
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Above Locus D. I :36 on the east, at about the level of the
east threshold step in Wall D. I :24, were found two presumably contemporary earth surfaces, D. I :27 (north of D. I :26)
and D. I: 28 (south of D. I :26), that would appear to signal
a new building phase north of Wall D. 1:4c. If, as seems
possible, these surfaces can be roughly correlated with construction or destruction further west for which less dating
evidence is available, then the date of these surfaces is
especially important. Unfortunately, however, the ceramic
evidence is not reliable, as D. I :27 was not well enough distinguished from the layer above it, and because pottery from the
foundation trench for Wall D. I : 5, that ran through both
surfaces, may very likely have contaminated the readings
from both, D. I :27 and 28. I t may be that these surfaces and
related construction belong to the first phase of the Arab
period, inwhich case the transition from Stratum I to Stratum I1
in this area was made without any major destruction, but
with continued use or reuse of the basic IA structures accompanied by some innovation. The transition from pre-Arab to
Arab occupation in the area south of the wall-where it can
be much more accurately and narrowly observed and datedfollowed just this pattern of basic continuity with minor
innovation.
D. 1:27-28 was an occupation surface, not simply a layer
of accumulation on the earlier floor. A wall, D. I:z~,was
built upon it stretching eastward from the north edge of the
gateway in Wall D. I :24. Its full width and length cannot be
judged, since its north face is hidden in the north balk and its
east end was robbed out near the east balk where the foundation trench of Wall D. I : 5 cut through it. I t is preserved
to a height of two courses approximating the level of the
remnant of Wall D. I :24. Wall D. I :26 may also have been
heightened in connection with the new surface. As excavated,
the top (second) course seemed very unsteady, and the last
stone toward the east apparently covered the broken edge
of the tabun built against the first two courses. Quite possibly

Wall D. I :26 was originally a low curtain wall of only two
courses, and was later raised with the higher surface, D. I :2728, that covered the tabun and most of the earlier wall.
I t seems likely that this new building east of Wall D. I : 24
was associated with a change in that wall and with additional,
related changes to the west. At some time before the wall
collapsed and the space on either side filled up with debris,
the doorway in Wall D. I :24 was walled up-rather neatly, as
though continued but different use of the wall was intended.
If this doorway blockage was an indication of new use rather
than disuse, D. I : 27-28 is the only surface that can be associated with it.
The change in Wall D. 1:24 and the new surface to the
east also give a clue concerning the origin and date of Surface
D. I :29 on the west. This was the last surf ace associated with
Wall D. I :24 on the west and the surface on which the tumble
from the collapse of Wall D. 1:24 lay. Since there was little
accumulation on that surf ace prior to the fall of Wall D. I :24,
it should be roughly contemporary with the surface east of
the wall that also received part of the collapse, Surface
D. I :27-28. This suggests that the walling up of the D. I :24
entrance and the robbing out of the earlier floor to the west
of the wall were related events that pronounced the extinction
of the old D. I :15-4c-24 room.
The cause for all these changes may possibly be found in a
little understood construction, Locus D. 1:3b, that changed
the whole picture north of the D. I :4c wall. Locus D. I :3b
was a broad (1.20-1.40 m.), sprawling wall of two widely
spaced faces with a fill of small field stones and rubble mixture.
I t was planted directly between Walls D. I: 15 and 24, on a
thin layer of dirt and pebbles that had accumulated on Surface
D. I :33-34. Like all the other major walls near the acropolis
perimeter, it too abutted Wall D. I :4c on the south and disappeared into the north balk, and, like Wall D. I :15, it too was
only preserved to one course in height. The function of this
wall and the reason for its placement remain a mystery,
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especially since it seems necessary to assume that both walls,
D. I :15 and 24, were still intact and continued in use after
the construction of Wall D. 1:3b. On the west it was connected to Wall D. I : 15 by a short Wall D. 1:33 consisting of two
large stones laid between Wall D. I: 3b and the south doorjamb of the D. I :15 entrance. Unless the position of this cross
wall is mere chance, it would seem that the D. I : 15 doorway
was still in use, and that some sort of narrow hall or vestibule
was created to the north between the two walls ;but the answer
to where it led and with what it connected is hidden in the
north balk.
Strat~rnI, Phase C. How long the fine paving (D. 1:33)
north of the wall (D. I :4c) was kept up is difficult to calculate.
By the time D. I :3b was built, dirt and pebbles had already
begun to accumulate on the portion of it east of Wall D. I :15,
viz., D. I :34, but whether the same was true outside the wall
is less certain. The west balk, however, attests to a series of
earth surfaces that built up over Pavement D. 1:33, each
t hicker-and thus higher-against the wall/threshold, tapering
away to a lower level toward the north. Since two of these
surfaces appear to have invaded the gateway, we must assume
that the threshold level was raised by the addition of more
threshold stones a t a higher level-or that the gateway had no
door for a time. Eventually a completely new threshold level
was constructed, paved with a number of various sized stones,
including one with a socket for the pivoting door post. This
was placed so as to make use of the older D. I :qc east doorjamb, but the position of the socket inside the Square near
the west balk shows that the gateway had been narrowed on
the east before or at the time of this construction.
I t seems likely that by the time this last D. I :4c threshold
was constructed D. I :15 (at least) and perhaps D. I :3b had
been leveled down to first courses and covered. Although
Surface D. I :Iaa was not dug as a continous surface inside the
gateway area, the same bricky red earth by which it was
identified was first noted over the remains of Wall D. I :15,

and the strip of similar material a t approximately the same
level along the east balk was given the same designation. What
is clear, however, is that this last D. 1:4c threshold and at
least the latest of the several earth surfaces to the north prior
to or connected with this threshold belong to the Arab occupation, Stratum I. Thus it would seem that sometime during
the transition to or at the beginning of the Arab period,
buildings inside the acropolis area were razed and lost from
sight while the gateway remained in continued use, as witnessed by the several surfaces, pre-Arab and Arab-to the
north and south-that belong to the several D. I :4c threshold
levels.
South of the new enclosure Wall D. 1:4c the same two
zones of architecture remain that were noted for the earlier
period; to the west a raised terrace or ramp leading up to the
gateway in the enclosure wall, to the east a lower surface at
the base of the acropolis wall. How low this surface was when
the D. 1:4c construction took place is not known, since no
definitely pre-Arab surfaces were excavated in this area in the
1968 season, but unless extensive robbing in later times must
be reckoned with here, the surface was probably a t least
1.50 m. below the D. I :4c threshold level.
To the west, the new D. I :4c gateway was provided with a
long "porch" or level, surfaced forecourt at the head of a
series of steps that began near the south balk of D. z. As
noted, the stratigraphic situation is complex and connections
between the north and south sections of the access area are
broken, so that an exact reconstruction of building and use
phases in the area where steps and surfaces met is no longer
possible. I t is clear, however, that D. I : ~ is
I the first surface
in use with the D. I :4c gateway whose connections with the
gateway remained unbroken, and it is this surface that is the
first of a series of seven, rising in uninterrupted sequence in
the space immediately south of the gateway from pre-Arab
times into the late Arab period when this entryway finally
ceased from use. This sequence of surfaces beginning with
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D. I :31 has provided us with the best ceramic evidence in the
Area, if not on the mound altogether, for the transition from
pre-Arab to Arab occupation and for transitions within the
Arab period.
Locus D. I :31, as excavated, was a yellowish clayey layer,
that may have had a huwwar surface topping it and that in
some places, especially toward the south, merged into a thick
layer of huwwar. In the west balk it is visible, if rightly
identified, as a series of huwwar surfaces of varying depth over
and between layers of yellow clayey soil. Since the surface
was worn and difficult to trace it is not possible to say with
certainty whether the surface covered the whole area in which
we thought to recognize it. Whether it was use surface or
simply make-up for the plastered and walled entryway laid
on top is not certain.
Locus D. I :31 was a rather thick layer of surfacing overlying a stone terrace on the east, and a layer of dark earth
.
and small stone fill on the west over the D. 2 : ~ s - D 1:37
structure. The earth fill over D. I :37 suggests that the terrace
had already been built to its present height when the upper
courses of that wall were removed. Beyond this suggestion,
however, the relationship of the terrace to Wall D. I :37 can
only be explained, on the basis of information presently
available, with a large measure of speculation. The terrace
construction may antedate the wall (the wall being set into it),
it may have been constructed in connection with the wall, or it
may have been constructed after the wall, but while the wall
still stood. If the terrace is a composite construction, a combination of these possible reconstructions may be required.
Assuming that the stone foundation structure was intended
to be covered by a surfacing layer, the height of the terrace
corresponds well to the D. I :4c threshold. Since, however, we
have noted that a distinction of height probably cannot be
made between the D. I:+ and d constructions, it may just
as well have been intended for use with D. I : qd.
The terrace is built up of layers of medium to large sized

stones, appearing as three distinct courses when viewed from
the east or the south. The top two courses bulge outward toward the east (because they were set more loosely with considerable earth fill ?) over a course which, from the one stone
visible a t the southeast corner, suggests it may have been part
of the "Roman" terrace-though the evidence is at present inadequate to make any clear judgment. The top two courses
on the south consist of irregular building stones, some clearly
reused. At the south end the courses are laid in rough rows
parallel to Wall D. I :4 and to the cross rows of the "Roman"
stairs. The first two rows from the south are of large stones,
but beyond this up to Wall D. I :4, the top course at least
consists merely of an irregular jumble of medium sized uncut
stones. The north terrace build-up was a distinct construction
from the D. 2: 2 or D. 2: sub-2 construction further south;
the line of the south terminus of the terrace is clearly visible
in the east face of D. 2: 2-D. I: 10.
What the contemporary structures to the south looked like
is more difficult to say. A few widely spaced stones, some huge,
some average-sized, some dressed, others semi-dressed, were
found east of Wall D. 2 :25. However, it is not clear when they
were put there nor to what structure they had belonged.
Turning now to new construction in the sector south of the
D. I :4c gate which is better attested and more fully comprehensible, we recapitulate briefly the earlier evidence. By
the time Surface D. I: 31 was laid, a two-zone construction of
surfaced terrace and stairs had been established in the avenue
of access. How early this began after Wall D. z:z5, and with
what wall it was connected to the north, are no longer clear,
nor is their relationship to Surface D. I :31, since a major
disruption of surfaces and walls in the sector took place prior
t o the laying of Surface D. I : ~ I .The south terminus of
D. I : ~ Ican not be clearly portrayed either, but that of the
surface immediately above it (D. I :30))which has apparently
the same southern terminus, can be reconstructed with some
certainty. Because of this fact, it is tempting to view D. I :31
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as make-up for the new construction (walls and surfaces) which
is laid directly upon it. A serious drawback to this, however,
is the ceramic evidence. The pottery from D. I :31 was read
as Roman and UD, while that from D. I :30 contained a
quantity of red-on-orange painted ware (but none of the
characteristic early Arab painted ware) that is possibly very
early Arab. Either this ware is accidentally missing from
D. I :31 or it was an earlier surface-perhaps badly worn
away since little if any trace of izuwwar was found on it-in
the same sector whose earlier structural connections to the
south were lost in the later building. If D. I :31 is make-up for
D. 1:3o, an Arab Stratum I construction, then the broken
surfaces beneath may represent the first construction with
the D. I :4c wall and gateway on the south.
The next construction project in the sector south of the
D. I :4c gate, however close or far in time from D. I :31, was
the walling in of the whole access route and the construction
of a new staircase at the south end. The new stairs (D. 2:7a)
consisted partly of a rebuilding of D. z :7b and partly of new
construction. At the south end the new staircase made use of
the two or three highest "Roman" steps and also of the bottom
step in the D. z :7b-25 construction. I t also used the second
step, but added another course upon it and to the south of it.
Beyond this step to the north and higher still, a further step
two rows wide was added. This reached the height of the north
terrace surface (D. 1:3o or 31), but was broken off over a
meter short of it. Presumably the paving that originally
bridged the gap was later robbed out.
The new wall (D. 2 :z ) that was constructed along the east
edge of these stairs did reach the surfaced terrace, framing it
with three rectangular stones set side by side lengthwise to
form the northern terminus of the wall, or at least of the west
face. Wall D. z :2 was built at the same time as the D. 2 :7a
stairway and was in part bonded into the stair construction.
I t is more nearly parallel to the west balk than D. 2: 25. I t is
constructed entirely of face stones and rises in distinguishable

courses. This is in marked contrast to the east face, which has
no clear course construction and is built of most irregularly
sized and shaped stones in combination with a few dressed
stones. The east face may not be original with the earliest
wall but a later addition. The wall itself, as the stairway, saw
some later additions; when and how substantial these were
cannot be determined with any certainty.
The three-stone framing device at the north end of Wall
D. 2:2 suggests that the surfaced space to the north was
somewhat broader than the stairway. This is confirmed by the
wall that frames this surfaced portion (D. I: IO), meeting wall
D. 2 :2 in line with the easternmost of the three head stones.
Wall D. I:IO begins ca. .30 m. east of the east edge of the
D. I :qc entrance or ca. 1.30 m. from the west balk and continues south roughly parallel to the balk until it meets Wall
D. z :z. Unfortunately the bottom course, D. I : ~ o bwhich
,
is
,
be traced this far
laid directly upon Surface D. I : ~ I cannot
south; it broke off before reaching the south balk, However,
the surfaces connected with this first course, D. I :3oa and b,
seem to continue to the north end of D. z:z, soit is presumed
b too. Furthermore, Wall D. I :~ o is
b
that Wall D. I :~ o did
more similar in construction to the western part of Wall
D. 2. :2 (built of dressed stones, well fitted) than the courses
built upon it (D. I :~ o a,)and would seem to constitute an
ideal mate or continuation to the north. If Wall D. I :~ o had
b
a period of use before D. I :roa was added, one would expect
it to have been one course higher, to match the height of
Wall D. z :2. I t is unlikely, however, that any of the D. z :zD. I :10 wall ever stood more than a few courses high. Whether
the first wall was broader than the remnant preserved is
problematic. A few dressed stones along the east may be left
from an earlier wall. As excavated, the east face at this level
was a mixture of large and small stones with the space between
the faces filled with earth and small stones.
On top of the west face of Wall D. I :~ o at
b least two more
, first of rather small, rough
courses were laid (D. I : ~ o a )the
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stones, the top of large semi-finished boulders. How much
time, if any, elapsed between D. I: Ioa and b is not certain.
The pottery from D. I :Ioa contained one Arab painted piece ;
no Arab sherds were found in D. I : ~ o b Again,
.
the east face
does not match the west, but because of the great size of the
stones in the west face, the two faces are closer together, with
less fill, and appear somewhat more as one wall-though they
are not the same height either.
Complicating the reconstruction of a picture of this building
on the D. I :31 terrace surface is a piece of evidence awkward
in size and position. Shoved up against the south face of the
D. I :4c wall and gateway threshold and resting on D. I :31
a t the west end, at least, though the east end has been undermined, was a large section of an architrave, ca. 1.50 m. long
and extending some .60 m. beyond the east edge of the
terrace. Its origin and function in this position are a puzzle, as
there are no columns immediately connected with the entrance
from which it might have fallen. We may speculate, however,
from what is visible of the D. I :qc wall and threshold, viz.,
reused stones, sometimes of mammoth proportions expertly
recut to serve new needs; that perhaps the architrave was
selected for the construction of the threshold doorjamb-block
and then not used. I t may have been left standing on the
surface outside the wall, perhaps used briefly as a bench.
Whatever its original or intended use, it was built into the
east face of Wall D. I :10. Since, however, the east face of
Wall D. I :10 cannot be accurately dated, the date of the stone
is difficult to place.
To summarize our discussion of the new construction in the
area south of the D. I :qc gateway, we would say that on structural grounds Stairway D. 2 :7a, Walls D. z :2 west, D.1: ~ o b
west (or simply D. I :10 west), and Surface D. I :30 constitute
a single architectural unit and that it is the first construction
after the D. I :4c gateway that can be traced more or less continuously throughout this southern access area. But if the
architectural evidence has been correctly evaluated and

reconstructed, the ceramic evidence requires some careful
consideration.
At first glance, the ceramic evidence would seem to exclude
the possibility of the reconstruction we have offered. Wall
D. 2 :2 and Stairway D. 2 :7 were read as Arab (probably
early), Wall D. I : lob as pre-Arab, and Surface D. I :30 as
very early Arab. But the evidence must be considered more
closely. Wall D. 2 :2 and Stairway D. 2 :7a were constructions
that were used continuously throughout the Arab period
down to the last Arab occupation, presumably. Neither can be
considered a sealed locus. Wall D. 2 :2 was rather certainly
added to in later times. The presence of Arab sherds in such
a loose construction in use in the Arab period does not seem
necessarily to require that the original construction came from
that period.
With Wall D. I:IO somewhat more precision in sherd
collection is introduced, but dangerously small samples ;
Wall D. I :rob read UD with no Arab pottery; Wall D. I :Ioa
had one Arab painted piece in two pails that were otherwise
possibly Byzantine, Roman and UD-plus a bronze Arabic
coin, date unknown. The best controlled evidence and the
largest samples come from the D. I :30 surfaces, two huwwar
surfaces ca. .o2 m. apart overlying D. I :31 and confined to
the area framed by Wall D. I :10, the first surf aces in use with
Wall D. I :~ o b Surface
.
D. I :30 contained no sherds of the
characteristic early Arab painted ware. I t did contain recognizably Roman sherds and a quantity of fine painted ware
(thin and hard fired, with simple, broad curvilinear red paint
designs on red-orange to buff slip). This painted ware is also
found in the layer above, D. I :23, a plaster floor, but in
combination with the characteristic Arab paint. I t is absent
in the surface below, D. I :31, which is entirely Roman and UD.
We have chosen to take the Surface D. 1:3o reading as
diagnostic for the new construction and to read it with Wall
D. I : ~ o bwith which it fits nicely. Since the next surface
above D. I :30 (which is Arab) involves a construction change
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in Wall D. z :2 west, the original D. z :z west should go with
Surface D. I :30 ; and in fact the south edge of the remnant of
Surface D. I :30 preserved in the west balk, and the line of the
original north end of D. z: z, coincide perfectly.
Even if the evidence for this new construction can be
pushed back to the earlier date of Surface D. I :30, the fact
remains that we have entered the Arab period -or is this
ware Byzantine ? 24 This raises the question of just where and
how the transition to the Arab period occurred and also opens
the question concerning how D. I :4c and assumed contemporary structures to the north were dated. This can be summarized
as follows : D. I :4c wall and original gateway produced only
a small collection of pottery which was read as Roman and
UD. Surfaces D. I :33-34 and 36, and Walls D. I :15 and 24
provided no ceramic evidence. The first Surface D. I : ~ had
I
Roman and UD wares, and the first building phase of Surface
D. 1:3o had UD painted, Roman and UD sherds. We then
ask, does this evidence represent one or more building phases ?
In answer, we have attempted to group our data into major
building periods to see if these can be correlated for different
zones or features of architecture in our Area.
The D. I :4c wall begins a new building phase, being preceded by a break. To the north two phases use this wall: (I) to
the first phase, contemporary with the wall, and not datable,
belong Surfaces D. I :33-34, Walls D. I :15-24, and Surface
D. I :36; (2) to the second phase, probably early Arab, involving building changes and using the D. I :4c wall, belong
Walls D. z :3b and D. I :zqb, and Surfaces D. I :27-28.
24 The ware is entirely different from the thick Arab painted ware
and the paint and surface treatment also differed. The ware is much
more like the Byzantine/Roman wares, though a bit thicker. Unfortunately, it was not until we had excavated Surface D. 1:3o that we
attempted to distinguish this painted ware from our "Arab paint" or
"Early Arab." It would be very important now to know where else
in the Area (and mound) this paint occurred, especially where to the
exclusion of the later Arab paint. I t occurred nowhere else in similar
clarity in the 1968 season.

After this a major break occurred in which all architecture
was destroyed, including Wall D. I :4c. Extensive robbing
occurred elsewhere in the Area.
A new phase begins with a new wall, D. I :qb, which is late
Arab. To the south two or more phases are evident before
D. I :4b. Surfaces D. I :I I and 23 and Wall D. I : Ioa belong
to the last of these phases, while Surface D. 1:3o, Walls
D. I: ~ o band D. 2: 2 and Stairway D. 2 :7a belong to the
preceding phase, which was apparently pre-Arab.
The main question is : Can the building phases south of the
gate be connected with those on the north? Can the dating
evidence, which is clearer on the south, be used to date phases
on the north ? Is the first building phase with D. I :4c on the
south pre-Surface D. I : ~ Ior is it Surface D. I : ~ I ,or is it
Surfaces D. I :31/30 (with D. I :31 make-up for D. I : 30) ?
If the latter, then a rough correlation between undated
Surfaces D. 1:33-34, Walls D. I : I ~and 24 and Surface
D. I :36, but also of Surface D. I :30, Walls D. I : ~ o band
D. 2 :2 and Stairway D. 2 :7a, should be possible. In that case
Surface D. 1:3o should be diagnostic for the whole first
D. 1:4c building phase-and for D. 1:4c itself. Then this
major complex of new building initiated by D. 1:4c is either
Byzantine or very early Arab, depending on the eventual
identification of the UD painted ware. If it should prove to
be the former, then it is noteworthy that the transition from
Byzantine to Arab period in this area is one of basic continuity,
involving the reuse of earlier structures, rebuilding and adaptation of others and some new building within the older structural framework. The most radical break comes within the
Arab period, sometime between the early and late Arab
occupations, when almost everything from the preceding
period is leveled. Next season's digging should answer some of
these questions, but it is still necessary to formulate hypotheses and outline possibilities that will make sense of the
evidence at hand.
The next surface above D. I :30, Locus D. I :23, introduces
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a new ceramic horizon and some architectural modifications
in the basic system set by Walls D. 1:4c and 10 and Wall
D. 2: 2, but it is essentially only a later surfacing of D. I:30
and was laid only .05-.08 m. above D. I :3oa. By the time
Surface D. I :23 was laid, the top courses of Wall D. I :10 had
b the way
been set in place, continuing the line of D. I :~ o all
to the stone triad a t the north end of Wall D. 2 : z . Sometime
after this, Wall D. z :2 west was lengthened and the plastered
forecourt area correspondingly shortened. A small column
drum was set vertically into the ground against the west face
of Wall D. I: 10, .60 m. north of the original terminus of Wall
D. 2:z west and 1.80 m. south of the D. 1:4c gatepost. The
space between the earlier shorter Wall D. 2 :2 west and the
column drum was then filled in with small stones, that were
also used to fill the narrow space between the drum and the
uneven west face of Wall D. I: rob. Over the small stone fill
to the south a capstone was laid giving the appearance of
solid wall construction along the whole line of the extended
wall. The height of the column drum roughly level with the
third course of Wall D. I :10, and the top of Wall D. z :2 to the
south suggests that these two walls have been preserved in
their original height, and that they constituted a relatively
low retaining wall framing the stairway and porch.
Locus D. 1:23 was a hard thick plaster surface with a
rather rough finish. I t covered the new shortened forecourt
area, stopping on the south in line with the new "gatepost.'
On the east the plaster seems to have continued up the face of
D. I: 10. I t is still preserved in a continuous line from the
floor to the second course in the comer where wall and
column drum meet. Here it joined the column to the wall,
smoothing over the gap between the two courses and plugging
the gap between course stones and wall. On the north it rose
some .25 m. also in a continuous line to plaster the face of a
new composite threshold built in the D. 1:4c gateway. The
marks of the mason's trowel on the plaster were still clearly
visible when excavated.

D. I :23 is the first surface south of Wall D. I :4c containing
the characteristic early Arab painted ware found in abundance
in all upper levels. I t signals a new period of occupation that is
mostly a reuse of the basic structures of the preceding period,
especially D. I :4c, which remains the backbone of building
in this period. The corresponding surface north of the gate,
D. I :ma, is also the first surface containing the characteristic
Arab painted sherds. D. I :28, the surface connected with the
new building east of Wall D. I: 24 which gives the most
trustworthy ceramic evidence for the new period of building
north of D. I :4c, had one Arab painted sherd, one UD paint
and an uncounted but probably small number of possibly
Byzantine/Roman and UD ware. If correlated with the new
building phase to the south it is probably Arab.
and b, a
The next surface above D. 1:23, Locus D. I : I I ~
thick plaster surface with a thick resurfacing a couple of
centimeters above, seems to presume some lapse of time, represented by considerable accumulation of dirt on the D. I :23
surface-ca.
.I5 m. However, no change in architecture
, accompanies it. I t used the same upper D. I :4c threshold as
D. I :23, but is level with the threshold stones. At the south
end a single stone step marked the transition between the
stair area and the new surface. Surface D. I :11was level with
the top of the step ; the level south of the step is unknown.
The ceramic evidence seems to corroborate the architectural
evidence; whatever the time span between this and the preceding surface, no significant changes had occurred in architectural or ceramic culture. The pottery is still characterized
by the painted Arab ware and no glazed sherds were found in
this locus.
Between Surface D. I:II and the next surface above, a
major break in the occupation of the area occurred. The
D. I :4c wall, which had been the key to the architecture in the
transition from the Byzantine(?) to the Early Arab period,
was destroyed-apparently to nearly ground level on the
north. Only the large multi-stone doorjamb block remained
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standing some .40 m. above the rest of the wall and every
other structure in the Area. When, why, and by whom this
destruction took place are questions whose answers are not
provided by our evidence. Perhaps the period immediately
following the destruction corresponds to the long silence
concerning Heshbon in the literary sources especially prior
to the Mamlukian period. Not only were the buildings destroyed at the end of the early Arab period, the stone seems
to have been removed wholesale for use elsewhere, as, with
the exception of Wall D. I : 24, no signs of tumble from these
structures remain. Quite possibly the massive robbing
operations a t the foot and along the east edge of the "Roman"
stepped terrace occurred a t this time-and perhaps the top
of the D. 2 :7a stairway was lost then too, though it is noteworthy that the stairway area seems to have passed relatively
unscathed through the widespread destruction-perhaps because it was only a low wall to begin with, but perhaps also
because some limited occupation continued in the acropolis
area making use of the old stairway.
Again our evidence cannot tell us how long after the destruction and robbing the reconstruction took place, whether
the destruction and robbing occurred simultaneously, or
whether the destruction followed a period of degeneration
and decline. The evidence of some .60-.70 m. accumulation
on the floors D. I: 27-28 east of Wall D. I : 24 would suggest
that some time had elapsed. This accumulation preceded the
.zo m. of fill used to level up a floor over this debris. The
debris is of course much higher here than elsewhere, since it
incorporated a substantial amount of architectural tumble.
If this initial accumulation had been distinguished in digging
from the leveling layer laid over it, it would have given the
best clue to the time lapse. Unfortunately this was not
possible, and even where an attempt has been made to distinguish relative levels from which pails of pottery were dug up,
almost every pail contained some of the glazed ware which
characterizes the new building period.

Stratum I , Phase B (Late Arab). The next period, which is
the last main occupational phase, was a period of extensive
building in Area D. I t is characterized in general by a poorer,
more makeshift quality of construction than that of the
previous period, but it was of considerable scope and vigor.
I t retained the pivotal features of the previous period, viz.,
the enclosure wall with the gateway in the same place and the
same walled ascent, rebuilt them where necessary and augmented them with new structures in new places and of new
design. Evidence from walls and surfaces in both Squares I
and 2 fix this new building and occupation phase firmly in the
Late Arab period--or more specifically, in a period marked
by the use of glazed wares, which are not attested in any
previous layers, but are found in virtually all pottery samples
from Phase B loci.
In D. I, at the beginning of the period little remained visible
above ground, except for the outer (south) edge of the D. I :4c
wd-ca.
1.00 m. of foundation probably and two dressed
courses (ca. .60-.65 m.) plus the &orjamb block on the west.
The old gateway was filled up with .25 m. or more of earth,
and the north edge of the old D. I :4c wall was probably
covered. A few meters north of the wall the debris level may
have been lower and the northwest end of Wall D. I :3b may
have protruded enough to suggest a line for a new northsouth wall. To the east the debris over and around Wall D. I :24
also reached almost to the level of the Wall D. 1:4c remains,
and was probably leveled up to this height all the way north
before new building commenced in this sector,
The new construction in D. I consisted of the rebuilding of
the perimeter wall, D. I :4b, using the remnant of the earlier
wall as a foundation, and the incorporation into this wall on
the north of a vaulted room, perhaps one of a series in a threeor four-sided caravanserai type complex surrounding an
open court in the acropolis area (Figure 12). For some reason
the construction of the vaulted room required comparatively
deep foundations, perhaps because of the slope of the mound
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to the north and east of Wall D. I :qb, perhaps too because a
stub of Wall D. I :3b was exposed to the north. In any case the
debris surrounding and covering the remaining lower courses
of Wall D. 1:z4 was leveled approximately to the level
of the Wall D. I :4c remnant and foundation trenches
sunk for the Walls D. I :3a and 5 of the vault. D. I :3a, the
west wall, was founded on the one-course remnant of Wall
D. I :3b, while D. I :5, the east wall, was sunk to the depth
of the foundation level of Wall D. I: 3bJ some 3.30 m. to the
east (just outside of the east balk line). Of the two walls,
eight courses of Wall D. 1:3a and parts of ten courses of
Wall D. I : 5 remained intact a t the time of excavation. Both
walls, D. I :3a and 5, abutted the remnant of Wall D. I :4c
on the south. Above the old wall level, WaJl D. I :3a was built
free-standing, with a vertical west face and arching east face;
the south end terminated roughly in line with the north face
of Wall D. I :4. The new wall, D. I :qb, was then built across
or against the south end of the vault wall and bonded in places
with mortar. The bonding of Wall D. I :5, whose west vault
face alone appears within the Square, seems to have been
accomplished in a somewhat different manner. I t appears to
extend somewhat into and over the line of Wall D. I :4, and
the new Wall D. I :4b seems to accommodate itself in part
to this-the lowest courses of Wall D. I :qb terminate isside
the southerly extended Wall D. I :5, while the upper courses
march past or into the end of Wall D. I :5 and seem to be bonded
to it. The reason for the difference in the construction of the
two walls (D. I :3a and 5) in this regard is not clear ; perhaps
Wall D. I :4b terminated at the east end of Wall D. I :5 or
turned a corner there.
Wall D. I :4b must have staod considerably higher when
built than when excavated. As excavated, the west end of the
north face was preserved no higher than the height of the
(new) D. I :4b doorjamb-roughly three courses above Wall
D. I :4c. The bottom course was laid directly on the earth
that covered the irregular, badly worn away north face (west
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end) of Wall D. I :4c. To the east against the ends of Walls
D. I :3a and 5 an additional course was preserved, giving a
maximum height of four courses. Of the south face only two
regular courses remained. The south face was built entirely
of dressed stones in courses of comparatively level and regular
appearance, though badly out of line when excavated. The
north face in contrast was much more irregular, employing
large boulders for the lowest course and allowing courses to
rise and fall in roller-coaster fashion according to the size and
shape of stones a t hand. D. I :3a and 5 were well constructed
walls in which the courses were kept remarkably level, by
chinking where required.
The contrast between the construction of Walls D. I :3a and
5 and the north face of Wall D. I :4b a t first prompted the
opinion that the walls could not be contemporary. Observation
of highly differentiated building techniques in contemporary
walls of different use and orientation and in the inner and
outer faces of a single wall, particularly the enclosure wall
(D. I :qc-d) seems, however, to rob the argument from consistency of style of any final independent authority. The south
face in fact may be considered quite comparable in construction to Walls D. I :3a or 5 if allowance is made for the uneven
line by assuming some disturbance, perhaps that which caused
the collapse of all but the bottom two courses. Furthermore,
the varied evidence for mutual accommodation between
Walls D. 1:4b-c, 3a and 5 together with the different lengths
of the two north-south walls make it virtually impossible to
conceive of the vault as originally constructed free-standing
without a south end wall-in addition to the fact that such
a reconstruction makes less sense of the sequence of surfaces
associated with the architectural remains than an originally
end-walled vault. Clear evidence for rebuilding or distinct
construction stages are also not forthcoming, though it is an
attractive hypothesis to explain some of the puzzling unevenness. Even if this could be shown, it now seems necessary
for us to assume the basic hypothesis of original contemporary

construction for Walls D. I :4b, 3a and 5 as an architectural
unit.
The first use of the vaulted room is represented by an earthen
floor, D. I :20, laid directly over the Sub-floor D. I :2 2 and
covering the foundation trenches a t a height level with the
top of the old D. I :4c wall remains. Domestic usage is indicated by the liberal remains of a tabzm, found flattened on the
floor and by the wealth of bone and organic material evident in
the debris upon the floor, as well as by the fragments of a basalt
millstone and part of a marble bowl found in soil upon the floor.
The pottery from this surface contained a consistent representation of the glazed pottery that marks the period. How
long the surface remained in use cannot be gauged. Piles of
small stones had accumulated in all the "cornersJ'-perhaps
while the room was still in use. A thinner layer of occupation
debris lay across the rest of the floor. Over this uneven accumulation was spread a layer of soft powdery white dung ash(?),
that was too soft and uneven to trace as a surface, and above
this the fill for the next occupation surface was laid.
In the next stage the room seems to have been converted
into some sort of living room. Floor and walls were plastered
(several times) and a low brick-kurfaced-or red plasteredbench (D.I :8) was built along the whole south end of the room
against Wall D. 1:4b. Over this, a t about the level of the
bench, a window (or door), ca. .80 m. wide and at least 1.00 m.
high opened to the south through the thick outer wall. A
window or door a t this same spot-off center-seems to have
existed in the first course of Wall D. I :qb also, corresponding
to the level of Floor D. I :20. This earlier opening was filled up
to a little above the bench level in the next room, but a small
niche was left a t the wall edge into which the bench and the
wall plaster of the room were fitted. The height of the ceiling
a t the apex of the vault for this room is estimated (by the
architect) to have beenca. 1.60 m., of thelower room ca. 1.80 m.
The conclusion that this aperture in Wall D. I :4b was a
window and not a door is based on (I) an estimate of the
'
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contemporary surf ace level outside (south of) the wall, (2)
the absence of a door socket and bolt slot and / or notched doorjamb, and (3) the assumed function of Wall D. I :qb, viz., as an
enclosure wall with limited access from outside through the
main gates, such as the gateway near the west balk, and access
to inside rooms from the courtyard. Thus we conclude that
the door to the vaulted room lay to the north within the
acropolis enclosure. We do not know enough analogies from
other Arabic architecture of this type to speculate why the
window was so low. Alternatively, the aperture could be a
door leading to the roof of a structure built on the lower
terrace-or, if contemporary with the latest phase in D. 2, to a
now missing stair way from the higher Surf ace D. I :16.
The ceramic evidence from Surface D. I :14, lying above that
of D. I :20, was identical in both cases. I t seems likely that the
time lapse between them was slight since the nature of the
later room treatment corresponds best to the first building
stage in the IB phase of D. 2. At present, however, we have
no way of telling. I t could be contemporary with the later
phase in D. 2. The distance between Surfaces D. I :14 and 20
is ca. .2o m.
The sector west of the vaulted room and north of the main
south gate seems to have been left as an open earth-surfaced
entryway or courtyard framed by the vertical west face of
Wall D. I :3a and with a "floor" (D. I :3g) that sloped downward considerably away toward the north from the wall.
The gateway of the D. I :4b wall was relatively narrow,
maintaining the line set by the second D. I :4c threshold.
The west edge of the new gateway is just visible in the balk.
It appears that no special doorjamb stone was used on that
side--or it has been replaced. The east side of the gateway
used the jamb of the earlier wall as its foundation base line
and added a slightly skewed large, single-grooved and slotted
block of the conventional style a t the north (inner) edge of the
gateway. This changed the direction of the door from the
previous, conventional arrangement, making it swing out to

open rather than in. The new arrangement put the bolt hole
outside the door stop, which was in line with the inner face of
the wall. Since, however, the position of the bolt hole so close
to the long notch in the doorjamb shows that the bolt must
have worked inside the door itself rather than behind it, the
handle and lock could conceivably have been worked from
inside the wall. Or was the door perhaps not locked at all?
A lock on the outside seems senseless. The socket for the door
was in the lower stone of a stepped threshold at the north edge
of the gateway. Corresponding to the reversed position of the
doorjamb, the threshold was constructed of two long rectangular stones, the lower, socketed stone was set deeper, within the gateway, but outside (south of) the door line, while the
higher step stone on the north (a reused lintel fragment) was
at the inside edge of the wall. Later this stepped threshold was
leveled by the addition of two smaller stones above the earlier
and lower southern stone. Since no socket is evident at this
level, it would appear that the gateway was an open one.
South of the gateway no new building is apparent along
the avenue of access to the new gate, and the problem is to
decide how much of the old structures, specifically steps and
walls, were still in use. Since the D. I :10-D. 2 :2 wall line must
have remained visible and seems at some time subsequent to
original construction to have been augmented in spots, it may
be assumed that it still framed the ascent from the south in the
I B period. The most serious problem for reconstruction is the
dearth of surfaces in this sector. None, either in D. I or D. 2,
were distinguished in digging, but two threshold levels plus a
later wall across the access route demand a t least two surfaces.
The west balk provided hints of at least one-at an appropriate
level for the last surface. I t was drawn as Locus D. I :13, an
extension of surface actually located in digging some .IO m.
below the later cross wall (D. I :9). This should probably be
designated D. 1:13b and the surface on which the wall
(D. I :g) rested as D. I :13a.
An additional surface, also not recognized in digging, must
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probably also be reckoned with, because a large part of a crater
or cookpot was found under stones that form the west doorpost of D. I :4b. I t suggests that the new threshold and west
doorjamb were built upon a layer of earth ca. .IO m. high
that had accumulated in the gateway area after it had gone
out of use. This surface must have covered the discarded pot,
since its preserved part was not cracked by the stone on top
and no fragments belonging to it were found in or near it.
None of these surfaces, either north or south of the entryway, were paved or plastered. They all seem to have been
earth surfaces including perhaps a layer of small stones or
gravel. The forecourt seems no longer to have been maintained
as a level, paved surface, and the surface that can be traced
in the balk, D. I: 13, slopes down away from the wall-some
.z5 m. by the time it reaches D. 2. There, it probably appears
as D. 2:s. I t was difficult to trace, but being the first surface
encountered below the topsoil it must have been the last
surface surviving in the Area. This would correspond best
with D. I :q a . The presently available evidence leaves several
problems in connection with this and possibly other surfaces
in D. 2's upper layers.
The stairs themselves appear to have been maintained in
use, at least during the first part of the IB period, with only
minor modifications, specifically the addition of a further
step at the head of the stairs consisting of a single rectangular
stone block.
East of the raised stairway a number of more or less level
surfaces were found stretching from the foot of the stairs,
where they were contained by an east-west wall, north to the
foundation of the perimeter wall (D. I :4). Though more than a
meter's distance separated the lowest from the highest, none of
these surfaces can definitely be placed before the Late Arab
period (IB), since all contained the characteristic glazed sherds
by which the period has been identified. Since our (lack of)
knowledge of the ceramic phases in the Arab period did not
permit a more refined breakdown of the periods in which

glazed pottery was used, we can only assume rough contemporaneity of the new building in D. z with the new building
in D. I where the same sherds were found and describe the
sequence separately in each Square. The correlation of sequences from the two main architectural zones, thresholdstairway-courtyard, and the vaulted room must remain a
largely speculative venture in the absence of more refined
indicators for transition within the period.
The new construction in D. 2 followed and in part covered
a massive robbing and filling operation that must have occurred sometime between the I B phase and the phase immediately preceding (IC). The date of the robbing operation
cannot be fixed with any certainty, but the fill belongs to the
phase of the new building, IB. At the time the digging took
place, the lowest of the bottom three "Roman" steps was
covered with earth; the robber trench cut down along the
edge of this bottom step, tracing its southern edge, then turning north along the east end of the three bottom steps,
leaving a ragged and uneven end that suggests an original
extension of the stairs further to the east. The north end of the
pit (D. 2 :16-D. 3 :9) was difficult to recognize and trace,
especially since the earth layer to the north (sub-surface
layer to D. z :15 or 10) was composed of material little
different in color, composition and ceramic remains from the
fill in the pit.
I t appears that this pit was filled up in the Late Arab
period as an immediate preliminary to new building operations
on the lower terracelslope. The fill of dark loose soil rich in
sherds and bone material was dumped at one time, its alternating layers of blackish and orangish earth forming tip lines
that slope consistently from west to east and, less sharply,
from south to north (exactly the opposite direction from that
of the natural wash surfaces on this part of the mound). The
homogeneity of the fill is underlined by the abundance of
glazed pottery found at every level right to the bottom and
by the absence of horizontal or other layering in the pit.
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Directly upon (or slightly into) this fill a wide (I .30-I .40 m.) ,
double faced, east-west wall (D. 2 :3) was built, parallel to the
enclosure wall, D. I :4, and abutting D. z :2 on the east, so
that its south face roughly matched the south end of D. 2 :2.
This wall extended across the Square 5.50111. to the east balk,
apparently terminating in or near the balk line. Approximately
midway between the balk and Wall D. 2:2 an entrance, ca.
1.10 m. wide, opened into a h~wwar-surfaced"courtyard" to
the north (D. 2:10-D. I: 17).A giant (1.20 x .60 m.), roughly
carved limestone block with groove and bolt hole served as
doorjamb on the east. The matching stone on the west was
ungrooved. The threshold, a two-piece construction with
front (south) step set deep into the pit fill below and a flat
stone set behind it in the gateway, appeared a t first to have
no socket. Apparently two stages must be reckoned with in the
threshold, a later one which is nearly level, in which the lower
threshold was raised to almost the height of the step by the
addition of one or more flat stones and a socket, and an
earlier stage in which the lower threshold consisted of a single,
rough smoothed flat stone-with a door socket on the east,
just below the doorstep and bolt hole in the doorjamb. From
this it would appear that the entrance never had a gate and
that the gateway was built of reused materials, rather indifferently put together. The two threshold levels can probably be correlated with two main surfacings of D. 2:10.
The original height of the wall is unknown; the estimate
would depend partly on the estimated function of the wall.
Three courses at most were preserved for the excavator; the
uppermost, visible on the surface, was in part at least a later
addition. The line between the two phases of use was, however,
difficult to determine exactly. In some places where the wall
was more severely worn or damaged, late additions may be
found quite low in the wall. The original wall, D. 2 :3b, was
built of dressed or semi-dressed stones, varying considerably in
size and shape, some clearly reused. The two faces were widely
spaced, a situation so exaggerated by the conditions of its

collapse (vix., that the upper courses of the north face fell
inward on the courtyard floor, pulling the lower course with
them away from the outer [south] face), that the remains
of the north face that were still standing were at first not
recognized as belonging to the same wall construction as
the south face.
The eastern terminus of Wall D. 2 :3b is somewhat problematic. At its highest level, which consists mostly of late
additions to the south face (= D. z :3a), the south face appears
to continue several meters to the east. At a lower level it can
be seen clearly to enter the east balk. The inner (north) face,
on the other hand, seemed to stop before it reached the east
balk, and it is questionable whether any trace of it can be
found in the balk. Furthermore, a north-south wall, D. z:9,
whose west face projected from the east balk, met Wall D. z :3b
(north) just where it stopped on the east. From the well
matched courses at the corner it appears that the two were
an integrated and likely a continuous construction. In that
case it is also quite possible that the outer face of the D. z :3b
wall, in contrast to the D. 2 :3a construction, also turned
northward just east of the balk line, forming an east face for
Wall D. 2: g.
Wall D. 2:g was preserved two courses high at the south
end and three at the north. I t ran from the north face of Wall
D. z :3b (2.50 m. from the south balk) into the north balk,
breaking off in a tumble of fallen stones just as it emerges into
D. I, slightly over I m. from the foundation of Wall D. I :4. It
was built entirely of dressed stones, somewhat more uniform
in size than those in the remains oi Wall D. 2:3b. Evidence
from its construction suggests that the row exposed in the
east balk--and later removed from the balk-was perhaps
one face of a double faced wall, despite the fact that the balk
gave no immediate or unambiguous evidence of another face.
The bottom course of Wall D. z :g consisted entirely of
stretchers, while the top courses were constructed primarily
of headers, many up to one meter in length. Such an arrange-
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ment would seem to presume a two-faced construction. The
fact that the balk left by the removal of the west face showed
only earth and small stones with the outlines of only a couple
of large stones-a picture similar to that of the cross section
of Locus D. 2 :4, the later fill over the courtyard floor, seen
in the north balk-may be due to the width of the wall. If
Wall D. 2 :g was built like Wall D. 2 :3bJ the balk would be
an accurate representation of a longitudinal section of the fill
between the two faces.
Walls D. 2 :g and 3b were in any case in contemporary use,
even if they should prove to be separate constructions. Together they formed the south and east walls of a huwwarsurfaced (D. 2 :Ioa and b) courtyard at the foot of the acropolis
enclosure wall. To complete this picture, there is some indication that a single-row wall corresponding to Wall D. 2:g
on the east was built along the east face of D. 2 :2-D. I :10or
D. 2 :sub-2-D. I :sub-10 to form the west wall of this courtyard structure.
Within this walled area a slightly raised dirt platform was
described in the southwest corner by a line of loaf-sized stones
running north from the west gatepost for almost two meters,
then turning west where it can be traced for another .75 m.
The area outlined by these stones was filled with earth up to
the tops of the stones, then paved with the same h/uwwar
surfacing as the rest of the courtyard area. I t must have been
built at the time of the first surfacing of the area, since no
second huwwar surface was found under it. Whatever its
use, it apparently received less wear than the rest of the area,
since it showed no sign of resurfacing.
We have described this walled and surfaced sector as an
open courtyard because of its size, construction, position, and
the absence of any clear indications that it was roofed. The
walled enclosure is too large (5 x 5-5.50 m.) to be vaulted by the
contemporary construction techniques evident in the Area.
I t is also too large to be roofed with beams without intermediate walls, columns or other supports. Of these latter, no

evidence was apparent, nor was anything found that could
be recognized as roofing material debris.
The use of the sector also remains undetermined because of
our ignorance of analogies for this type of structure. One
suggestion we heard, viz., that it might have been a parking
place for horses outside the inner, walled acropolis area, seems
difficult to reconcile with the generally good condition of the
floor, which seems to have had too thin a surface to sustain
the treatment of shod hoofs. However, two crescent-shaped
iron horseshoes were found in D. I against Wall D. I :4 which
apparently came from upon or above Surface D. I: 17. Some
evidence of domestic use was found: (I) a fine Arab crater or
cookpot, glazed inside, unglazed and fire-blackened outside,
was found on the floor, broken in situ, near the center of the
north balk and about one meter south of a curious semicircular rock formation (Locus D. I :18), that distinguished
itself from the rest of the tumble, but whose use remains a
mystery-no fire was used with it, so it cannot have been a
fireplace ; (2) small amounts of charcoal and burnt bone ; (3) a
basalt millstone fragment, and a large end piece of a saddle
quern. All of these could have been part of the later accumulation and fill and unrelated to the original use of the enclosure/
room. Another interesting find connected with this area and
still wanting architectural interpretation was a quantity of
brick fragments plus a number of whole bricks, almost all of
which were found close to the floor level.
South of Wall D. 2 :3, a huwwar surface, D. 2 :8 = D. 3 :7,
covered almost exactly the area of the filled-in pit (D. 2 :16 =
D. 3: 9). When excavated, the surface was rather rough and
patchy, showing considerable signs of wear-from weather
or man or both. The main sector of use-along the wall
between the gateway in Wall D. 2:3 and the stairs-was
thicker, giving evidence of a t least two resurfacings, which
were often simply localized patching jobs that could not be
traced across the whole surface. The first surface was laid
directly on the pit fill except in the southwest corner, where it
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covered a yellowish clayey deposit on the lowest "Roman"
step. Here, Surface D. 2 :8b met the second step, leaving just
the top exposed; Surface D. 2:8a, as dug, just covered the
second step.
The D. a :8-7 surface is of pivotal significance for the
stratigraphy of this phase since it links stairway (and possibly
D. 1:4 gateway, if stair-gateway-surface connections can be
made) sequences with the building and occupation sequences
on the lower terrace. Surface D. 2 :8 outside the courtyard
was contemporary with D. 2 :10 inside the walled sector since
both, at approximately the same levels, were the primary (and
only) surfaces used with the D. 2 :3b threshold. At the same
time, Surface D. 2 :8 was also connected with the stairs in
such a way as to show that they were still exposed and in use.
The next phase of construction in D. a-still within the
Late Arab period-is more an indication of disuse than of use.
The huwwar-surfaced courtyard has become a rock-strewn
terrace. The vaulted room in D. I is likely in a state of disrepair and abandonment. Only the stairway area remains in
use-but the stairs themselves are covered with a layer of
dirt and stones. The length of the break between these two
building stages in D. z is hard to gauge. The .80-1.10 m.
separating D. ~ : I o - D I. : I ~from the next surface above,
D. z :4-D. I :16, must be attributed in large measure to
planned filling operations and not to natural accumulation,
since the gateway in Wall D. a :3b was walled up to contain it.
The .25 m. separating Surface D. 2 :6 from D. z :8-or the
.IO-.a5 m. between the possibly earlier Surfaces D. 2 :5 or gb
in the stairway-may be a better gauge for the time lapsed.
In any case, sometime in the Late Arab period, the D. 2 : 3b
and g walls collapsed inward on the courtyard, leaving only
two to three courses standing. Over this fall, which was left
on the huwwar surface, a deep fill of earth and small field
stones was laid to the height of the remaining wall on the east
and south. The roughly level terrace excavated by this operation reached to the top of the foundation courses of Wall D. I :4

and was covered all over with a layer of small uncut field
stones; the whole of this fill together with the "surface"
was designated D. 2 :4-D. I :16. Prior to this terracing operation the gateway in Wall D. 2 :3b had been "walled up" along
the line of the south face with a plug of irregularly shaped and
sized stones, and in places where Wall D. 2: 3b had not been
preserved high enough, an additional row of stones (D. 2 :3a)
may have been laid along the south to form a retaining wall for
the fill. The stones of this top course are noticeably more
irregular than those of the bottom courses, lending strength
to the hypothesis that they were a later addition and not
simply part of the original wall that was preserved to a higher
level.
The contemporary surface south of the terrace wall should
probably be identified with D. 2 :6 (perhaps = D. 3 :5 ) ) a
pebbly earth surface found about .25 m. above Surface
D. 2: €3 in roughly the same sector, though because of a large
rockfall near the stairway it could not be traced all the way
to the west balk. D. 2 :6 is the first surface over D. 2 :8 and
the last surface below the ground surface humus. The surface
that corresponds to this position and level in the stairway
area is D. 2 :5, between the D. 2 :7a stairs and humus-and
to the north between the D. 2: 12 surface and humus.
In D. I no new building or occupation evidence, .apart from
the second threshold level in D. I :4b, is apparent that can be
correlated with the D. 2: 3a and 6 phase in D. 2. The collapse
of the vault roof into the vaulted room might possibly be
contemporary with the collapse of Wall D. I :4b ; however,
if it is associated, as is more likely, with the collapse of D. I :4b,
it cannot be contemporary with the fall of Walls D. z :3b and g,
since Wall D. I :qb fell on the D. 2 :4-D. I :16 surface that
covered the fall from the courtyard building. In any case the
collapse of the vault followed at least two occupation layers,
Surfaces D. 1:2o and 14, plus a period of abandonment in
which possibly two stages can be discerned. The first surface
above D. I :14, D.I :7, may be only a weather hardened level
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of occupation debris upon the last plaster floor, or it may
represent the last poor use of the room. The next layer above,
D. I :6, clearly stems from a period of disuse. I t was an uneven
layer-or better, a series of layers-of accumulation with a
weathering surface that could not be traced consistently over
the whole sector.
The architectural tumble in the vaulted room lies over this
layer of accumulation, contrasting with the situation in D. 2,
where it appears that the Walls D. 2: 3a and g collapsed upon
a surface that was possibly still in use or a t least showed no
signsof a longer period of disuse. Since no distinction could be
made between the final fall from structures on the south edge
of the acropolis perimeter and the tumble that covered summit
and slope before excavation began this summer-except for
the dirt fill-we assume that this collapse was one of the latest
events in the occupation history of the Area. The vault
collapsed inward, filling up most of the remaining cavity,
while the upper and outer part of Wall D. z :3a fell outward,
forming a heap that rose 1.50-1.75 m. to cover the edge of the
west face of the two meters of the wall that still stood.
Additional tumble lay over the top of the remnant of Wall
D. z: 3a and the filled-in room cavity concealing the outline
of the remains beneath.
At the same time, apparently, Wall D. I :qb fell outward
(south), pulling away from Walls D. z :3a and D. I :5 in
places, while the outer (south) face fell away almost completely,
leaving only two courses standing upon the earlier foundation
of Wall D. I :qc-d. This tumble piled up on the terrace D. z :4D. I : I ~to the south, forming a stone embankment that
sloped from the edge of the south face of Wall D. I :qb some
six meters to the south, petering out about 3-3.50 m. short of
the terrace retaining wall, D. 2 :3a.

Stratam I, Phase A . Perhaps not all this fall should be laid to
a single collapse. There are indications of a third phase of building in the Area before final abandonment, but this last phase is

itself an indication of the end of the period and of occupation
in the Area. An effort seems to have been made to rebuild the
outer edge of Wall D. I :4, which had been almost entirely lost.
A single row of large, irregularly sized uncut-or semi-dressed ?
-field stones was set upon the outer row of the wall. Whether
this new wall D. I :4a, was once higher is difficult to say. Some
of the stones found in the tumble on the slope below appear to
have been of similar type, but most were the badly worn,
rough-dressed ashlar of the IB phase building. In any case,
this last attempt to preserve and use the wall that served as
the anchor point for all construction in Area D from the
earliest surfaces uncovered this season shows that the vaulted
room was no longer intact. The old doorway/window was
filled up as was the room itself, and the new wall marched on
past the old opening.
Not long afterwards, perhaps even before this last repair
of the circumvallation wall was made, a small one-row wall
two courses in height (D. I : g) was built across the south
opening into the D. I :qb gateway on top of the last surface,
D. I :13, the entrance that had been in "continuousJ' use from
(probably) Byzantine times a t least. Walls D. I :4a and
D. I :g may be contemporary with the latest additions to
D. 2:3a, but there is no way to know with any certainty.
What is certain is that these last feeble building efforts
signify an equally meager occupation in the Area; none even
bothered to carry away the stones of the fallen structures to
build new buildings until relatively modern times. IA then is
simply a last phase of repadr of old wall lines with no attempt
to rebuild old edifices or to create new ones. In terms of
chronology it may be anywhere between the end of the Late
Arab period and the "modern" period, most likely toward the
former, since the building is in every case directly upon IB
structures and surfaces (but, in the rebuilding of walls, time
lapse within a single cultural occupation is difficult and
perhaps impossible to measure).
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Sqaare 3. The structures in Squares D. I and 2 were continuous, part of a common, if not always reconstructible, building
complex, and so they were described together. Square D. 3,
on the other hand, contained no structures contemporary with
the main buildings in D. I and z and shared only a few surfaces and/or earth layers with D. z. In the period covered by
our excavation this season, D. 3 lay outside the zone of
construction and occupation on the acropolis mound. I t
described a sector on the lower slope below a series of structures that saw successive rebuildings and many resurfacings,
a sector that caught the sediment washed down from the
upper buildings with the yearly rains and reflected, in its
many huwwar wash surf aces and the quantity of tesserae in the
layers between, the laying of floors and plastering of walls
above and their disintegration. At times it shared the surfaces
that lay outside the lower terrace wall and steps in D. z
(D. 2:8 = D. 3:7; D. 2:6 = D. 3:5).
Below D. 3 :7, which represents the latest main surface in
D. 3 and perhaps the only occupation surface (with the
possible exception of Surface D. 3 : 12, whose purpose and use
remain unknown) lay a large pit (D. 3 :9 = D. 2 :16), stretching
along the greater part of the north balk and cutting off all the
surfaces to the south from any direct connection with D. 2. Only
in the northeast corner was a series of layers preserved which
may prove to have connections with D. 2 a t lower, earlier levels
than Surface D. 3 :7. Outside of Pit D. 3 :g and a .60 m.-thick
platform of chunky huwwar (D. 3:12) in the southwest corner
through which Pit D. 3:g cut, the rest of the Area described
by D. 3 consisted of a series of wash layers and surfaces, that
sloped more or less steeply to the south and the west as they
descended. They represent successive deposits of silt and mud
wash, often accompanied by masses of rockfall that tended to
pile up toward the lower south and west end of the slope. These
layers of mud deposit had in places such smooth, hard surfaces
that they appeared almost to have been laid floors, but none
could be traced very far, since the thin crust of a surface was

easily broken and the same action that built up these layers
also worked to destroy them. Pockets and gullies of erosion
cut by settling pools or streams of water were frequent in
these layers.
As a result of this complementary but stratigraphically
confusing phenomenon of sequences of layer build-up and
erosion, surfaces could scarcely ever be traced across the
entire Square. A number of hard, smooth-finished huwwar
surfaces (D. 3 :8,18 and 19)were found near the ground surface
in the northeast corner, traced as they descended southward
and lost when they gave out before reaching the south or
west balks. New surfaces (D. 3: 10, 11, 12 and 13) which
could not be connected with the surfaces in the northeast
corner and which sometimes appeared as intermediate surf aces were picked up in the southeast and southwest quadrants
of the Square. Only one, D. 3 :10, appeared to continue across
most of the south half of the Square.
In addition to the big pit on the north, D. 3:g = D. 2: 16
(which was first located in D. 3), Square 3 boasted two other
pits, both along the south balk. D. 3:17, a pit just barely
extending beyond the excavators' steps in the southeast
corner, gave evidence of a wealth of tabun ash and other
domestic refuse, but could not be excavated. D. 3:14, a
fairly large pit with at times bafflingly indistinct contour, was
found along the middle of the west balk. Because its west edge
lies directly beneath a cut in the thick huwwar deposit,
D. 3 :12, it was first thought to have been dug from upper,
Arab levels. The upper pottery in the "fill" was also Arab,
but the lower pottery was "Roman" with a complete absence of
Arab sherds, so the pit must have been filled (first) in Roman
times, but only partially filled, so that the upper fill is Arab. The
balk also suggests the hypothesis of successive layerings; in
fact it was repeatedly doubted that D. 3: 14 could be a pit since
the layers of deposit in it followed the same degree of incline as
the other surfaces or wash layers in the south balk and were at
first indistinguishable from them.
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Near the bottom of this pit were found remains from at least
three human skeletons, one a female, almost complete except
for lower mandible, left arm, and legs from the knees down.
This skeleton was articulated from the base of the neck
downward; the head, three cervical vertebrae and a shoulder
blade were, however, detached. The woman, estimated to
have been about 40 years old, appears to have died from a
large tumor in the left chest, in the cavity of which its calcified
remains were found, having the shape and size of an ostrich
egg. None of the skeletal remains, including the other skull,
long bones and jaw fragment, seem to have been associated
with primary burials. All were to a greater or lesser degree
"disturbed," resting in and among the heap of stones in
the bottom of the pit. The meaning of such a disposition of
human remains is not immediately clear to us. The ceramic
evidence associated with this level in the pit was characteristically "Byzantine/Roman.
Only two structures were encountered in this season's
digging in D. 3 : (I) an L-shaped stone fence (D. 3 :3-4), one
course high and two rows wide, resting only a few centimeters
under the ground surface of the mound and presumed to be
of relatively "modern" construction, though it could belong
to the IA phase in D. I and/or last additions to D. 3 :3a
(pottery evidence is inconclusive); (2) a wall, D. 3:16, first
noted below ground surface level in or at the east edge of the
big robber pit, D. 3 :g. Since only the top of it had been exposed in stratigraphic digging to the east of it, its date cannot
be determined from this season's work. The foundation level
has not yet been reached, though excavation of the pit
revealed three courses on the west.
To summarize our work and its results in D. 3, we must say
that it has been an important if often trying school for
stratigraphic digging. As our understanding of the nature of
this area and its peculiar features grew and as our accuracy in
tracing surfaces mounted, we were able to garner a number of
fine, large samples of pottery from layers dug in sequence, and
"

were able to show a sequence of ceramic corpora much more
fully representative than those available from the occupation
surfaces and structures higher on the mound. This ceramic
series obtained from D. 3 wash layers also extends further
into the pre-Arab period than our digging had yet progressed
in D. I and 2. Thus it should give us a key, when properly
studied, to the ceramic horizons and periods of occupation
to be met on the heights above.
THE RESULTS OF THE FIRST SEASON'S WORK
As the four Area reports indicate, the stratigraphic evidence
was rich and varied, as were the finds, ceramic and architectural complexes. In attempting an overall correlation
summary, the records currently indicate the most finely
subdivided stratigraphic evidence for the Arabic (five subdivisions of three phases in Area D) and Byzantine (five
subdivisions of three phases in Area A) periods. The review
of the evidence will indicate, by periods, what the four
Areas have produced in the first season's work.
Arabic. Evidence for this period occurred in a l l four Areas
excavated. In Area B a few soil layers were found and one
possible occupation surface (not associated with architecture),
also a pit and a lime kiln. In Area C the evidence included the
U-shaped "enclosure" wall partly visible at the start of the
excavation, a small portion of a room at the south edge of the
Area (the nature of the building remains undetermined), and
the only partially excavated structure in the northeast corner
of C. 4. A possible second phase of the period is suggested by
the cistern fill in C. 4. In Area A, Phase A is limited to a
serpentine alignment of stones and column sections which may
have served as some sort of pen or enclosure wall. Phase B
(considered Late Arabic) comprised the courtyard drainage
system with its associated cisterns in A. 2 and possibly
A. 3. Phase C includes the storage complex of A. I and possibly
two fragmentary wall remnants in A. 3 and 4.
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As indicated above, the most complex Arabic evidence
occurred in Area D. Phase A comprised some sort c ~ fenclosure
wall in D. 3 and a relatively poor rebuild of the outer eastwest face of the acropolis architecture in D. I and a blocking
of the gateway at the head of the southern access to the
acropolis. Phase B incorporated the "vaulted room" of D. I
with three living surfaces (one furnished with a plastered
"bench" or shelf) with use of a major access route from the
south which included a gateway or doorway into the acropolis
perimeter architecture and at least two use surfaces continuing
from D. I down the slope into D. 2 Outside the acropolis
perimeter architecture (in which the vaulted room was
incorporated) and east of the access route stood a walled open
court indicating two exposed surfaces in the course of its use
(D. 2). I t had been cut into by a large pit at the south edge of
the Square which was found at the north portion of D. 3 as
well. The size and shape of the pit indicated that a robbing of
walls had occurred. An earlier stage of this phase seems to
have comprised a leveling operation most evident in the
courtyard of D. 2. Phase C is indicated by the second gateway
or doorway construction giving access to the acropolis perimeter architecture. It included a sequence of two hard plaster
surfaces used in the access space. Beneath the vaulted room,
a domestic complex was indicated by new wall alignments and
a series of earth occupation surfaces. In D. 3 a pit took at least
part of its fill during this stage of occupation. The earliest
remains in Phase C may be a transitional stage from the next
lowest stratum, but they are provisionally included in the
Arabic material pending more detailed studies of the objects
and ceramics. They comprised a fine flagstone paving with two
walls indicating divisions of perimeter architecture and included a well-worked and larger edition of the gateway from
the southern access. The access consisted of well constructed
stone stairs in uneven tread widths and bordered on the east
by a well-built border wall.
Tentatively, one may venture a correlation of Phase A in

Areas C, A and D on the grounds of the poor quality of
workmanship and generally temporary nature of the constructions of enclosure walls and rebuilds. More refined
distinctions will depend on the completion of numismatic
identifications and refinement of ceramic distinctions. Beyond
this, no clear basis is yet available for correlating the other
Arabic phases with those of Area D. This may become available on stratigraphic grounds with the linking up of Areas A
and D in a future season. Possibilities for placing Phase B in
Area C into the relative chronological span of Area D seem
slim, barring the yet-to-be-excavated structure in C. 4 and the
dating evidence which may turn up there. I t would seem that
Area C's Phase B is a t least later than Area A's Phase C if our
reading of ceramic evidence is substantiated by the detailed
analyses.
Byzavttirte. Uncertainties of dividing Byzantine from Roman
pottery forms plague us here. Area B indicates in the thick
accumulation of huwwar and soil layers some possible Byzantine occupation. No fine subdivisions were possible. Area C
provided evidence for the Byzantine period only in the
ceramics and objects embedded in the wash layers disassociated
from architectural remains. Area D may open up some
Byzantine material in the course of the next season, but the
Area supervisor's hesitance in identifying the pre-Arab
Stratum I1 material is wise pending the completion of the
inquiry into these layers next season. The Roman pottery
indications may mean a gap on the perimeter of the acropolis
during the period, as well as in the access route constructions.
From the first season's work, it is Area A which yields the
greatest potential for refining our knowledge of the Byzantine
period. Phase A comprises in its latest stage the most substantid mosaic floor fragment found to date, with the "inner"
arc apsidal wall to which it was joined. The earlier subdivision
of the phase comprised another surface, also interpreted as a
floor. All of this evidence provides the stimulus for the
interpretation of the building remains as part of a church.
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Phase B comprised primarily the larger apsidal wall with
two associated surfaces in A. 3, the flanking walls outside the
apsidal remnant, and possibly one surface fragment in A. 4.
The two subdivisions of Phase C are sequences of one and two
surfaces associated with the larger apsidal wall in A. 3 and
with the long east-west wall in A. I and z. The present judgment places the column bases with Phase B, but indistinct
evidence of the founding layer of the present position of these
bases awaits further testing. That they are reused in their
present locations is evident more from some dirt layered
under them than the clearly classical lines of their design.
Generally one must observe that Area A stratigraphy has
been subj ect to frequent massive disturbance, and hopefully
the linking of Area A and Area D in a future season might
provide both specific connections with Area D's pre-Arab
remains and clarify the interpretation so strongly suggested
by the elements of surviving architecture uncovered to date.
No surely Byzantine material is yet available from Area D.
Possibly the partially investigated stage of the southern access
to the acropolis will yield more certain conclusions with
another season's work.
R0rna.n. If the horizon of Arabic and Byzantine material
can best be seen by "stacking" Area A under Area D, it is yet
unclear where the most helpful Roman material will be
evident. In the first season's work Area B produced some
evidence of archtecture possibly for the period or for the
Hellenistic occupation which preceded it. This is in the form
of the upper rebuild of the major wall that split the Square
east to west and the fragment of a cross wall possibly contemporary with it. In Area C a rather complicated network of
walls, possibly Roman, was just coming to light as the
season ended. Further work will illumine their nature and
importance. In Area A the evidence combines some unworked
stone walls not yet fully traced in A. 3 and two better constructed early stages of wall construction in A. I and 2. That
bedrock occurred so near the starting surface in A. 4 lends

caution to expectations of extensive Roman or pre-Roman
remains on this sector of the site, but another two weeks of
work in that Area would verify or disprove that suspicion. As
indicated in discussion of the Byzantine period, whether
Area D will show Roman material immediately beneath the
Arab remains there is yet to be confirmed.
Iron III (Persian). The only substantial evidence for this
period uncovered to date is the large, deliberately prepared
foundation wall in Area B. The completion of investigation
of its founding will be of major interest for the next season.
Conjecture about the presumably associated architecture
would have to be tested by an expansion of the Area.
Iyon 11, Iron I and Late Bronze. The evidence for these
periods is limited to ceramic types known from west bank
ceramic horizons as samples have survived into later layeis.
Indications of the volume of such identifiable material brook
well for expecting substantial stratigraphic deposits on the
site. The Areas on the shelf of the tell seem most likely to
produce such evidence, from all present indications.
The Ceramic Evidence. An additional word is in order concerning the ceramic evidence. Detailed analyses may yield
criteria sufficient to refine the Arabic ceramic corpus beyond
present possibilities. Reference has already been made to
samples of imitation Chinese porcelain (see szcpra, p. 134).
There would seem to be a basis in the material of Area D for
refining the appearance of paint types and glaze styles if such
are typologically significant for dating an upper Moabite site.
I t is clear that certain Roman wares, including genuine and
imitation terra sigillata, as well as Nabataean materials, were
used on the site. Hellenistic forms most readily identified
were inverted bowl rims and a few Attic black imported wares.
The most surprising new forms occurred in what we consider the Iron 111 (Persian) evidence. New forms included
double disc bases (a disc within a disc), outset rims (the jog
appearing on both the interior and exterior profile lines) and
black ring burnishing. Customary red burnished wares and
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characteristic cookpot-rim forms seemed to match Iron I1
styles as found on the west bank. All of this will need the usual
detailed analysis for its full importance to be clarified.
In conclusion, the first season's results have demonstrated
conclusively the richness of material representing several
periods available on the site. They have also held out fascinating problems begging further inquiry. While certain
cautions have arisen about the seriously disturbed state of
evidence within the acropolis area, chief among them being
the evidence of high contours of bedrock in that sector, it
is clear that the explorations yet possible on the public land,
particularly if integrated along the main north-south and
east-west axes, should eventually provide a clear picture of
the major stages in the site's occupation history. Numerous
auxiliary projects also beckon. The detection of the Roman
road in the vicinity, exploration of the necropolis, and planning and exploration of some of the more recent structures on
the southwest ridge, are just a few suggestions.

I. Tell Hesbkn from the northeast. The acropolis and the shelf between the
acropolis and the lower slopes of the mound are clearly noticeable

B. The staff of the 1968 Heshbon expedition

A. Area T3: the lime kiln protruthng from the north balk, and cutting through
several occupational strata t o a depth of three meters

1:. Area 1 3 : north face o f \\-all 171: o f the I'ersian pcriotl. The foundation, lying
tleelxr than what is visible i n the picture, \\.asnot reached in the 1968 season

A. Area C: aerial view of t h e L-shaped enclosure n-all (C

I

:z-3 a n d C. 1 : s )

B. Area C: Structure C. 4:1o-8 in t h e northwest corner of Square 4

h. Area C : south balk of Square 2 shoxx;ing the tip lines of the layers of wash, and
\\'all C. 2:10 to the left

!. Arm C : Sqnarz I a t the end of the first set~son'swork, with the first encountered
architectural remains visible, probably of Roman origin

A. Area A : Square 2 , looking toward t h e south, showing t h e Arab water channels
running from north t o south (cutting through Wall A. 2 : 8) and from east t o west

l3. Area A : storage area in Squnrc

I

wiih remains o f hupe storage jars excavated

h. Area A : Appearance of t h e mosaic floor fragment ( A . 3 : 3 ) , covered ~ v i t hplaster
(below t h e meter stick), and of t h e arc-shaped apsidal stones (A. 3 :j)in Square 3.
T h e crude filler Wall A. 3 :4 is between t h e mosaic a n d Wall A . 3 :5

B. Area A : cemcnt hetl of the apse mosaic alter ~ t remo\.;rl.
s
1;iIler \\':\I1 .\. 3 : 4 is
visible behind i t

PLATE
XVII

A. Area. A : l o o h n g north over all [our Squares. I n t h e right foreground is the apse
of t h e church u i t h i t s intrusive .2rab cistern (A. 3 : 8). I n t h e center, running from
left t o right, are three column bases of t h e church, and behind t h e m t h e church's
north wall (A. 2 : 8)

B. Area A : mosaic floor fragment (A. 4 : 8 ) shown a s found in relationship to
architectural features surrounding i t

PLATE
XVIII

A. Area A : t h e a p s ~ t l a lmosalc fragment (A. 3 :3) Irom t h e 6tll-century church

Area A : the fragment of a mosaic floor (A. 4 : 8 ) from t h e central aisle of the church

PLATE
XIX

A A \ r c ;A
~ : t h e cntl of t h e northern leg of t h e apse wall (after removal of i h e balk
between Squares I a n d 3) and junction with \Tall A . I :9. T h e left stone o n which
t h e meter stick rests is reused a n d bears a Corinthian capital leaf pattern carved on
its north face a n d its bottom face

B. Area A : north face of north wall of t h e church (A. r : 8) i n Square 2. The two
column bases behind i t stand o n t h e balk between Squares 2 and 4

PLATE
XXI

A. Headless skeleton of a large canine found under Locus 24 in Area B.

B. A varietv of fragments from colored glass vessels and of glass bracelets

I

PLATE
XXII

Painted Arab vessels from the cistern of Area C

PLATE
XXIII

A

,4-B. A painted Arab jug and a lamp from the cistern of Area C

C. A lead pendant (white chalk is put on the background to let the design appear on
the photograph; see Figure 5 for an artist's drawing of the design)
n.A bone doll
E. Painted head on plaster from the church (A = half size; B-E = actual size)

A. Fragment of plaster from the church wlth the won1 jAjANIHjAj painted on it
(Actual slze)

